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ABSTRACT

Modern software systems are becoming increasingly complex and are created by different
stakeholders that commit to one vision. Yet, these stakeholders differ in their requirements
that they pose on the software system and also do not necessarily share all competencies.
Therefore, they require views onto the system tailored to their needs and abstracting from
details outside their domain. Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) provides a methodology to
achieve this by using models to abstract from different aspects of the same system. Yet,
these models may overlap (partially), and more importantly, they may change throughout their life-cycle. Hence, changes to one model may have to be synchronised with other
models that share the same information to restore consistency w.r.t. the overall system.
The bidirectional transformations (BX) community aims at providing the means to specify
and restore consistency between two models. A popular BX approach are Triple Graph
Grammars (TGGs), where models are interpreted as graph-like structures and consistency
is expressed via a set of grammar rules. These rules describe how to create consistent
pairs of models from scratch. Furthermore, they can be transformed automatically to obtain advanced consistency restoration operations such as synchronisers that propagate
changes between models. Most synchronisers are sequential meaning that only one model
is changed at a time and the opposite model is updated. To date, most TGG-based approaches solve this task by deconstructing parts of the opposite model that are no longer
consistent w.r.t. the TGG and then synchronising the now untranslated elements of the
changed model. Yet, this retranslation often leads to very similar structures like the ones
that were deleted. Hence, this strategy is inefficient and, above that, can even cause information loss when some information is only contained in one model but not the other.
Therefore, we introduce short-cut rules as a new kind of TGG rule that describes how
complex changes can be applied to both models at once in a consistency and information
preserving way. Like normal TGG rules, these rules can then be transformed to obtain
synchronisers, restoring consistency and preserving information more efficiently.
In practice, sequential synchronisers are too limited to be employed in a truly collaborative scenario where both models may be changed concurrently by different stakeholders.
The challenge of this task lies in the fact that some changes may conflict and have to be
resolved. Former concurrent synchronisation solutions solved this by performing a sequential synchronisation step in one direction, followed by another in the opposite direction,
detecting and resolving conflicts along the way. Others explored the vast space of (most
of) all concurrent synchronisation solutions. While the first kind’s conflict detection was
shown to depend on the order in which the synchronisation steps are executed, the latter
is only applicable to small models. In this thesis, we introduce a novel TGG-based concurrent model synchronisation technique, which finds (most) conflicts before any synchronisation activities take place and detects conflicts more reliably. Also, our approach is highly
configurable and provides the means for modellers to implement their own synchronisation goals. Finally, we implemented and evaluated both the short-cut rule framework and
the TGG-based concurrent synchronisation framework demonstrating their promising scalability and comparing our solution to another state-of-the-art BX tool.
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K U R Z FA S S U N G

Moderne Softwaresysteme werden zunehmend komplexer und sind das Ergebnis unterschiedlichster Interessensvertreter, die diese gemeinsam realisieren. Dabei stellen die
verschiedenen Interessensvertreter unterschiedliche Anforderungen an das Softwaresystem und haben zum Teil unterschiedliche Kompetenzen. Aus diesem Grund werden
unterschiedliche Sichten auf das Softwaresystem benötigt, die von Details abstrahieren,
die außerhalb der Domäne einzelner Interessensvertreter liegen. Die modellgetriebene Softwareentwicklung bietet hierfür eine Methodologie, bei der Modelle verwendet werden, um
verschiedene Aspekte eines Softwaresystems zu beschreiben. Diese Sichten können (teilweise) überlappen und sich stetig verändern. Aus diesem Grund müssen Änderungen
zwischen Modellen, die sich Informationen teilen, synchronisiert werden, damit alle Modelle konsistent zum gesamten System sind.
Um dies zu realisieren, lassen sich bidirektionale Transformationen (BX) einsetzen. Das Ziel
von BX-Ansätzen ist es, Konsistenz zwischen zwei Modellen einerseits zu spezifizieren
und andererseits Operationen zur Konsistenzwiederherstellung bereitzustellen. Ein populärer BX-Ansatz sind hierbei Tripel-Graph-Grammatiken (TGGen), bei denen Modelle
als graphähnliche Strukturen interpretiert werden und Konsistenz durch eine Menge an
Graphgrammatikregeln ausgedrückt wird. Die Regeln einer TGG beschreiben dabei, wie
Paare von konsistenten Modellen von Grund auf erzeugt werden. Außerdem lassen sich
diese Regeln automatisch transformieren, um aus ihnen Operationen abzuleiten, die Konsistenz wiederherstellen. Zum Beispiel lassen sich so Synchronisierer ableiten, die Änderungen zwischen Modellen propagieren. Die meisten Synchronisierer arbeiten sequentiell
und erwarten daher, dass nur ein Modell geändert wird, während die Änderungen in
das zweite gegenüberliegende Modell übertragen werden. Gängige TGG-basierte Ansätze realisieren dies, in dem die Teile des gegenüberliegenden Modells abgebaut werden,
die nicht mehr konsistent zur TGG sind. Im Anschluss werden alle unübersetzten Elemente des geänderten Modells propagiert. Dabei ist jedoch oft zu beobachten, dass die
neu erzeugten Strukturen denen ähneln, die im vorigen Schritt gelöscht wurden und es
somit effizienter wäre diese Strukturen zu erhalten. Darüber hinaus kann diese Vorgehensweise zu Informationsverlust führen, wenn die gelöschten Elemente Informationen
enthielten, die nicht im anderen Modell vorkommen. In dieser Dissertationsschrift stellen
wir Short-Cut-Regeln als eine neue Form von TGG-Regeln vor. Short-Cut-Regeln beschreiben komplexe Änderungen, die angewandt auf beide Modelle deren Konsistenz sowie
zusätzliche Informationen bewahren. Ebenso wie TGG-Regeln, lassen sich Short-Cut-Regeln transformieren, um aus ihnen effiziente konsistenzwiederherstellende Synchronisierer abzuleiten, die Informationen erhalten.
Sequentielle Synchronisierer sind in der Praxis jedoch oft zu eingeschränkt, da in kollaborativen Szenarien beide Modelle simultan von verschiedenen Interessensvertretern verändert werden können. Dabei können Konflikte zwischen Änderungen entstehen, die aufgelöst werden müssen bevor ein konsistenter Zustand wiederhergestellt werden kann. Viele
Ansätze implementieren simultane Synchronisierer, in dem die Änderungen von einem Modell in das andere durch einen sequentiellen Synchronisierungsschritt übertragen werden,
gefolgt von einem Synchronisierungsschritt in die entgegengesetzte Richtung. Konflikte
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werden hierbei während der Synchronisierungsschritte detektiert. Jedoch hat sich gezeigt,
dass bei dieser Vorgehensweise die Detektierung von Konflikten von der Reihenfolge abhängt, in der diese Synchronisationsschritte angewandt werden. Andere Ansätze basieren
auf einer ausführlichen Erkundung des Suchraums (fast) aller möglichen Synchronisationslösungen und sind somit nur für relativ kleine Modelle anwendbar. Diese Probleme
adressierend präsentieren wir einen neuartigen TGG-basierten Ansatz zur simultanen Modellsynchronisation. Unser Ansatz findet (die meisten) Konflikte ohne Synchronisationsschritte anwenden zu müssen und erkennt Konflikte zuverlässiger. Darüber hinaus ist er
stark konfigurierbar und ermöglicht es Modellierern verschiedenste Synchronisationsziele umzusetzen. Die Evaluationsergebnisse unserer Implementierung der Short-Cut-Regeln
und des TGG-basierten simultanen Modellsynchronisationsansatzes zeigen vielversprechende
Skalierungseigenschaften, welche mit einem weiteren aktuellen BX-Werkzeug verglichen
wurden.
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1
O V E RV I E W

To provide the context for this thesis, let us start by reviewing the events of the
late 1960s, when software, its development, and maintenance was increasingly becoming an issue. What had happened? Computers did become increasingly common over the past few decades, empowered by innovations such as transistors
and later integrated circuits. These innovations made them smaller and increased
the performance to astounding levels, bolstering people’s growing ambitions to
create more and more complex applications. In the beginning, these ambitions
were rewarded with success due to the rise of high-level programming languages,
which facilitated the process of creating software and enabled developers to write
human-readable code. Nonetheless, while computers were still getting more powerful and customers were increasingly demanding equally sophisticated software,
the lack of innovations in software development methodology made it almost impossible to provide solutions that met these new requirements. This led to the
term software crisis, which was coined by the NATO software engineering conference in 1968 hosted in Garmisch, Germany [91]. The term refers to various
issues, such as the tremendously growing costs of software projects, while the
overall quality of the software was decreasing at the same time. Furthermore,
many projects did never even reach maturity or were delivered, which, considering the development costs, became a major enterprise risk for both software
producers and their industrial customers. One factor that might have driven this
development is the fact that there was a common misconception of software development still being much cheaper than that of hardware and that software should
be included for free when buying hardware [97]. Indeed, this was not unreasonable, as it was often the case that software was provided by the computer manufacturer itself. Consequently, this meant that software was often highly coupled
to the underlying hardware and, thus, incompatible with other platforms. The
breakthrough came with the insight that hardware and software should become
decoupled by providing layers of abstraction. This insight led to the rise of software engineering, the discipline of tackling the challenges of developing complex
software systems by embracing abstraction and modularisation concepts. Thus,
software engineering can be understood as a means to industrialize software and
provide standardized solutions to common problems.
However, at its core, software engineering still is a mostly code-oriented discipline, which poses a certain threshold for domain experts to implement their own
software systems. Instead of implementing such a system on their own, it is common to hire software engineers to do this job, assuming or at least hoping that a
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1 Overview

mutual understanding of the desired system can be achieved between them and
the customer. This approach’s problem was (and often still is) that some projects
are developed by going through several stages of extensive planning, then implementing the system as a whole before, finally, presenting it to the customer. If
there was a misunderstanding between customer and producer, then the whole
process had to start anew, and possibly large quantities of code had to be rewritten. This shortcoming was already acknowledged by Royce [99] in 1970, who
discussed his experiences on why projects fail and introduced the original waterfall model. Yet, even then, he also noted that this model has several disadvantages
and that especially the integration of customers within the process is crucial. In
that spirit, Beck et al., who created the Agile Manifesto [13] paved the path for agile
software development methods such as Scrum [104], to integrate customers in the
development process itself [58]. Of course, the benefit of this is a more iterative
process as feedback can be collected and integrated much earlier and on a more
regular basis. Yet, it still does not solve the problem that the initial specification of
a system and its implementation are handled separately instead of, e.g., generating the latter from the first. Hence, it is hard to guarantee that the implementation
conforms with the specification. Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is an approach
that aims to achieve this exact goal while simultaneously providing an elegant solution to the ever-growing complexity of developing and maintaining modern
software systems.
1.1

Models and Bidirectional Transformations in the Large

Models are of paramount importance when it comes to science. For one, they
can be descriptive, meaning that they describe an abstract representation of reality,
suitable to observe or investigate certain phenomena. Besides that, they can be
prescriptive and define the scope on which the problem is to be investigated and
solved [18]. As such, they are generally reductions of complex real-world aspects
to be focused on while still maintaining a close relation to the real-world entity
they abstract from. In that sense and similar to the slogan of object-oriented programming that everything is an object, we can likewise say that everything is a model.
We can, therefore, find models everywhere in different contexts. Most importantly,
for this thesis, we will use them to describe how models are modelled themselves
or how modelled software systems are to be implemented. Models are, however,
not limited to that and can also be found, e.g., in chemical, mechanical or business-related disciplines, where they are also used to design and describe complex
systems.
In this spirit, Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) aims to put models at the centre of software development by applying the advantages of modelling to software
engineering activities [18]. One of the main advantages of MDE is that the use
of models enhances the communications between the various groups interested
in a software system. These groups are often referred to as stakeholders and can
be very diverse, e.g., developers but also customers, maintainers, and end-users.
As all stakeholder have their own requirements that they pose onto the system,
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Figure 1.1: Example Stakeholders and Views of a Software System

models can provide an adequate view tailored to them. For example, when designing a software system, there are various possible views as depicted exemplary in Fig. 1.1. One is that of requirement engineers who create and maintain
requirement models that describe, e.g., the different use cases and user stories of
stakeholders. In contrast, another may focus on the system’s design that implements these requirements, which is created by a system architect in the form of
a UML class diagram model. This design is then implemented by a programmer
and may be represented by an implementation model, with a corresponding code
documentation model that is maintained and used by the programmers themselves but also testers. Models can, thus, improve the communication between the
different stakeholders by providing specific views on the software system as a
basis for discussions. A prominent approach that extends this idea is called Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [52] and was proposed by the Object Management
Group (OMG). They follow the separation of concerns principle and recommend
having multiple models for a system, where each model can be seen as a limited
but appropriate view on a particular aspect of the whole system. One example of
such a separation is the use of so-called platform specific models (PSM) and platform
independent models (PIM). PIMs are used to describe a (software) system abstractly
without knowing the underlying platform it will be running on. At the same time,
in contrast, PSMs contain a specific platform’s information and are compiled in
conformance to it. For our software system example, this would mean that the
UML class diagram model would constitute a PIM that describes the platform-independent structure of the implementation. In comparison, the implementation
model would constitute a PSM, which describes the actual implementation with
a specific programming language such as Java.
Besides that, MDA also stands for elevating models to become first-class development artefacts. More specifically, the goal is to derive specification-conform code
from a model with different purposes. For one, a model could describe how information is to be structured to represent the state of a system at runtime. These
models are referred to as metamodels and may describe, e.g., that each class should
have attributes for their name and version or references to other entities such
as methods or inherited classes. Another purpose is to describe model-wise how
models are supposed to change and generate code that implements this behaviour.
We refer to this as model transformations (cf. [90, 23] for a taxonomy of model transformation characteristics). For example, we could use model transformations to
implement code refactorings (cf. [39]) for our implementation model.
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Independently of whether we encounter metamodels, instance models, or model
transformations, these models will evolve during development. This means that
multiple versions of the same model might exist at times, each containing different features that have to be merged into one model again. In practice, this often
happens when multiple developers work concurrently on the same system. Nevertheless, also the views for the different stakeholders and abstraction layers may
have to be synchronised. For example, a system architect might add new UML
classes to model a new component. Naturally, the programmer would also need
this information and, thus, the class must be propagated to the implementation
model. Likewise, when a programmer implements new functionality, e.g., methods and fields, then the structural information of these changes should also be
reflected in the UML class diagram and must be propagated backwards. Hence,
there are many different (possibly heterogeneous) models in software systems
that share information and must be kept consistent w.r.t. to the system’s overall
state. To implement these consistency restoring operations, we can use model transformations to define how these propagations are to be executed. However, defining
these operations for each pair of models may become a tedious and error-prone
task. For one, this is because we mostly need these operations for both directions
to propagate changes from one model to the other and vice versa. In case that
our models change because their specification was extended, we might have to
adjust all related model transformations accordingly. Furthermore, when designing
these consistency restoring operations by hand, it is hard to guarantee that the performed transformation always performs as intended and can handle all changes
adequately that are encountered in practice. Hence, we need modelling languages
that allow us to specify consistency between models in a compact way. Optimally,
the different consistency restoring operations can be derived from a sole specification
with guarantees regarding the correctness of the performed transformations w.r.t.
to the consistency specification.
The bidirectional transformation (BX) community commits to this vision and aims
at providing advanced and sophisticated methods for bidirectional (model) transformations. In this context, BX is particularly interested in defining a notion for
consistency between two related models and providing the means to restore consistency when one or both models are changed. Naturally, this is considered to be
a highly non-trivial task for a multitude of reasons and necessary properties:
Expressiveness Both models do not necessarily have to look alike but can instead be heterogeneous. Therefore, the notion of consistency can be more complicated
than a straightforward 1-to-1 mapping between elements of both models. BX
approaches have to cope with this by embracing this asymmetry and allowing the expression of 1-to-N or even M-to-N mappings between all types of
model entities. Even more, to allow for relations between information represented differently in both models, various constraints must be expressible
as well.

1.1 Models and Bidirectional Transformations in the Large

Versatility In general, BX approaches must provide consistency restoring operations
for several situations. If a model is already given and the other does not yet
exist, they must provide translators. When both models exist, and we want
to determine whether and how they correspond to one another, they must
provide consistency checkers. In case that two consistent models are given
and changed, they must provide synchronisers. These can be separated further into sequential synchronisers, where changes are limited to one model
at a time and concurrent synchronisers, where changes can happen to both
models at once. In a truly collaborative scenario where users work concurrently and independently from one another, changes between two existing
models may contradict each other and conflict. For this reason, concurrent
synchronisation is considered the pinnacle of BX research.
Configurability Restoring consistency does not always yield one unique, consistent solution
but can have multiple seemingly equivalent alternatives. However, a user
might prefer some solutions over others and needs adequate means to control the process to yield the desired result.
Scalability Consistency restoration should scale for large models to be applicable in
practical (industrial) scenarios. Ideally, it should scale with the size of model
changes rather than the size of the models themselves. This is especially
challenging when multiple (synchronisation) solutions exist that all adhere
to the notion of consistency, as exploring all of them can be an exceedingly
costly task. Such a case occurs if there is more than one way to translate an
element to another model. Another case is that of concurrent synchronisation, where changes cannot be propagated side-effect-free when they conflict. In such a case, there are also multiple ways to resolve conflicts, which
to explore can become very expensive.
Usability Especially, when considering actual tool support for a BX approach, usability
becomes the lever that elevates an approach from a purely academic one to
one that is employed in industrial applications. Thus, a sophisticated BX tool
(approach) has to ensure that the learning curve is reasonably low to allow
the approach to become accepted. At the same time, it must provide enough
expressiveness to be applicable in real-world scenarios.
Furthermore, BX approaches should be reliable in the sense that:
Correctness Consistency restoration processes must establish consistency without violating metamodel or consistency relation constraints. Example: When the metamodel states that each use case in a requirements model must be assigned to
at least one stakeholder, then the synchronisation should not remove the last
one. Regarding the consistency relation, this could mean that every (Java)
class in the implementation model must have a representation in the code
documentation model, e.g., as a Javadoc file.
Completeness Consistency restoration processes should be able to process all feasible input
models. Mainly, this means that if a consistent solution exists that conforms
to the consistency specification, then the synchronisation process must be
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able to acquire it. Example: For our example, this means that if there exists a
code documentation model for a given implementation model that are both
consistent w.r.t. the consistency specification, then our algorithm must be
able to find it.
Least Change Information should always be preserved if possible and unnecessary deletions and re-creations of model elements are to be avoided. Hence, the propagation of changes should always be applied minimally invasive, meaning
that unnecessary propagation steps are to be avoided due to the possibility of information loss. Example: If a method is renamed within the UML
model, the corresponding element(s) in the implementation model should
not be deleted. Instead, the new name should be written to them as well. The
implementation model describes the implemented behaviour of a method,
which is not relevant for the system architect and, thus, is not part of the
UML model. Propagating the new name by deleting the method elements
in the implementation model and recreating them with a new name would
thus mean irreversibly losing information, as the method could not be restored from the UML model.
Least Surprise Local changes should, if possible, only lead to equally local propagation
steps. The difference, compared to least change, is that this property is less
related to reducing information loss and reducing the number of redundant
propagation steps. Instead, this property is more related to comprehensibility, w.r.t. how the result was obtained. Consistency can be seen as a mapping between elements from both models. These mappings should only be
changed if absolutely necessary, and remappings of large parts should be
avoided. Example: Imagine that a new method is added by a programmer
in the implementation model to replace another with a similar signature
(which is deleted). Assuming that the actual implementation of a method
is not represented in the documentation model, we could go forward and
map the old documentation entry to the newly created method and be done.
While the documentation side has no explicit representation of the implementation, it might contain important information about its dependencies
or how the method is called, e.g., w.r.t. its parameters. Mapping the new
method from the implementation model to the old documentation entry
might thus give the impression that the new and old method are the same,
which might not be the case and lead to wrong usage. Hence, propagating
changes arbitrarily might lead to incomprehensible results, although they
may be consistent w.r.t. the consistency specification.
Change Preservation User applied changes are to be preserved and only discarded if they conflict
with changes from another user. In general, the trivial solution of dropping
all user changes to restore consistency has to be avoided entirely. Example: If
a class is added or removed from the implementation model, then likewise,
the corresponding elements must be created or deleted in the code documentation model as long as these elements were not also modified at the
same time.

1.2 State of the Art

Optimality Consistency restoration results should be optimal in the sense that they yield
a solution that is optimal w.r.t. an objective function. This objective function
could encode user preferences that are to be complied with, or it may ensure properties such as least change by minimising the number of performed
deletions. Example: When the system architect changes the UML model by
adding, deleting or relocating elements, while the programmer alters the implementation model at the same time, some changes may conflict. Encoding
user preferences in an objective function, we could express that the deletion
of UML classes and their contents should be dropped if new information
is attached to the opposite model. This could be the case for new fields or
the implementation of a method. We could also express that corresponding changes such as newly added UML and Java classes should be mapped
together as often as possible instead of translating them separately.
A modern BX approach has to devote itself to as many of these properties as
possible to be applicable in practical scenarios. Especially, reliability ensures that
a BX approach can be trusted to produce a desirable result, e.g., by improving
consistency rather than violating it. In the following, we will overview the current
state-of-the-art BX approaches and how they can be classified w.r.t. to the above
properties.
1.2

State of the Art

The landscape of BX approaches is quite diverse, with different methodologies
and capabilities. In general, we refer to these approaches as bidirectional transformation (BX) languages that aim to implement synchronisation tasks in a simplified and compact way. Given such a specification, different consistency checking
and consistency restoring operations can be derived. While we only give a small
glimpse towards the landscape of BX languages, we refer to Stevens [105] and
Saleh et al. [3] for an in-depth introduction. BX approaches can be categorised
into three groups: bidirectional programming languages, constraints-based approaches and rule-based approaches. All of them follow a different paradigm
and, thus, differ in their advantages and disadvantages. In the following, we will
explain each category and relate them to the previously discussed desired BX
properties.
Bidirectional Programming Languages When restoring consistency between two models, consistency restoring operations are needed in two directions,
i.e., from model A to model B and vice versa. Bidirectional programming languages (BPLs) are based on the idea of implementing consistency restoring operations in only one direction and obtaining the other automatically. Besides that,
they are inspired by functional programming in the sense that they describe consistency restoring operations as sequences of atomic function calls. These functions can be combined to yield more complex functions and, thus, more powerful consistency restoration operations. Most BPLs are based on the formal lenses
framework [38], which defines bidirectional transformations between a source and
a target (also referred to as view) model as a pair of functions, namely get and
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put. The get function extracts a target model from a source model and thus provides a view from this model. In contrast, the put function takes a modified target
model plus the original source model to produce an updated version of the source
model. This discrepancy is based on the idea that, usually, the target is seen as a
strict abstraction from the source and, thus, contains not all information necessary
to create a source model. In the spirit of functional programming, various lenses
suit specific needs and can be combined to obtain more powerful ones that inherit
their parent’s properties [37]. For example, the limitation mentioned above can be
solved by using symmetric lenses [67], where both models may contain information that has no representation in the other. Prominent BPL implementations are
BiGUL [72, 70], HOBiT [89], Boomerang [17] and the Janus Bidirectional Programming Language [128].
Regarding our properties from the last section, BPLs are very configurable due
to their functional style that allows modellers to fine-granularly tune the transformation process [10]. However, this configurability comes at the price of usability,
e.g., in case of BiGUL, whose BX transformations become harder to maintain, extend and reuse with increasing size. Also, while there are works regarding model
synchronisation with lenses [68, 25, 26], to the best of our knowledge, there are
no works regarding concurrent synchronisation, which limits their versatility. Besides that, we are not aware of any works to incorporate constraints, e.g., via OCL
(expressiveness) or which thoroughly investigate the scalability of a particular BPL.
Regarding the reliability, lenses are generally correct due to a the well-behavedness property of the get and put functions [89]. Also, completeness can be shown
when get and put are both total [37]. While we are not aware of works that show
least surprise, least change can be ensured by using least change lenses [88] and edit
lenses [68] can be seen as a change preservation implementation. Finally, there are
no works on lenses or, equally, BPLs that provide optimality w.r.t. an objective
function.
Constraint-based Approaches Constraint-based BX approaches define
consistency via a set of inter-model constraints. While other approaches rely
on consistency restoring operations executed step-wisely, constraint-based approaches implicitly derive these operations. Therefore, they employ constraint
solving, where the solver tries to find all possible synchronisation results for a set
of (user) changes by eliminating all constraint violations. Prominent
constraint-based tools are Echo [87] and JTL [22].
The use of constraints such as OCL makes these approaches very expressive [86].
Above that, they are versatile meaning that they are not limited to certain types of
models or changes. This one-size-fits-all approach, however, comes at the price of
scalability as the constraint-solving performance is bound to the overall size of the
model, and constraint-solving can be executed for relatively small models only.
Particularly, the search space tends to grow exponentially with the size of the
model [10]. Above that, usability is often an issue as user preferences must be encoded by means of a distance metric or consistency operations cost function [86],
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which, generally, are hard to design. Regarding the reliability, these approaches
are correct as long as the constraint solver adheres to all consistency constraints.
Likewise, completeness holds as long as the constraint solver explores all synchronisation results. Least change, least surprise and change preservation can be encoded,
to some extend, in the afore-mentioned costs functions by, e.g., penalizing unnecessary propagation changes, remappings of large substructures or dropped
user changes, respectively. For the same reason, optimality does hold as these approaches guarantee, e.g., that a global minimum of the cost function is found.
Rule-based Approaches As the name says, rule-based approaches define
a consistency relation via a set of declarative rules where consistency can be restored by finding an appropriate sequence of rule applications. The most prominent approaches in this area are Query-View-Transformation Relational [53]
(QVT-R) and Triple Graph Grammars [102]. QVT-R is an OMG standard that has
been adopted by several tools such as mediniQVT, ModelMorf 1 , Janus Transformation Language2 (JTL) [22], UML-RSDS [76], a QVT-R extension to Alloy [87]
and a proposal on how to implement QVT-R using TGGs [74]. Yet, as QVT comes
with a precise syntax but rather imprecise semantics definitions, most tools interpret QVT-R specifications differently [106, 55, 76]. That being said, most QVT-R-based approaches rely on constraint-solving to find an optimal rule sequence. We,
thus, refer to the aforementioned BX properties for constraint-based approaches.
In contrast, TGGs are based on the well-founded notion of graph transformation (GT) and define consistency by means of graph grammar rules that span the
language of all consistent pairs of models. These rules, which in their basic shape
only create consistent models from scratch, can be operationalised to obtain different consistency restoring operations.
Many works are extending the expressiveness of TGGs, regarding the incorporation of OCL constraints [24], nested application conditions [33, 49]3 , complex
attribute conditions [4, 6, 56] and multi-amalgamation [85]. Intuitively, the latter
can be seen as a for-loop GT-construct that allows for the compact expression of
M-To-N mappings. TGGs are also versatile and can be employed to implement
various consistency restoring operations such as translators [78, 102], consistency
checkers [31, 81], sequential synchronisers [46, 80, 84, 117, 121]4 and concurrent synchronisers [43, 62, 94, 124]. There are also several works that provide
configurability by delegating crucial decisions to users [113, 124, 43]. While some
TGG-based approaches are solver-based and share the advantages but also disadvantages of constraint-based approaches [122, 124, 81], other approaches showed
that scalability could be achieved by employing static analysis techniques [5, 71, 40,
59] and incremental graph pattern matching [84, 121] to efficiently identify locations where consistency operations are applicable. Above that, several case studies
[14, 11, 98, 47, 109, 110, 111, 12, 63] also show that TGGs are indeed usable in in1

Both mediniQVT and ModelMorf are no longer available
JTL is based on a QVT-R-like syntax
3 Nested application conditions are considered to be the first-order equivalent on graphs.
4 Sequential means that changes happen on one side only.
2
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dustrial applications. Regarding the reliability, there are various works to discuss
formal properties such as correctness [32, 33, 34, 59, 61, 64, 92, 94] and completeness [59, 64, 94] of TGG-based consistency restoration operations. Recent works
also show how to implement least change, least surprise and change preservation using TGGs by either using an extensive search [94] or by employing automatically
derived repair rules [43, 44]. Finally, there are approaches [124, 120, 81] that are
solver-based and, thus, guarantee optimality w.r.t. a cost function. Yet, for all other
TGG-based approaches, this is an open issue.
Conclusion Having a broad overview of the landscape of BX approaches,
we will continue with TGGs as our methodology of choice. First, we like to point
out that, although not mentioned before, TGGs have a well-maintained practical foundation with the tool eMoflon [83]. In contrast, most other tools are either
deprecated or no longer actively maintained. Besides that, we chose TGGs due to
their expressiveness and versatility, while providing promising scalability, which is
essential for an approach that shall be applicable in practical scenarios.
1.3

Research Directions

With the broad overview of the BX landscape from the last section, we want to
discuss the research directions that this dissertation will move along. First, let us
point out that from here on, we will focus entirely on Triple Graph Grammars as
our central paradigm and that every goal of this thesis aims at improving a specific
aspect of TGG-based consistency restoration processes. That being said, we refer
to Anjorin et al. [9] who analysed the state of the art of TGG-based research in
2015. Specifically, they identified five research directions namely expressiveness,
versatility 5 , tolerance, scalability and reliability. Tolerance describes the ability of a
BX approach to cope with inconsistent models and changes, i.e., when consistency
cannot be restored entirely, and an inconsistent state has to be tolerated, at least for
a time. While, especially, tolerance and expressiveness are out of scope for this thesis,
we will focus on the research directions regarding the other three properties to
describe our goals.
Reliability An open issue, regarding reliability of TGG-based approaches is the least
change and least surprise properties, which back in 2015 were considered unresolved. This is troublesome as these properties are mandatory to ensure
the preservation of information and stability of the consistency relationship.
More specifically, if an approach is not least changing, then it does not propagate changes in a minimally invasive way and may modify or delete information that is possibly not recoverable. If least surprise does not hold for
an approach, then (small) user changes may lead to a (large) restructuring
of the consistency relationships such that formerly correlated elements are
remapped. Naturally, this often is undesirable and unexpected because we
assume these relationships to be stable and that elements belonging to one
another across model boundaries stay correlated if possible. Hence, our first
5

They refer to this property as concurrency.
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goal (Goal I) is to provide the means to reduce unnecessary modifications
during consistency restoration processes and preserve consistency relations
if possible.
Versatility Regarding TGGs, this describes different kinds of processes that are derived from a TGG specification to fit a specific use-case. As discussed in
the last section, TGGs can be operationalised to obtain translators, consistency checkers and synchronisers, where the latter can be separated further into sequential and concurrent synchronisers. Sequential synchronisation incorporates the propagation of changes from one model to another.
In contrast, concurrent model synchronisation extends this to changes in
both models that have to be propagated cross-wisely and may conflict. As
such, concurrent synchronisation is the pinnacle of the BX vision. In 2015,
two works proposed TGG-based concurrent synchronisation [62, 127]. Both
approaches were propagation-based, which means that changes are to be
propagated from one model to the other, followed by a propagation step
in the opposite direction. For these approaches, conflicts are detected by
analysing whether a propagation step overwrites a user change. This technique, however, was shown to be unreliable as the detection of conflicts may
depend on the order of propagation steps [93]. Besides that, the proposed
approaches did not provide least changing behaviour and scaled for small
models only. Regarding conflicts, they also did not detect conflicts between
complex changes such as relocations of existing structures in both models.
Hence, a sophisticated TGG-based concurrent synchronisation approach has to
establish a new framework to solve the above issues, which constitutes the
second goal (Goal II) that we commit to.
Scalability Scalability is a major issue to leverage existing TGG-based tools to be practically used throughout the industry. As software systems become more complex, modern approaches have to cope with possibly millions of model elements and keep them consistent throughout the process. Yet, as pointed out
by Anjorin et al. [9], current approaches only guarantee to scale polynomial
with the size of the model rather than the size of changes to the model. This has, in
fact, a severe impact on the general practical applicability since synchronisers that become slower with increasing model size will eventually become a
significant performance issue. This is especially true when, at the same time,
the size of model changes is negligible. For this reason, our third goal (Goal
III) is to investigate empirically whether our developed techniques from
solving the first two goals (Goals I and II) actually scale in the preferable
manner.
1.4

Contribution - Objectives and Outlook

In this thesis, we will focus on the task of model synchronization, which comes in
two variations. First, sequential model synchronization, where only one model is
changed at a time, and these changes are propagated to another model. Second,
concurrent model synchronization, where both models can be changed indepen-
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dently from each other and at the same time. As our methodology of choice and
as mentioned before, we will use Triple Graph Grammars, a prominent and powerful declarative and rule-based BX approach. Using TGGs, we will show how local information, such as fine-grained user changes and small areas around these
changes, can be exploited to restore consistency. Using this, we will show how
to implement information preserving synchronizers that are reliable and scale
with the size of model changes rather than the size of the synchronized models
themselves. In the spirit of this thesis’s title, every contribution is tied to the idea
of exploiting locally accessible information to implement advanced consistency
restoration techniques.
• Contribution 1: Model synchronization, in comparison to model translation, is a challenging task as it involves the detection of structures that have
become inconsistent and repairing them. While it is possible to naïvely revoke the corresponding TGG rule applications and retranslate the changed
elements, this is not always advisable as (i) the deletion of elements can
cause more rule applications to become inconsistent, which in turn have to
be revoked as well and (ii) retranslating elements from one model means
to first delete the corresponding elements of the second one. Information
present in the second model but not in the first would be lost and could
not be reconstructed from the first model’s elements. Based on our previous
works [41, 42, 44], we propose the construction of a new kind of rules, called
short-cut rules that describe complex changes to a pair of models in a consistency preserving way. Furthermore, we will show how short-cut rules can be
transformed to obtain short-cut propagation rules, which can propagate complex changes between models efficiently and reduce information loss. (Goal
I, III)
• Contribution 2: The challenge of concurrent model synchronization arises
from the fact that changes to two corresponding models may stand in conflict with each other. This can be the case if the users’ intentions do not align,
and, e.g. one tries to delete information while the other tries to preserve it.
Based on our previous work [43], we present a new kind of scalable TGG-based concurrent model synchronization framework that can detect some important kinds of conflicts and provide means to resolve them. Our proposed
modular framework is highly configurable and enables users to orchestrate
the synchronization process in accordance with their own synchronization
goals. Using our framework enables them to implement complex consistency restoring operations by combining items from a set of pre-defined
synchronization components to resolve conflicts. (Goal I, II, III)
• Contribution 3: We implement both approaches (Contribution 1-2) in the
state-of-the-art graph transformation tool eMoflon-IBeX [121]. Based on this
implementation, we conduct experiments to emphasize the potential of our
presented approaches but also to point out their limitations. For this purpose, we compare our implementations against another derivate of eMoflon,
namely eMoflon-Neo [2], which follows another paradigm and, thus, will
have other advantages and disadvantages compared to eMoflon-Ibex. Since
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eMoflon-Neo, to the best of our knowledge, is the only existing tool able to
solve the same scenarios as we do, it constitutes an optimal choice to compare with. (Goal III)
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 introduces the very basics on which this thesis is funded on and
presents our running example that is used throughout the chapters. We introduce models, metamodels, graph transformations and describe
TGG-based concepts.
• Chapter 3 introduces short-cut rules as a way to apply complex changes to
pairs of models in a consistency preserving manner. We show how these
rules can be constructed from a given set of TGG rules and transform them
to obtain propagation rules.
• Chapter 4 introduces our configurable concurrent model synchronization
framework. There, we discuss the detection of conflicts and how to resolve
them using a set of conflict resolution strategies. Finally, we show how to
restore consistency by orchestrating the concurrent model synchronization
process.
• Chapter 5 briefly summarizes our contributions.
For a full overview of all publications, we refer to Appendix A.
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F U N D A M E N TA L S A N D R U N N I N G E X A M P L E

This chapter will introduce the basic concepts, which are referred to throughout
this thesis and form the basis for our short-cut rule framework (cf. Chapter 3) and
scalable TGG-based concurrent model synchronisation framework (cf. Chapter 4). Besides these basics, we will also introduce delta precedence graphs as a contribution
of this thesis, which were developed for the concurrent model synchronisation
framework but also help to visualize the state of a model’s consistency. We will,
thus, already present delta precedence graphs in this chapter for didactic purposes.
As our running example, we will present all concepts in the context of a model
synchronization scenario between a (simplified) Java code model and a custom
documentation model. This example is used and extended throughout this thesis
to show all presented concepts. In the following, we will show models and how
so-called metamodels can define their structure. We will then discuss how models can be described as graph-like structures, enabling us to implement model
transformations using the graph transformation (GT) framework. Then, we will
approach the topic of defining the meaning of consistency between two models
by introducing triple graphs as a 3-tuple consisting of two graphs (models), interrelated by a third one in the middle. Based on this, we will introduce Triple
Graph Grammars (TGGs) as a means to specify the language of all consistent
triple graphs, i.e., pairs of consistent models. Finally, we will discuss how a TGG
specification can be used to implement translators and sequential synchronizers
that can propagate changes between two interrelated models and thus restore
consistency.
2.1

Models and Meta-models

The Object Management Group (OMG) envisioned a future in which models are
no longer merely used for documentation purposes but are rather used as firstclass implementation artefacts. This vision forms the core of Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [52], which proposes to interpret models as abstract views onto
a system, with each view being tailored to describe the system on a limited yet
appropriate level. As models describe views, some models describe how models
are structured on a meta-level, where meta refers to a self-reference, i.e., creating models using models. We refer to these structure defining models of models as
metamodels with the common standard of UML [54] being an example of such
a metamodel. Consequently, a metamodel can again have a structure defining
meta-metamodel, which for UML is the MOF metamodel. However, in practice,
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Figure 2.1: Java Code Model and Meta-Model

meta-metamodels are considered the highest abstraction level as they can define
themselves.
Figure 2.1 depicts the starting point of our running example, which we will
extend throughout this thesis. It consists of a (simplified and abstract) Java syntax
model on the right together with its structure defining metamodel on the left. As
we can see on the left, each model consists of Types that can have an arbitrary
number of sub-Types indicated with a 0..* multiplicity. Here, a Type can represent both a Java class or a Java interface. Naturally, multiple inheritance is only
allowed using Java interfaces, which means that Types that have more than one
super Type are implicitly considered to represent Java interfaces. Analogously to
the definition of sub-Types, a Type can have multiple Methods and Fields, while
Methods can have multiple Parameters. Finally, each defined metamodel node
contains a string (Str) attribute name. Now, on the right, we see a Java model that
describes a Type FIFO, which implements a First-In-First-Out queue. It provides a
Method offer that has a Parameter e (whose value is added to the queue when offer
is called). Furthermore, it also has a Field list that contains the list that is used
to implement the queue. Last but not least, the Type FIFO inherits from Queue.
For this model to be valid w.r.t. to its metamodel, its entities must conform to
entities in the metamodel. This is indicated with blue dashed lines that describe
this relationship between model and metamodel nodes and edges, respectively.
Given these models, we want to be able to create them from scratch or alter them,
e.g., by extending or repairing them. This leads us to the term of model transformations, which, according to the MDA vision, can be defined as an automated
means to generate functionality, e.g., code, from models [52]. In the following, we
will show how models can be described as graph-like structures. This will allow
us to implement model transformations using the mature graph transformation
framework.

2.2 Graphs and Graph Transformation
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fields
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methods
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Figure 2.2: Example GT Rule

2.2

Graphs and Graph Transformation

In the following, we will discuss how model transformations can be implemented
using the elaborate theory of graph transformations. For this purpose, we have to
shift our view from models to graphs, which are a widespread structure to describe complex systems in an abstract, yet, visual way. Each graph consists of two
sets of entities, namely, nodes and edges, where each edge connects a source node
with a target node. In the following, when we refer to graphs, we will always refer
to a directed graph. With this in mind, we can easily see that our models from
Fig. 2.1 can be seen as a graph-like structure, with our Java model being an instance graph and its corresponding metamodel being its type graph. Consequently,
we will use the term model and graph from here on interchangeably.
Graph transformations (GT) are a declarative and rule-based methodology of defining how graphs can be modified, where the application of a rule onto a graph
produces a new graph [30]. As such, they are based on the concepts of graph grammars and graph rewriting systems. Graph grammars were inspired by some early
approaches that formally studied grammars beginning with Axel Tuels work in
the 1920s (cf. [28]) followed by the first formal grammars for natural languages
by Noam Chomsky in the 1950s [20, 21]. Back then, grammars were seen as a set
of rules to describe how syntactically correct sentences can be constructed. Graph
Grammars reinterpret this idea and apply it to graphs, meaning that a set of rules
describes the language of all graphs consistent with this grammar, where a graph
is consistent if it can be constructed/derived from an axiom graph and a sequence
of grammar-rule applications. In contrast, the term graph rewriting system usually refers to the more general rule-based transformation of graphs that is not
centred around the language-defining task of graph grammars.
Each graph transformation rule consists of a left-hand side (LHS) and a right-hand
(RHS). The LHS of a rule defines a precondition for the rule to be applicable for
a certain graph. This precondition is formulated as a sort of pattern, that has to
be present in a graph, in the form of a matching sub-graph, for the rule to be
applicable. Likewise, the postcondition is formulated as a pattern, which, however, is not matched to a sub-graph before but enforced to hold after the rule was
applied. Hence, applying a graph transformation rule means altering the sub-
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Figure 2.3: Example GT Application

-graph matched to the LHS such that it becomes the graph (pattern) of the RHS.
In this thesis, we will focus on the practical applications of (attributed) graph
transformation systems. The interested reader is referred to [100, 30] for a formal
introduction of this topic.
Figure 2.2 depicts an example graph transformation rule that aims to move a
Field named "list" from a Type to another Type, while adding a new Method
named "pop" to it. The LHS, thus, states that there must exist two Types t1 and t2
within the graph where t2 has a Field f with the name "list". Naturally, the edge
to t2 must already be present to be deletable. Note that the mapping of pattern
elements to graph elements is injective meaning that two pattern elements, e.g.
t1 and t2 , must not be mapped to the same element in our instance graph. On
the other hand, the RHS states that there must (still) exist the two Types t1 and
t2 , where t1 now references a new Method m (named "pop") and the Field f that
was referenced by t2 before. Readily apparent, the Types t1 and t2 appear in both
LHS and RHS and remain unchanged. We refer to nodes (and equally edges) that
appear in both LHS and RHS simultaneously as context elements. Elements that
appear on the LHS but not on the RHS form the set of deleted elements. They
have to be present as a precondition for the rule to be applicable but must not be
present after the rule was actually executed. Analogously, elements that appear
on the RHS but not on the LHS form the set of created elements.
The application of this GT rule is depicted in Fig. 2.3, which also shows a more
compact notation style for GT rules that is, however, equivalent to the one above.
GT rule elements in black depict context elements, green elements annotated with
(++) and red elements annotated with (−−) form the set of created and deleted elements, respectively. Attribute conditions are expressed using standard relational
operators (=, ̸=, <, >, ≤, ≥), while attribute assignments are expressed with :=.
From here on, we will continue using the compact notation for all further GT rules.
In the example, we can see how the rule is applied to our instance graph from
Section 2.1. For this purpose, we first have to find a sub-graph that matches our
precondition, i.e., a mapping between graph pattern elements and instance graph
elements. More specifically, we search for an injective mapping where graph pat-
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tern elements are mapped to at most one instance graph element. As is indicated
with the blue dashed lines, we find such a mapping for the pairs (t1 , FIFO), (t2 ,
Queue) and (f, list). Note that there are no other possible mappings since the
Type FIFO has no field. Applying the rule will create the new Method pop and
move the Field list from Type Queue to FIFO. Hence, the final mapping for the
postcondition results in the pairs (t1 , FIFO), (t2 , Queue), (f, list) and (m, pop).
2.2.1 Application Conditions
From here on, we specify GT rules to transform graphs from one state to another,
given a precondition and a postcondition. However, specifying preconditions as a
single graph pattern that has to exist beforehand in the instance graph does not
always suffice. It only lets us ensure the existence of a pattern but not its absence.
Application conditions (ACs) (cf. [57, 29]) fill this gap and enable us to combine
different graph patterns to extend a precondition. Even more, they enable us to
define more complex conditions that go beyond ensuring existence or non-existence, e.g., If-Then constructs.
Figure 2.4 exemplary shows this concept. In the middle, we have a simple GT
rule that creates a new Method named "pop" for an already existing Type object.
Now, we extend the precondition of this rule by adding a positive application condition (PAC) as can be seen on the left and a negative application condition (NAC)
as can bee seen on the right. In both cases, we connect a graph pattern with other
graph patterns, where the pattern connecting edges define whether they are in
a PAC or NAC relationship. In the following, when we refer to application conditions, we will refer to the source of an AC relationship as the invoking pattern,
and the target as the invoked pattern. PACs add more structural constraints to an
invoking pattern by requiring not only the invoking pattern to be found but also
the invoked ones. In our example, we want our rule in the middle to only be
applicable if the Type is an actual subtype of another Type. This implies that the
Types of the invoking and invoked pattern have to be the same, which is indicated
using blue dashed lines. Henceforth, we will assume that if the names of invoking
and invoked pattern elements are the same, they have to be matched to the same
instance graph elements unless specified otherwise. Finally, we want to limit our
rule to only be applicable if the Type does not already contain a Method named
"pop". The NAC on the right depicts this by specifying the pattern, which inval-
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idates any match of the rules precondition that can be extended to also comply
with this pattern. Referring to our example in Fig. 2.3, we can apply our rule to
FIFO but not Queue, as Queue has no supertype itself and because Queue contains
a Method that violates the NAC.
As stated earlier, we can combine PACs and NACs to implement even more complex preconditions than that by using nesting application conditions. While we
will solely rely on single NACs as presented before, we want to give a glimpse on
a more complex application condition. An example for this can be seen in Fig. 2.5,
where a new Method is created if there is no Method that has no Parameters. We can
express this using a nested application condition consisting of two sequentially
applied NACs. NAC2 states that a Method is not allowed to have any Parameters,
while NAC1 negates this. Intuitively, this means that no Methods must exist, but if
there are any, then they must contain at least one Parameter. Also, note that this
is not expressible using one NAC only.
2.2.2 Incremental Graph Pattern Matching
In the last chapters, we have discussed the notion of graph transformation rules
and graph patterns. From a practical or more technical point of view, however,
we have not yet discussed how to obtain matches for any of them. This process is
referred to as graph pattern matching, which can be divided into two categories,
namely batch and incremental approaches. Batch approaches can be implemented
by solving a constraint satisfaction problem [77] or by local search algorithms that
use search plans to explore a graph-like structure [129]. The idea behind both
methods is to search once for all occurrences of a graph pattern and return all
found matches at once. Imagine a scenario where the graph (or model) is changed
periodically after the initial pattern matching phase. This scenario shows the limits of batch graph pattern matching since they have to search from scratch as they
do not provide any bookkeeping over the matching process itself. This means that
batch approaches are, in general, not apt to be used in cases where graphs are the
target of frequent (small) changes.
In contrast, incremental graph pattern matching (IGPM) approaches do not have
this limitation. They maintain index structures of all found (partial) matches and
can, thus, react to changes in a timely manner. Consequently, this means that they
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do not return all found matches but rather a small subset of newly added and recently vanished ones. The probably most prominent IGPM approach was invented
by Charles Forgy in the form of so-called Rete networks [36]. Basically, these networks can be seen as discrimination networks that are fed with atomic information in the form of added (or deleted) graph elements, which are sent through the
acyclic matching network to construct (or deconstruct) increasingly complex partial matches and keep records of them. Finally, each added or vanished match that
is constructed within the final so-called production node is added to or removed
from the result set. While this approach has a better performance w.r.t. frequently
occurring small changes, it consumes much more memory compared to, e.g., local search algorithms, due to the index structures that each network node has
to store. Popular implementations inspired by the concept of Rete networks are
Democles [116], Viatra [115] and HiPE [1].
2.3

Triple Graphs and Triple Graph Grammars

To this point, we discussed how models and metamodels can be interpreted as
graph-like structures and how they can be modified using graph transformations.
However, since our committed goal is to restore consistency of two interrelated
models, we have to provide the means to define what consistency actually means
on a structural level. For this purpose, we introduce the concept of triple graphs,
where two instance graphs are connected via a third one in the middle. Consequently, the structural constraints can, again, be expressed using a type (triple)
graph such as depicted in Fig. 2.6. On the left, we can see our Java type graph
from before, while on the right, we can see the type graph of a custom documentation model for Java code that will accompany us throughout the rest of this
thesis. In order to make both (type) graphs more distinguishable, we will refer
to the Java and documentation (type) graph as the source and target (type) graph,
respectively. Furthermore, we will refer to elements from the source (target) side as
elements from the source (target) domain. The target type graph consists of Docs
that have a name and a version, where the latter is stored as an integer value. Furthermore, Docs can reference other Docs via a hyper-reference (hyperRefs) and
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Entries, where each Entry has a name and an author, both stored as a string.

Since our goal is to relate instance graphs of both types to one another, we must
create the necessary structures to create a mapping between them. More specifically, we would like to map each Type from our example to a Doc that describes,
e.g., its implementation. Furthermore, each Types’ Method and Field should have
an Entry in the related Doc, while Parameters should be described by and thus
be mapped to the Entry that belongs to its Method. The third graph in the middle depicts the structural definition of such a mapping and consists of so-called
correspondence types. These correspondence types are depicted as hexagons and
reference exactly one element in the source and one in the target graph. In the following, we will refer to instantiations of correspondence types as correspondence
links and occasionally abbreviate the existence of a correspondence link between
two elements by stating that they correspond to each other. Figure 2.7 depicts
an instantiated triple graph that conforms to the typed triple graph from above.
We can see our Java instance graph from before on the left, which is mapped via
correspondence links to the documentation instance graph elements on the right.
More precisely, each Type corresponds to a Doc, while each Field, Method and
Parameter corresponds to an Entry. Note, however, that to this point, we can only
state that we allow these correspondence links to exist but cannot limit them to,
e.g., enforce that Parameters do not correspond to an arbitrary Entry but rather
the corresponding one of their containing Method. More generally, we still cannot
define which source and target graphs are consistent to each other.
Triple graph grammars (TGGs) offer adequate means to solve the above issue by
providing a declarative and rule-based way to define the language of all consistent
pairs of models. TGGs were originally proposed by Schürr [102] as an evolution
of pair grammars [96]. The driving motive behind pair grammars was to define
consistency by means of pairs of string/graph grammar rules that, when applied,
create both instances simultaneously. Parsers and pretty printers could be derived
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from one sole pair grammar specification where the first creates a graph structure
from a textual representation, while the latter performs the opposite task. Also,
translators could be derived automatically, e.g., if the source grammar rule corresponds to the source elements, we can apply the opposite target rule to create
the corresponding structure in the other instance and vice versa. However, one
of the major limitations of pair grammars is that they are limited to context-free
rules, i.e., not incorporating previous rule applications and only expressing oneto-one mappings between corresponding elements from both source and target
graph. TGGs possess neither of these limitations but, as the name says, are a
graph grammar-based approach. They use triple graphs to connect two related
graphs from two domains using a third in the middle and by defining a set of
TGG rules that express how consistent triple graphs are constructed from scratch.
Figure 2.8 depicts the set of TGG rules of our example. The presented notion of a
TGG rule is equivalent to the compact notion of graph transformation rules from
before. It is, thus, apparent that all our TGG rules are monotonic in the sense that
they solely create new elements such as source, correspondence or target ones but
never delete any. This is, in fact, no coincidence but an intrinsic aspect of TGGs in
general, which aims at describing how consistent triple graphs can be constructed
rather than modified. For this reason, TGGs are often referred to as a constructive approach. That said, let us go back to our example TGG that consists of five
different TGG rules:
Type-Rule: This is the starting rule as it only creates elements and does not have a
precondition. It, thus, can be executed arbitrarily often. Using this rule, we
can create a Type t with a Doc d and a correspondence link in between. The
attribute condition states that the name of t and c can have any desired value
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as long as they share the same. As there is no attribute condition for a Doc’s
version, we initialize it with zero. Since it has not precondition, it suits as a
starting point for further rule applications.
SubType-Rule: Given that a Type t1 together with a corresponding Doc d1 already exists, this
rule creates another Type t2 as a subtype of t1 and, analogously, a Doc d2 that
is referenced as a hyper-reference from d1 . Furthermore, a correspondence
link is created to relate both t2 and d2 and, again, we state that the name of
both elements must be chosen equally and that the Doc’s version is initialized
with zero.
Field-Rule: Given that a Type t together with a corresponding Doc d already exists, this
rule creates a new Field for t and a new Entry for d that are corresponding
to one another. The name of the Field and that of the Entry have to be
chosen equally. Just as with the version attribute of Docs, an Entry’s author
is not part of any attribute conditions. We, thus, initialize the author with an
empty string.
Method-Rule: This rule is similar to Field-Rule but creates a Method rather than a Field.
Parameter-Rule: This rule is, compared to the former four rules, asymmetric in the sense that
a Parameter has no distinct representation on the documentation side. We,
thus, specify with this rule that creating a Parameter creates a correspondence that relates it to the Entry, which corresponds to its Method.
Each triple graph that is constructible from an axiom graph and a sequence of
TGG rules is consistent w.r.t. the TGG. This holds for our example triple graph
from Fig. 2.7, which can be constructed from scratch by applying first Type-Rule,
followed by SubType-Rule applied using the newly created context. Then, we apply
Field-Rule and Method-Rule using t2 and d2 as context and, finally, Parameter-Rule.
Note that the creation of Fields and Methods is independent of each other, which
means that the order in which the rules are applied is irrelevant for the final
result. Naturally, the same holds for Fields and Parameters. Consequently, this
implies that consistent triple graphs do not necessarily have a unique TGG rule
application sequence that creates them.
2.3.1 Delta Precedence Graphs
In the last chapter, we stated that one of the major advantages of TGGs over
pair grammars is that they are context-sensitive. This means that we can incorporate context elements created by another rule application, as shown in our example TGG ruleset. Furthermore, this implicitly creates a precedence relationship
as some TGG rules are only applicable after others were applied first. In his thesis, Lauder [80] proposed a static precedence analysis that determines dependencies
between rules. Using these dependencies, a so-called precedence graph (PG) can be
constructed at runtime that states which elements are created by a rule application
and which elements were used as context elements. These dependencies can then
be used to plan a sequence of rule application to, e.g. translate a model. In contrast
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to the work of Lauder, we omit using a static analysis method to determine rule
dependencies. Instead, we use the information about new and vanished matches
from the employed IGPM tool to keep book over created and context elements, to
create the PG. This is because Lauder analyses rule dependencies instead of rule
application dependencies. Hence, their PG might contain cyclic dependencies, e.g.
due to SubType-Rule, which creates a new sub-Type of an already existing Type.
Their approach, however, does not support cyclic dependencies and aborts if one
is detected. In comparison, we like to point out that our PGs are, in general, acyclic
due to the constructive nature of TGGs, i.e., no TGG rule application can depend
(transitively) on itself. Therefore, the employed translation and synchronisation
approaches in the next sections can handle a broader range of TGGs.
As announced at the beginning of this chapter, we extended this concept to delta
precedence graphs (DPG) [43], which constitute an important contribution of this
thesis. In comparison to PGs, DPGs do not only contain information about rule
application dependencies but also visualize the impact of changes on them. A
DPG contains precedence nodes that consist of five components and represent a
rule application as depicted in Fig. 2.9. The first component is the rule’s name
that the rule application corresponds to, and the index represents the index of
the model elements created by it. The other components are boxes that indicate
the precondition’s state (context and later application conditions) and created elements for both source and target sides, respectively. In our example, these boxes
are blank, which indicates that the rule applications are (still) intact and that no
changes violated the consistency to this point. This, however, will change over the
course of this thesis, and we will introduce annotations for these boxes as the need
arises. Note also that there are no boxes to show the state of correspondence links.
These can only implicitly be altered by user changes on the source and target side,
e.g., deleting a node on the source side may also delete the mapping edge from
a correspondence node. Due to this, we can derive the state of correspondence
links implicitly from modifications of the source and target graph. An example
DPG is shown in Fig. 2.10 and depicts our running example from before. For
readability reasons, we omit to visualize the correspondence graph explicitly and
visualize the DPG instead. Also, note that we do not depict a mapping to edges for
the sake of readability. Naturally, rule applications of rules without preconditions
form the roots of a DPG as they need no precondition to hold beforehand and can
be applied arbitrarily. Hence, the root element of our PG corresponds to a rule
application of Type-Rule, where the blue dashed lines indicate which elements
in source and target graphs, respectively, are considered to be created elements.
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Consequently, since Type-Rule has no context elements, there is no equal mapping to any elements that are created by another rule application. In contrast to
this, the SubType-Rule precedence node above has such a mapping, as its context
elements must be created by a prior rule application, which, in our example, is
the Type-Rule application. This, of course, means that every element, which is
pointed to via a context element mapping from a precedence node, must have a
created element mapping from another precedence node as well. The precedence
link between the Type-Rule and SubType-Rule application visualizes this dependency as it states that the target of the precedence link uses elements that were
created by its source. The other precedence nodes mappings and precedence links
are derived analogously. Note, however, that a (delta) precedence graph does not
necessarily have to be a tree, such as in our example. Indeed, given the appropriate TGG rule set, a (D)PG can have multiple roots and disjoint sub-graphs, e.g.
when applying Type-Rule more than once. For the sake of legibility, we will omit
the blue dashed lines that show the mappings between a (D)PG and an instance
graph in the onward depictions. In the upcoming chapters, we will use DPGs to
visualize the evolution of models in different scenarios and how this evolution is
reflected w.r.t. to TGG rule applications. Also note that, from here on, all depicted
precedence graphs will be instances of delta precedence graphs.
2.3.2 Translation Processes
To this point, the presented TGG rules only describe how to simultaneously create
two consistent graphs together with an interlinking correspondence graph in the
middle. In practical applications, however, the creation of models from scratch is
less common and also less needed. In fact, more often, some model is already
present, and we want to translate it, i.e., derive its counterpart. This task is much
more challenging than that of model creation or model generation since we know
that each applicable TGG rule transforms the triple graph from one consistent
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state to another in a constructive manner. In contrast to this, a translation process
has to cope with elements that already exist and translate them, so that (i) all elements are processed and, finally, transformed and (ii) the resulting triple graph
is consistent w.r.t. the TGG specification. Yet, to solve this problem, it is apparent
that we cannot use standard TGG rules since, as mentioned before, they build up
models simultaneously rather than translating them. For this purpose, we must
transform our TGG rules from before to obtain some new kinds of so-called operationalized TGG rules that can cope with this situation. Specifically, since we
want to implement translation processes, we are interested in obtaining forward
(source to target) and backward (target to source) TGG rules. According to the
original work on TGGs by Schürr [102], such rules can be obtained by splitting
up TGG rules into two separate other kinds of rules that, when applied together,
sum up to applying the original TGG rule. More specifically, we split each TGG
rule up into a rule that creates structures in one model and another that creates
the elements in the opposite model plus the missing correspondence links.
The first kind of rules is depicted in Fig. 2.11 and we refer to these as domain rules
that are again divided into source and target (TGG) rules. Comparing them with
our original TGG rules, we can see that they are very similar in that they match
perfectly in their source and target domain, respectively. Applying such a rule intuitively means creating structures in the respective domain model equivalent to
those that the corresponding TGG rule would have created. Note, however, that
by applying domain rules we may create domain models that are not part of a consistent triple. Such a situation may occur when the original TGG rule would not
be applicable due to missing context elements on the opposite side. Yet, throughout this thesis, we will not encounter this situation with our TGG rules by design.
Figure 2.12 depicts a source graph together with its dependency graph. Due to the
missing correspondence and target graph, we do not encounter any intact precedence nodes here. Therefore, we introduce two new annotations for precedence
graph nodes, namely created visualized with a “+" and undefined visualized with
an “u". Created means that the corresponding elements have been created anew
and were not yet translated. Undefined indicates that we have no information
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about the elements on the other side, which in our translation scenario means
that no target elements have been created that correspond to any source elements.
Regarding our example, all the source side elements are considered to be newly
created, while there are no corresponding elements on the target side. Apart from
that, the dependency graph, which can also be seen as a kind of source parse
graph, shares many similarities with the one depicted previously in Fig. 2.10 with
one important distinction. As can be seen, two precedence nodes are mapped onto,
and “explain” t2 . One of these nodes corresponds to Type-Source-Rule, while the
other corresponds to SubType-Source-Rule, which both could have created t2 . In
fact, we do not necessarily know what sequence of source rules was used to create
a specific model and, even worse, neither do we know which source rule was used
to create a specific element. The reason is simply that in practical scenarios, users
do not work in a rule-based way but create models mostly by hand1 . Nonetheless,
having an understanding of how models can be created, in the next step, we have
to "complete" the partial TGG rule applications and create the yet missing structures in the correspondence domain and the target domain, which leads us to our
second kind of rules, namely, propagation rules. Similar to domain rules, propagation
rules can again be divided into forward and backward (translation) rules.
Figure 2.13 depicts forward operationalized TGG rules. As can be seen, the formerly created source elements have become context elements since we expect
them to exist already. Conversely, created correspondence and target elements
are still created because we expect these structures to be missing unless the formerly created source elements have been translated. Thus, applying a forward
rule means reacting to a structure on the source side and creating the missing
correspondence and target structure. However, to this point, a rule such as TypeForward-Rule could arbitrarily often be applied and, thus, translate a given Type
1

We assume, however, that user-created models correspond to sequences of source rules throughout this thesis.
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more than once. As a result, the Type from the Java side would correspond to
multiple Docs on the documentation side, which clearly is not expressible with
our original TGG. Consequently, this means that we have to limit translations of
source elements (or target elements for backward translations) such that a translating rule can only be applied and, thus, translate them once. We express these
constraints with two kinds of element annotations. First, the □ → ✓
□ annotation
expresses that applying the rule marks the element as translated but can only be
applied if the element was never marked before. Second, the ✓
□ annotation expresses that the rule is only applicable if the element was translated (and marked)
by another rule application before. Naturally, this means that □ → ✓
□ annotations
are found on context elements that formerly were created elements in the original
TGG rule since they are the elements that ultimately are translated. In contrast,
the other context elements are annotated with ✓
□ (cf. [60] for a formal description of these markings). Given these rules, the goal is now to mark the whole
source graph using forward rules and, thus, to translate it obtaining a correspondence and target graph in the process. An example is depicted for a source graph
in Fig. 2.14. There, we achieve a complete marking by first applying Type-Forward-Rule and translating t1 , which is the only applicable rule since no element
has yet been marked. Now, we have the choice to translate t2 using, again, TypeForward-Rule or SubType-Forward-Rule. Both rules are applicable; however, they
are no equal choices as choosing Type-Forward-Rule would translate t2 but not
the subTypes edge from t1 to t2 . Due to the lack of another rule that solely translates subTypes edges, we would never be able to translate this edge again and,
thus, achieve a consistent state. Hence, we have to choose SubType-Forward-Rule
instead to translate both at the same time. Afterwards, we can translate the re-
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Figure 2.14: Forward Translation

maining elements using Field-Forward-Rule, Method-Forward-Rule and, finally,
Parameter-Forward-Rule whereas the Parameter is mapped to an Entry via a correspondence link. These dead-end situations can occur regularly in practise where
the translation algorithm must use backtracking or another search-based method
to find a proper sequence of translation rule applications [32]. At least this holds
when a rule’s precondition is not designed to avoid dead-end situations with
other rules.
To this point, we have not stated how to deal with attribute conditions when
applying a translation rule. Regarding the application of standard TGG rules, we
mentioned that the attribute values could be chosen arbitrarily to comply with the
condition, which does not necessarily apply to translation rules. This is because
attribute values from context elements can already be given and should be used
to derive the missing values. This means that, in case of a forward translation,
newly created Docs and Entries will inherit the names of their corresponding
Types, Fields and Methods, respectively. Also, note that the Docs’ attribute version
has no equal representative on the Java side and can be set to any value. For the
rest of this thesis, we will refer to attribute conditions on this intuitive level and
refer to [6, 4] for a formal description of this process as well as the technical aspects of their implementation.
For the sake of completeness, let us investigate the backward transformation
rules more closely that are depicted in Fig. 2.15. Investigating them, we can see
two important things (i) Method-Backward-Rule and Field-Backward-Rule share
the exactly same target elements and (ii) there is no Parameter-Backward-Rule.
Both circumstances are essential to understand the complexity and boundaries of
TGG-based translation. Compared to the example from above, the first circumstance tells us that there is not always a clear indication, which rule we have to
prefer over some other. Remember that previously, we could choose a forward rule
because it translated an additional edge, which the other rule was lacking. Here,
we have two seemingly equivalent choices that, however, should not be chosen
randomly as a user might have preferences for one of them. Thus, a translation al-
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Figure 2.15: Backward Translation Rules

gorithm should be able to detect these decision points and delegate them to users
to let them decide. Regarding the missing Parameter-Backward-Rule, let us take
a look at the original Parameter-Rule. Backward-operationalizing this rule would
yield a rule that marks no elements on the target side but creates a Parameter in
the source domain together with a correspondence link. Now, the fact that no element is marked means that we could apply this rule arbitrarily often and create
any number of Parameters in any Methods. Again, the reason for this is that some
information is only present on one side but not on the other, which means that
we have no way of determining how often a Parameter-Backward-Rule should be
applied. However, from a TGG-centric point of view, we could argue that we do
not have to create Parameters in order to derive a source model that is a small as
possible and is considered consistent w.r.t. our TGG.
Selection of Rule Sequences As discussed before, the success of translations may depend on whether a sequence of rule applications can be found
such that all elements are translated and, thus, marked. This is, indeed, troublesome as a wrong choice early in the translation phase could make it necessary
to revoke many steps taken so far, just to take a different path. Especially for the
forward rules, we showed an example where we apparently have a strong indication of which rule we should prefer over another. However, equally apparent is
that our rules, so far, are not designed to detect these occasions and “deactivate”
themselves in case that a better rule is applicable at the same spot. In 2010, one
approach to solve this issue was proposed by two independent parties under the
name of dangling edge condition (DEC) analysis [71] and filterNACs [59], respectively. In the following, we will only use the latter term filterNACs to reference
this concept.
In our previous example, we saw that the problem of choosing Type-Forward-Rule
over SubType-Forward-Rule, if both are applicable, would leave a subTypes edge
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untranslated. In such a case, we can no longer translate all elements without revoking this translation step. This means, intuitively, that SubType-Forward-Rule
should always be preferred if there is an actual subTypes edge for a given Type
and, likewise, we could reformulate this into that Type-Forward-Rule should not
be applicable if such an edge exists. filterNACs adapt and implement this idea
in two steps. First, all rules are analysed pair-wisely to investigate whether they
translate the same kinds of elements. For each found element, it is checked if one
of the rules, additionally, translates an adjacent edge of the same type that the
other does not. If such a rule is found, we have to make sure that there is no
other “saving” rule that would be able to translate this edge afterwards, e.g., see
Fig. 2.16, since such a rule would be able to mark the edge independently of our
prior decisions. In the second step, given that we found a pair of elements in a
pair of rules, we select the one that translates less adjacent edges, and then we
limit its applicability using a NAC. This NAC is designed to forbid the existence
of another edge of this kind so that the other rule will be the only applicable one
in case that such an additional edge exists.
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Figure 2.17: Forward Rules with filterNAC

Figure 2.17 depicts the Type-Forward-Rule and SubType-Forward-Rule from
before but with a filterNAC that ensures the above described behavior. For this
purpose, we introduce a new annotation to describe NACs compactly. Henceforth, elements that are coloured in blue and which are annotated with “nacx”
are considered to be part of a NAC, where “x” indicates which elements belong
to the same NAC. This means that the extended Type-Forward-Rule reads as follows: If a Type is found that is not the target of a subTypes edge, then applying
this rule creates a corresponding Doc together with a correspondence link and
assigns the Types name to the Doc. Consequently, the result is that both rules
applicability is mutually exclusive, i.e., if one rule is applicable for some Type
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then the other is not. However, there are cases where we need application conditions to avoid dead-ends, but in which the notion of filterNACs does not provide
enough expressiveness. We, therefore, introduced a look-ahead strategy in [40] in
the form of positive application conditions that can be seen as a generalization of
filterNACs. There, we showed that our look-ahead, indeed, helps to avoid a wider
variety of dead-end situations.
Retrospective To provide a more intuitive introduction to TGG-based translation processes, we omitted a discussion of different approaches to implement
them, which we will catch up on in the following. As stated before, the initial
work was presented by Schürr [102], who described how to derive propagation
rules from an initial set of TGG rules. A concrete translation algorithm was proposed by Schürr et al. [103], who presented an on-the-fly algorithm to find suitable
rule application locations in a context-driven manner. The idea of this approach
was to start with an arbitrary translatable element and explore the immediate
proximity to find all elements needed for a propagation rule and apply it. If a
context element is found that has not yet been translated; the procedure is started
(recursively) to translate this element until all context elements are translated. This
approach was proven to be correct [32] and has polynomial runtime behaviour in
specific scenarios where the ruleset is dead-end free; in general, however, it has an
exponential runtime behaviour. The formerly mentioned DEC Analysis [71] and
filterNACs [59] dedicated themselves to make progress in this area by extending
propagation rules with NACs to avoid dead-ends situations (at least for some
cases). Using application conditions, the approach of Anjorin et al. [7] was able
to implement translation markings using NACs. They restrict translations of elements if correspondence links exist that could have only been created by a prior
translation. However, their approach only works for locally complete [71] TGGs
that guarantee dead-end freeness, where a full translation sequence of propagation rules can be derived by using domain parse graphs only. Intuitively, this
means that a domain parse graph contains enough information to translate all
elements using the corresponding propagation rules from which we know they
must be applicable. Another approach was presented by Lauder et al. [78], who
proposed a static analysis of TGG rules to determine so-called precedences. These
precedences can be interpreted as statically analysable dependencies between rule
applications, e.g., which rule must precede another one. Using this knowledge, a
feasible propagation rule sequence can be derived if the TGG itself is, again, locally complete. Finally, one approach that does not pose restrictions to the composition or structure of TGG rules was proposed by Weidmann et al. [122, 119]. Their
concept is to build up the search space of all possible translations and encode this
in an objective function and a constraint set. While the objective function states
the goal, e.g., that all elements are translated, the constraints describe which rule
applications are mutually exclusive or which constraints must not be violated by
a rule application on both the source and target side. Using this problem specification, they feature the use of an Integer Linear Problem (ILP) solver that guarantees optimality w.r.t. the objective function while upholding all constraints. This
approach is, indeed, very flexible as it does not rely on application conditions to
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Figure 2.18: Consistency Patterns

find suitable rule application sequences. In general, however, it does not scale for
large models due to an explicit exploration of vast search spaces.
2.3.3 Consistency and Domain Pattern
To this point, we have discussed how to translate a model from one domain into
that of another domain. We, furthermore, presented precedence graphs as a structure that represents intact and incomplete TGG rule applications. This leaves a
gap on how to obtain a precedence graph and, especially, how to detect whether
a TGG rule application is intact. For this purpose, we will introduce two kinds
of patterns, namely domain and consistency patterns whose matches can be used
to create a precedence graph as presented in the previous sections. The main difference between a pattern and a rule is that the pattern does not change a model if
a match was found.
For the beginning, let us focus on consistency patterns that are used to detect
intact rule applications. Referring to the idea that patterns do not change models,
we can conclude that a rule’s precondition (LHS) can be interpreted as a pattern
that has to be found for the rule to be applicable. At the same time, a rule’s postcondition (RHS) constitutes another pattern whose matches have to be found after
a rule was applied. For the moment, we are especially interested in the latter kind,
which forms the basis for our consistency patterns. Figure 2.18 depicts two representative consistency patterns derived from our ruleset. Both closely resemble
their respective TGG rule counter parts but consist of context elements only. This
is because we are interested whether all elements that are part of the precondition (context) and have been created by this rule are still intact. Furthermore, we
can see that Type-Consistency-Pattern has two filterNACs, which are exactly the
same filterNACs that are created for Type-Forward-Rule and Type-Backward-Rule.
Since filterNACs are generated in cases where they prevent the applicability of a
certain rule over another, we incorporate them into consistency patterns to be notified in cases where this condition is violated. Another difference is the circular
rule application node that is connected to all pattern nodes. These nodes are created
with each TGG (propagation) rule, although, we have omitted this fact for read-
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ability reasons until now. This means that if a TGG (propagation) rule is applied
and such a node is created interconnecting all elements that are part of this rule
application, then we can find a match for the corresponding consistency pattern.
Although these rule application nodes closely resemble precedence nodes, we do not
use them as such. Mainly, this is because they are created when a rule is applied,
while our precedence graph shall also depict yet uncompleted rule applications, e.g.
before new elements were translated. Having received a consistency match and
remembering that we employ incremental graph pattern matching to monitor our
triple graph, we know that we have found an intact TGG rule application. Likewise, if the model is changed, e.g., an application condition is violated, context
or created elements are removed, or attribute conditions no longer hold, we can
trust the pattern matcher to notify us of vanished and, thus, broken consistency
matches. Note that each TGG rule has its own type of rule application node, distinguished by its (short) name, which is equal its corresponding rule.
Still, we have not discussed how to explicitly create rule application nodes. As
stated before, they are created by applying a TGG propagation rule, which means
that we have to extend our forward and backward rules from before. Figure 2.19
illustrates this for SubType-Forward-Rule. We can see that applying this rule creates a new rule application node that connects to all context and created nodes
with specific typed edges. Furthermore, the rule states that for each context element, there has to exist a rule application that “creates” it. This condition is
fulfilled, if a rule application node (of any type) exists that connects to this element via a created edge. This, implicitly, forbids untranslated elements to be used
as context elements. Note that there are no injectivity constraints between these
rule application nodes, meaning that t1 and d1 (and their correspondence link)
can be marked by the same or different nodes. On the other side, the created elements are attached with a NAC that forbids a former translation of these elements
by ensuring that no rule application node (of any kind) already references them.
Consequently, this implements the marking annotations (✓
□ and □ → ✓
□) from
before. In the following, however, we will stick with these annotations instead as
they are more compact and refer to rule application nodes as their technological
counter part.
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Now that we are able to find intact rule applications, we still lack the means to detect yet unfinished or incomplete TGG rule applications, e.g., as hinted at by still
untranslated elements in a domain. For this purpose, we employ the aforementioned domain patterns, which likewise to domain rules can be split up into source
and target patterns. Figure 2.20 depicts two exemplary source patterns derived
from our TGG rule set. Note that, as before, the other source patterns and the entirety of target patterns are created analogously. Again, we can see a strong structural similarity between domain rules and domain patterns. One difference, however,
is that domain patterns consist solely of context elements and that they can contain
filterNACs. The reason for the latter is that domain rules can be applied (mostly)
arbitrarily and do not have to comply with any application conditions that are
added to avoid dead-ends during the translation process. However, we use domain
patterns to extract knowledge on how domain elements depend on one another
given the dependencies from our TGG rules. Using this knowledge, we can infer a
precedence graph that gives us strong indications on which propagation rules we will
use to translate these elements if we incorporate filterNACs at this stage. Having
found a domain pattern match for which there is no consistency pattern match that
contains it, we know that these elements will be the target of a corresponding
propagation rule in the future.
2.3.4 Incremental Sequential Synchronization Processes
Now that we understand TGG-based translation processes and how to build up
precedence graphs, we can shift our focus to the more challenging task of sequential model synchronization, i.e., the task of handling and propagating model
changes to restore consistency. More specifically, and considering our binary case
of having two models, sequential model synchronization encompasses changes on
one of these models at a time that have to be synchronized to the other side. Now,
given our knowledge from the translation section, we could argue that changes
to one side could be propagated by discarding the other model and retranslate
the changed model from scratch. Although intuitive and seemingly elegant, this
approach has several disadvantages. First, as we have seen in Section 2.3.2, some
information may be present in one domain only, and discarding it would mean
losing this information without being able to recover it. Second, this approach
does not scale for large models that are the target of small (user) changes. In scenarios like these, users might want to change models in several (possibly small)
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iterations and to wait for the models to be completely translated becomes more
expensive with increasing model size. This holds especially if the changes are
almost negligible in size. For this reason, a sequential synchronization approach
should be able to react to these changes in an incremental way and propagate
changes rather than ignoring them. Several works tackled this problem in a TGG-based context and proposed implementations of (sequential) incremental model
synchronizers, starting with Giese et al. [46] and Wagner [117], who proposed
the first TGG-based model synchronization approach. Their approach was based
on the idea that correspondence graphs are enriched with additional information about rule dependencies, i.e., a “precedence graph”-like structure. Using this
information, they were able to analyse the impact of model changes to the TGG-based consistency relation and used this knowledge to infer what propagation
steps were necessary to restore consistency. However, their approach only incorporates cases where the consistency relation is bijective. Another work in this area
is based on the work of Lauder [80], who proposed a static analysis on TGG rules
to find dependencies between rule applications a priori and use them to analyse
the potential effects a model change can have. In contrast to these two approaches,
Leblebici et al. [84] presented another concept that was based on incremental
graph pattern matching (IGPM) (cf. Section 2.2.2). Using an IGPM engine, they
were able to keep track of all possible (TGG) rule matches in an incremental way
such that the IGPM engine notifies their synchronizer about newly available but
also recently broken matches, i.e., TGG rule applications. As was discussed before
in Section 2.2.2, the advantage of incorporating IGPM techniques is that no static
analysis or enriched structure is needed to find out which parts of a formerly
consistent triple have become inconsistent. Even more, in case that propagating a
change invalidates more formerly intact TGG rule applications, we would receive
notifications as well step by step. In the following, we will adapt to this idea of
employing an IGPM engine to find TGG rule matches (discussed in this chapter)
and to track intact and broken TGG rule applications (cf. Section 2.3.3).
In a sequential model synchronization scenario, we expect to start from a state
where both source and target model are consistent w.r.t. our TGG. Given that,
a user can change either the source or target model, and a synchronizer has to
propagate these changes to the other one. Interestingly, model translation can be
seen as a special case of sequential model synchronization, assuming that we start
with an empty source, correspondence, and target model. Either source or target
is filled with new information and propagating means to translate each newly
added element. That being said, there are three categories of model changes that
we will focus on, which each can have different impacts on existing rule applications.
Additions Elements (nodes and edges) can be added anew. However, not all elements
can simply be translated to the other side as they might invalidate formerly
intact rule applications, e.g., due to a violation of a filterNAC. Yet, there are
cases where filterNACs are not apt to prevent dead-ends. In such a case,
some rule applications might be intact, although their elements have to be
translated anew together with the newly added element(s). Note that we
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Figure 2.21: Model with Source Changes

limit ourselves to locally complete [71] rulesets where this does not occur. In
general, however, these situations are solved via backtracking [32] or asking
for user input [114].
Deletions Elements can be deleted, which most likely will trigger the violation of a formerly intact rule application as each element had to previously be marked
or “explained” by a TGG rule.
Attribute changes Changing the value of an attribute can cause the invalidation of a former
rule application if an attribute condition can no longer be fulfilled, e.g., if
the names of a Type and Doc do no longer align.
Figure 2.21 depicts our previous running example with several user changes. In
comparison to the previous version of our running example, we added a new Type
t0 for demonstration purposes, which is considered context. Regarding the user
changes, the Java code model on the source side was changed by moving Method
m4 from Type t2 to t1 and renaming m4 from “offer” to “add”. Furthermore, the
Type t2 and its Field f3 were deleted. Finally, a new Method m6 is created within
Type t1 and the new context Type t0 is a new sub-Type of t1 . There are several
interesting aspects to these changes. First, the deletion of each element also led
to the deletion of adjacent source edges belonging to some correspondence links.
Furthermore, the renaming of Method m4 violates the attribute condition from
M4 and, above that, the relocation to t1 violates the former context, which was
assumed to be t2 . Especially, the latter circumstance is problematic because the
method’s corresponding Entry e4 does now belong to the wrong Doc. In sum, the
TGG rule applications belonging to Types t0 and t2 , and Method m4 and Field f3
are no longer consistent and considered to be broken. These changes are reflected
in the DPG on the right, which comes with four new annotations.
• “-” stands for a complete deletion of all created elements.
• “*” stands for elements that are only partially new because some elements of
this precedence node may be part of another one. Similar to “+” it is always
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accompanied by “u” on the opposite side as we have no information about
whether there are any created elements, yet.
• “/” stands for partially deleted, which means that some elements still remain.
• “#” stands for changed attributes that are part of violated attribute conditions.
• “n” stands for the violation of an application condition, e.g. a filterNAC.
First, the “n”- annotation signals that the new subTypes edge between Types t1
and t0 causes a filterNAC violation, which means that Type-Rule application T0
is no longer valid. Instead, a new SubType-Rule application ST0 has emerged
that also explains the new edge. While the renaming of m4 causes a violated
attribute condition, we can also see that the deletion of t2 and f is represented
with a “-”-annotation. The relocation of m4 , however, is special in that regard as
it implicitly created another precedence node, namely M’4 . The reason for this
is the deleted edge to t2 and newly added edge to t1 , which leaves us with a
broken TGG rule application as depicted in the precedence node M4 . Here the
partial deletion of created elements (the subTypes edge) is represented with a
“/”-annotation. However, by creating a new subTypes edge, a new possible application of Method-Forward-Rule M’4 emerged, which, compared to M4 , uses
different context elements and, thus, represents an entirely new rule application.
Note that the “*”-annotation signals us that M4 still marks the Method m4 and
blocks m4 from being re-translated with a new context. Finally, we would like to
point out that the precedence node P5 is still intact, although it depends on M4 ,
which corresponds to a broken rule application. This, indeed, makes sense since
all elements (context and created alike) of Parameter-Rule application P5 remain
untouched.
As a first step, we must handle all formerly intact and, now, broken rule applications. Remember that we are currently synchronizing changes from the source to
the target model, which means that the target side no longer corresponds to the
source side due to our changes. Hence, our goal is to revoke all formerly intact
TGG rule applications in order to re-translate their source elements; plus those
elements added anew by a user. This means that we have to remove all elements
that were created on the correspondence and target side by these rule applications
and unmark all translated elements. Intuitively, this can be understood as reverse
applications of the corresponding TGG forward rules. Starting by revoking Type-Rule application T0 , we go forth and revoke SubType-Forward-Rule application
ST2 followed by Method-Rule application M4 . This last step, however, has as a
side-effect that our formerly intact Parameter-Rule application P5 becomes broken due to the deletion of Entry e4 . Consequently, we now have to revoke the
Parameter-Rule application as well due to the transitive effects of the revocation
process. Finally, we revoke the Field-Rule application F3 . The result can be seen
in Fig. 2.22. All elements on the target side, except for d1 , were removed, and
all elements on the source side, except for t1 , were unmarked. The precedence
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graph on the right depicts these model changes and has transformed noticeably
compared to its previous state in Fig. 2.21. Due to the revocation of the Method-Rule application M4 , the corresponding precedence node has vanished, and only
M’4 remains but has now access to all created elements, which is indicated with
the “+”-annotation. This means that the Method m4 can be re-translated to match
the new context of M’4 . Besides that, the SubType-Rule and Field-Rule applications (ST2 and F3 ) have vanished entirely, too. This is because a user deleted their
created source elements, and the operations of our synchronizer removed the corresponding (created) parts.
Finally, remembering the results of Section 2.3.2, we know how to deal with newly
added elements, such as the Method m2 , and now unmarked elements, such as the
Type t0 , Method m4 and its Parameter p5 . Since the initial rule application of Type-Rule T1 remains intact, we can go forth and translate all remaining unmarked
elements on the source side. The final result can be seen in Fig. 2.23 that shows a
consistent model, which is again reflected in the precedence graph on the right.
This leaves us with investigating the quality of the synchronization result and
the process of obtaining it. Obviously, the result is consistent w.r.t. our TGG, but
as stated before, this can also be achieved by deleting all target elements and
completely re-translating the source model. However, this would have meant losing information that is present on the target side only. As we can see, this is not
the case for d1 , which still corresponds to t1 and contains information about its
version. This information would have been lost if t1 would have been re-translated and d1 deleted in the process. Furthermore, we deleted Entry e4 and have
an alternate version of it e’4 , which has no information about its author. Clearly,
this loss of information is neither intended nor desirable since we solely moved
Method m4 from one Type to another. Yet, the created structure during translation
closely resembles the one that we started with. Hence, a more sophisticated approach should have preserved e4 and also moved it from Doc d2 to d1 and, by
doing so, would have avoided breaking the Parameter-Rule application P5 . Of
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Figure 2.23: Model after Synchronization

course, the same holds for the newly translated Type t0 , whose rule application
became broken due to a newly added edge. Hence, avoiding unnecessary deletions can preserve information and save propagation steps, which makes up for
a more efficient synchronization process. In Chapter 3, we will introduce a new
kind of TGG rules, namely short-cut rules to match this demand for efficient and
least change model synchronizations.
2.4

Summary

In this chapter, we presented the basic components that this thesis is built on.
We discussed models as graph-like structures that can be altered by using graph
transformation rules and introduced Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) as a means to
define consistency between two (possibly heterogeneous) models in a rule-based
way. Using TGG rules, we discussed how translation and synchronisation processes
can be implemented using propagation TGG rules that are derived from the original
TGG ruleset. We, furthermore, explained how incremental graph pattern matching
can be used to implement these processes efficiently by providing updated sets of
newly appeared and recently vanished matches for TGG (propagation) rule applications. Using this information, we can determine which elements to translate
next or which broken rule application to revoke in case that a user change led
to inconsistencies. The translation and synchronisation processes were visualised
using delta precedence graphs that constitute an important contribution of this thesis and which are used throughout in the upcoming chapters to depict the state
of consistency between two models. Based on these concepts, we will present the
following two main contributions in the next chapters.
As we have seen in Section 2.3.4, synchronising changes from one model to another is a challenging task, which involves detecting structures that have become
inconsistent and repairing them. In the past, changes were propagated by revoking formerly intact TGG rule applications and retranslating the now untranslated
elements. This, however, can lead to a cascade of revoked rule applications even
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for minor user changes and, thus, to information loss if the deleted information
is not recoverable. In Chapter 3, we introduce short-cut rules, which describe complex yet consistency-preserving edit operations. We discuss how short-cut rules can
be operationalised analogously to TGG rules to obtain short-cut propagation rules,
which propagate complex changes between models efficiently and reduce information loss.
The presented sequential model synchronisation in Section 2.3.4 can only cope
with changes to one model at a time. Yet, in a truly collaborative scenario, users
may change both models independently such that some changes may conflict.
Concurrent model synchronisation is the task of restoring consistency in these
scenarios, where conflicts are resolved, and uncontroversial changes are propagated. In Chapter 4, we present a novel TGG-based concurrent synchronisation approach, which uses delta precedence graphs to detect and resolve conflicts such that
the remaining changes can be propagated using sequential synchronisation steps.

3
AV O I D I N G I N F O R M AT I O N - L O S S W I T H S H O R T - C U T R U L E S

We already discussed the deficiencies of TGG-based synchronization algorithms
that unnecessarily retranslate large parts of models (cf. Section 2.3.4). Short-cut
rules provide an adequate means to cope with these situations by describing complex edit operations that, similar to TGG rules, transform a triple graph from
one consistent state to another. Likewise TGG rules, we will show how to operationalize short-cut rules to create a new kind of least change propagation rule that
improves existing TGG-based synchronization approaches w.r.t. efficiency and effectiveness. Both improvements are achieved by reducing the number of unnecessary propagation steps. On the one hand, this increases efficiency and on the
other reduces the unintended information loss that most approaches suffer from,
which increases the quality of results and leads to more reliable results.
The contents of this chapter, thus, constitute our first main contribution by providing least change (Goal I) and scalable (Goal III) propagations. The presented
results are based on our works that introduced short-cut rules [41, 42, 44]. However, this chapter’s contents (writing and depictions) were created anew unless
specified otherwise. Besides that, we will highlight sections that present new, yet
unpublished, extensions to our work. While we focus on the practical aspects of
implementing short-cut rules, the dissertation of Jens Kosiol [75] provides a formal
description and proofs of the concepts that are presented throughout this chapter.
Both this and his work on TGG-based model synchronisation were created during
the TGG 2.0 project, which was supported by the German Research Foundation.
This chapter will start with a motivational example to highlight the difficulties
of former sequential synchronization approaches in more detail. This example is
inspired by the one from Chapter 2, which has been extended to show a wider variety of different scenarios that have to be taken into account. We will then present
the concept of short-cut rules and how to derive them from a TGG ruleset automatically. Since it can be too expensive in practice to create all possible short-cut
rules, we will discuss how a distinct short-cut rule can be interpreted more flexibly
to “virtually” obtain multiple short-cut rules. Afterwards, we will discuss algorithmic aspects and present a concrete approach to derive short-cut rules using Integer
Linear Problem (ILP) solving. Also, we will show how short-cut rule matches can
be found and applied efficiently and present a concrete algorithm with termination proof. Our evaluation will investigate the scalability of our approach and the
quality of its results. Finally, we will discuss related work and summarize our
chapter results while hinting at future work.
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Figure 3.1: Extended Metamodel

3.1

Motivating Example: Information Loss

In Section 2.3.4, we discussed a scenario where the sketched sequential synchronization process had several issues that hindered its efficiency and resulted in
unintended information loss. In this chapter, we want to discuss an approach
designed to bridge this gap for scenarios that go beyond our initial example
from Chapter 2. For this reason, we will first extend our initial example and enrich
it with new structural features to investigate the impact of different kinds of user
changes. Figure 3.1 shows our extended metamodel, which still closely resembles
our metamodel from before. The main difference is that the Java side now has
Packages that can reference sub-Packages and Types. In contrast, the documentation side was not changed but, ultimately, we want Packages to correspond to
a Doc. Just as Docs, Packages consist of a name and, above that, contain information about their fully qualified name. Correlation between Packages and Docs
can be expressed by means of P2D correspondence links in the middle. The rest of
our metamodel matches the old version with Types that correspond to Docs, and
Methods, Fields and Parameters that correspond to Entries. This restructuring,
of course, makes it necessary to adapt our consistency specification accordingly,
which is represented in our new TGG ruleset depicted in Fig. 3.2 and explained
in the following:
Package-Rule This is the starting rule that can arbitrarily often be applied to create a
Package p together with a corresponding Doc d. Furthermore, a new Type
t is created that is contained in in p. The attribute conditions state that the
names of both Package p and Doc d have to be chosen equally and that p’s
fully qualified name is equal to its name. Apart from that, we assign the
name "Main" to the Type t. An important aspect of this rule is that t has no
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correspondence link to the other side. Hence, it will not receive any Methods,
Fields or sub-Types due to missing context.
SubPackage-Rule This rule creates a sub-Package p2 given that a super-Package p1 already
exists and if it corresponds to a Doc d on the other side. Note that the newly
created Package is mapped via a correspondence link to the same Doc as
its super-Package. The result is a flattened structure since there is no corresponding hierarchy for Packages on the documentation side. Furthermore,
an attribute condition states that the fully qualified name of p2 must be the
same as the fully qualified name of p1 concatenated with the name of p2 .
Type-Rule This rule has changed in comparison to our initial version. Although we
still use this rule to create a Type t together with a corresponding Doc d2 , we
now have to assign both of them to a Package p and its corresponding Doc d1 ,
respectively. Another difference is the attribute condition, which is no longer
stating that the created Type’s and Doc’s name have to be chosen equally.
Instead, the created Doc’s name must be the same as the Type’s name added
to the Package’s fully qualified name. Also, note that the version attribute
of Docs has no representation on the Java side and, thus, is not part of an
attribute condition. We, thus, initialise the version with zero.
SubType-Rule Similar to the previous version of the rule, we create a sub-Type t2 together
with a sub-Doc d2 . However, while the Type t2 is assigned to its super-Type’s
Package, the Doc d2 has no similar connection to a Doc that corresponds to
a Package and is only referenced by Doc d1 . Finally, the attribute condition
and initialisation of the version attribute are the same as for Type-Rule.
Field-Rule This rule creates a Field together with a corresponding Entry, which share
the same name. The Field is assigned to a Type and the Entry to a corresponding Doc. As with the version of Docs, Entries contain information
about their author, which has no representation on the Java side. Hence, the
author is not part of an attribute condition. Like the version attribute of Docs,
we initialize the author of newly created Entries with an empty string.
Method-Rule Analogously to Field-Rule, it creates Methods instead of Fields.
Parameter-Rule This rule creates Parameters for Methods, which correspond to its Method’s
corresponding Entry. Hence, likewise to SubPackage-Rule, it is asymmetric
since there is no representative on the documentation side.
Given these rules, we can derive a set of propagation rules from them as depicted
in Fig. 3.3 where forward rules are shown on the left and backward rules on the
right. Since Field-Rule, Method-Rule and Parameter-Rule are the same as in our
initial example, we will omit them here. Notable differences between both rulesets are that there is no SubPackage-BWD-Rule for the same reason as there is
no Parameter-Backward-Rule. As there is no representative for sub-Packages on
the documentation side, this rule would allow creating an arbitrary number of
sub-Packages as there are no documentation side elements marked in the process. Also note that there are two rules having filterNACs attached to them. Pack-
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age-Forward-Rule may not be applied if Package p2 is a sub-Package. Likewise,
Type-Forward-Rule should not be applicable if its translated Type is a sub-element
itself. Another interesting fact is that SubType-Backward-Rule does not have any
filterNACs as it translates the same number of hyperRefs edges as Type-Backward-Rule. This is unproblematic since Type-Backward-Rule translates a hyperRefs edge that originates from a Doc that corresponds to a Package while SubType-Backward-Rule translates a hyperRefs edge that originates from a Doc that
corresponds to a Type. Finally, we would like to point out that the aforementioned
filterNACs are also part of their respective consistency pattern, although we do not
show them explicitly.
Synchronization Scenarios Given our extended example, we will now
discuss two specific scenarios in which TGG-based sequential synchronization
algorithms tend to perform poorly w.r.t. efficiency and quality. Especially, we will
focus on pointing out the desired result and why we cannot obtain it using our
existing set of propagation rules. For this purpose, remember that the issues of the
formerly presented synchronization algorithm (cf. Section 2.3.4) emerged when
we had to deal with transitively broken rule applications. Also, remember that
there are three kinds of changes that can invalidate a rule application, which leads
to the vanishing of a consistency pattern match. First, an element can be added,
which can invalidate rule applications if a filterNAC forbids its existence for the
current rule application. Then, an element can be deleted, which eventually has
to cause one or more rule applications to become invalid. This is either because
the rule application “created” this element or used it as context. Finally, a rule
application can become broken if attributes change, such that attribute conditions
no longer hold.
Scenario 1: Adding Inheritance Figure 3.4 depicts a small example,
where we have two Types belonging to the same Package p1 , where t3 contains a
Method m4 with one Parameter p5 . As expected, these structures are represented
on the documentation side as a Doc d1 that contains two Docs d2 and d3 where the
latter has an Entry e4 for its corresponding Method m4 and Parameter p5 . Now,
this model is changed by adding a subTypes edge between t2 and t3 . As can be
seen in the precedence graph, this violates the filterNAC of Type-Rule application
T3 . Furthermore, a new precedence node appeared for an application of SubType-Rule. This node is annotated with “*” on the source because the new edge makes
it possible to translate t3 with another rule. However, at the same moment, t3 is
still part of Type-Rule application T3 .
As discussed before, propagating this new edge means first (transitively) revoking all broken rule applications and then (re-) translating all unmarked elements.
In this example, we would have to revoke T3 and, consequently, M4 and P5 . This
is followed by a retranslation of t2 using SubType-Forward-Rule, then m4 using
Method-Forward-Rule and, finally, p5 using Parameter-Forward-Rule. Having a
closer look at Fig. 3.5, we can see that the resulting structures look very similar compared with our initial state from Fig. 3.4. Nonetheless, we experience the
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aforementioned main issue regarding information loss. Comparing the Doc d’3
and its Entry e’4 with their previous equivalents, we can see that the information
about the Doc’s version and the Entry’s author has been lost. Since both pieces
of information have no representation on the Java side, we can not recover them
if their containing elements are deleted. Furthermore, we would like to point out
that only one rule application was broken, which did not immediately cause M4
and likewise P5 to be broken as well. Yet, to restore consistency, we had to revoke
three rule applications and apply three alternative propagation rules. Especially
when comparing the pre and post synchronization state, we can see that restoring
consistency should consist of one step only. The only difference between Type-Forward-Rule and SubType-Forward-Rule is that the latter translates a subTypes
edge and creates a hyperRefs edge on the documentation side. This means that
consistency could be restored by adding this missing hyperRefs edge between the
already existing Docs d2 and d3 and remove the now superfluous one between d1
and d3 . In sum, the encountered synchronisation result is unreliable because we
unnecessarily lost information in the process; although, there exists a least-changing solution.
As promised before, let us check why our TGG (propagation) rules are not apt
to resolve this case in one or, at least, fewer steps. Obviously, the problem is that
we have two rules that are tasked with translating the same elements in a very
similar way. While we cannot change our synchronization process at this moment,
we could try to alter our rules in order to reduce possible dependencies between
their applications. This could, for example, be done by replacing SubType-Forward-Rule with SubTypeEdge-Forward-Rule, which is depicted in Fig. 3.6. The
concept behind this rule refactoring is based on the work of Anjorin et al. [8],
who proposed several guidelines on how to specify TGGs to reduce dependencies
between rule applications systematically. Using the SubTypeEdge-Forward-Rule
rule, we could rely on Type-Forward-Rule to translate all Types into Docs and
use SubTypeEdge-Forward-Rule to translate all remaining subTypes edges. The
advantage is that a new subTypes edge can be propagated without altering the
adjacent Types. This is because, due to our refactoring, no rule depends (transitively) on SubTypeEdge-Rule applications and, thus, becomes broken if a subTypes or hyperRefs edge is deleted or added anew. Hence, SubTypeEdge-Rule
applications can be revoked side-effect-free.
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There are, however, some arguments against this rule refactoring. First, by replacing SubType-Rule with SubTypeEdge-Rule, we have effectively changed the
consistency relation. This is due to the fact that we now allow Types to extend
from multiple other Types. We, thus, are allowing multiple inheritance, which we
did not permit before. While we could solve this by letting the user add a NAC
that forbids other subTypes to exist besides the translated one, most proposed
approaches (ours included) are limited to concepts that statically analyse a ruleset and automatically add application conditions such as the formerly discussed
filterNACs. Another argument against this is that these refactoring guidelines are
not intuitive because they treat issues of the underlying synchronisation mechanism instead of improving the design of a TGG ruleset. In general, the goal should
be to avoid forcing modellers to fully understand synchronisers in detail. Finally,
another issue with this refactoring is that we cannot apply it if attribute conditions are used to extract context information to derive new attribute values. This
is the case for SubPackage-Rule, whose name is calculated using the name of its
parent-Package, making it impossible to separate the translation of Packages and
their subPackages edges.
Scenario 2: Adding a Sub-Package Let us investigate another scenario.
This one contains initially the Package p1 and its sub-Package p3 where the latter has a Type t. The corresponding documentation side contains corresponding
elements in the form of the two Docs d1 and d4 . Now, we change this model
by adding a new sub-Package in the middle between the two already existing
Packages and alter the fully qualified names to reflect the new structure. This is
depicted in Fig. 3.7, where we can see that the first rule application P1 is still
intact. Adding the new Package p2 between both p1 and p3 has caused the SubType-Rule application to be come broken due to the missing subPackages edge to
p1 , which is indicated with “/”. However, two new precedence nodes emerged,
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one for indicating that p2 has been added anew (“+”) and is translatable using
SubPackage-Forward-Rule and another one of the same rule for p3 , which is only
partially new (“*”).
As before, we first have to revoke the broken rule applications. This includes
the revocation of SP3 , followed by T4 due to missing context elements. Note that
revoking SP3 does not mean to delete the corresponding Doc but solely the correspondence link between them. Since this correspondence link is used as context
within Type-Rule application T4 , we have to revoke it as well. Figure 3.8 shows the
resulting triple after the unmarked elements were translated. Again, we can see
that the initial and resulting structures differ only slightly. Especially on the documentation side, we can see that there are no structural changes. Nonetheless, the
Doc’s author attribute is now empty. This means that during synchronization, we
have lost this information. Besides that, the Doc has a new name compared with
its previous version since it contains the fully qualified name as a prefix. Interestingly, the sole addition of p2 does not inflict any violations to existing rule applications. Instead, these were caused by assigning p2 as the new parent-Package of
p3 , which replaced p1 . In the first scenario, we were not able to use our rules to
add a missing edge. Here, we are even closer to an again consistent model since
we do not need to create elements on the documentation side but solely mark
the newly added subPackages edge between p2 and p3 . However, similar to the
first scenario, we have no rule that can solely translate edges such that deletion of
them is also side-effect free. Yet, again, we cannot refactor our rules that translate
Packages due to the existence of attribute conditions, which are used to derive the
fully qualified name from its parent-Package. For a moment, let us assume that
the new Package can be translated together with its subPackages edge before we
revoke P3 . This also causes a problem due to the new Package hierarchy with new
fully qualified names. Remembering that the name of Doc is constructed from the
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fully qualified name of its corresponding Type, it is clear that T4 would still be
broken. As before, this change should not be propagated by re-translating Doc d4
but rather by reevaluating the attribute conditions and assign an updated name
value. Note that due to the attribute condition, we would only be able to save one
propagation step by avoiding revoking SubPackage-Rule application P3 since T4
would need to be repaired in a separate step.
Conclusion Both scenarios demonstrated a serious issue with traditional
TGG-based synchronization. It is prone to information loss due to a vast deletion and re-creation of structures. This information loss is accompanied by poor
performance as the unnecessary manipulation of models can become increasingly
expensive for larger models. In the following, we will focus on two facts. First,
the recreated structure was very similar to the one that was deleted in the first
place. Second, a closer look at what elements already exist and which were missing would have often made it possible to create these elements (or analogously
delete superfluous ones) to restore consistency. In the next section, we will introduce short-cut rules as a new kind of TGG rule that exploits these facts and enables
us to repair broken rule applications by propagating complex changes in a less
invasive way.
3.2

Concept: Short-Cut Rules

In this section, we want to introduce the concept of short-cut rules, which stems
from our work in [41, 44], as a new kind of TGG rule designed to cope with complex edits in an element-preserving manner. For this purpose, we will present
some short-cut rules and discuss how they can be used to improve existing synchronization processes. Note that, for now, we will not discuss how short-cut rules
are derived explicitly, which is postponed to Subsection 3.2.2, where we introduce
them as a composition of TGG rules.
3.2.1 Application Example
In the previous section, we have seen two scenarios where our TGG rules and the
synchronization process could not preserve information due to the lack of adequate propagation rules. Let us focus on the first scenario where we added a subTypes edge and made a former root-Type extend from another Type. Remember
that the synchronization result resembled the initial documentation structure very
closely with only slight differences. This is because we exchanged a Type-Rule
with a SubType-Rule application, which look very similar. Both create a Package
and a corresponding Doc; but SubType-Rule additionally creates a subTypes and
hyperRefs edge connecting these elements to some already existing parent structure. This means that revoking a Type-Rule application on the documentation side
and retranslating the Java elements to yield a SubType-Rule application results in
deleting and (re-)creating a Doc. There are two reasons why this most often is
not the desired behaviour. First, we have seen that this has the potential of losing information and may cause performance issues. On the other hand, we have
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Figure 3.9: Two Forward Short-Cut Rules

to investigate this recreation step from a modeller’s perspective who designed
these rules. This modeller, obviously, intended to have each Type correspond to
a Doc independently of the chosen rule. Consequently, this means that if a user
does not delete the Type, then the synchronization process should neither delete
the Doc and vice versa. Finally, we have to manage the newly added subTypes
edge, which is represented on the documentation side by the hyperRefs edge.
Given this edge and our already existing elements, a rule would only have to create the missing edge on the documentation side. Figure 3.9 depicts two short-cut
propagation rules, namely TypeToSubType-Forward-Rule and SubTypeToType-Forward-Rule. The first implements the behaviour that we have discussed before. It
assumes that the Types t1 and t2 are intact, marked and contained within the same
Package p. At the same time, the subTypes edge between them is yet untranslated
and, thus, unmarked. This change is propagated by preserving Doc d3 and adding
the missing hyperRefs edge between Docs d2 and d3 . At the same time, the now
superfluous hyperRefs edge between Docs d1 and d3 is removed. Hence, applying this rule transforms a formerly intact (but now broken) Type-Rule application
into an intact SubType-Rule application.
The second short-cut propagation rule is similar in that regard but provides an
analogous transformation in the opposite direction. This also explains the created and deleted hyperRefs edges and the NAC that forbids the existence of a
subTypes edge. Forward propagations always manage changes on the source side.
This means that there must have been a subTypes edge between Types t1 and
t2 , which in our scenario was deleted, because we know that the SubType-Rule
application was intact for some time. To repair the broken rule application and
transform it into one of Type-Rule, we have to make sure that this edge was actually deleted. Hence, checking for the non-existence of this edge enables us to
detect that the hyperRefs edge on the documentation side between Docs d2 and
d3 must be superfluous and has to be deleted. At the same time, we must create a
new hyperRefs edge connecting the Docs d1 and d3 to restore consistency. However, before we can apply this rule, we also have to ensure that all application
conditions hold, e.g., such as filterNACs or attribute conditions. These application conditions are the same as those from the corresponding forward propagation
rules, which create our “targeted” rule application. Hence, SubTypeToType-Forward-Rule shares its filterNAC with Type-Forward-Rule.
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Interestingly, SubTypeToType-Forward-Rule contradicts a statement of ours from
before where we stated that TGGs are a constructive approach due to their monotonic rules that solely create but never delete. While this is still true, this new kind
of TGG rules does not really violate this statement. Remembering that former
synchronization was based on revoking a rule application and applying another
instead, we discussed how revocation could be interpreted as the inverse application of a TGG propagation rule. This inverse application can be implemented by
deleting all elements created before by a corresponding forward propagation rule
application. Indeed, our short-cut rules do the very same thing with one important
exception. Instead of revoking a rule application and then reapplying another one
instead, which sums up to two separate steps, they take a short-cut and perform
both steps in one. By doing so, we can infer which elements are unnecessarily
recreated and preserve them instead.
3.2.2 Construction of Short-Cut Rules
In the last chapter, we showed two exemplary short-cut propagation rules and tried
to give a rough impression of how this new kind of rule helps to restore consistency. Now, we want to focus on how to derive a set of short-cut rules from a
pre-defined set of TGG rules based on our work in [41]. For an in-depth formalization of the construction process, we refer to the dissertation of Jens Kosiol [75,
Chapter 4]. In contrast, to the rules shown in the last sections, our construction
process will not immediately result in a set of short-cut propagation rules that propagate changes from one domain to another. Instead, and like TGG rules, they will
rather apply consistency preserving changes to both domains at once. Afterwards,
in Section 3.2.4, we will show how to operationalize this set of short-cut rules to,
finally, obtain short-cut propagation rules.
Remember that our goal is to replace a certain rule application with another one
in a least-changing manner. This can be done by comparing TGG rules pair-wisely
to investigate whether they create similar structures. In the following, we will refer to the initial rule (application) that is being transformed as the “replaced” rule
(application). Analogously, we will call the target rule (application) of the transformation a “replacing” rule (application). For now, let us focus on Type-Rule and
SubType-Rule for which we already have seen two possible short-cut propagation
rules. As a first step, we have to create the so-called kernel of our short-cut rule that
consists of shared elements of both replaced and replacing rule. Hence, the kernel
consists of context elements that both rules have in common and created elements,
which are to be preserved. Constructing this kernel means overlapping both rules
and finding parts where they are similar, which is depicted in Fig. 3.10. Note,
however, that there are often several possible overlaps between two rules. While
not all of them might be maximal w.r.t. to the possible overlap size, they still can
be used to obtain (useful) short-cut rules as we will see in the next sections. As
can be seen, we chose an overlap such that most of their created elements apart
from the additional subTypes edge and both created hyperRefs edges are part of
the kernel. Furthermore, both rules assume the prior existence of a Package with
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a corresponding Doc. Hence, we decided to overlap these context elements, too,
which means that we expect these elements to remain the same. Regarding our
example from before, this makes sense as we inserted a new subTypes edge but
did not move the Type to a new Package. Consequently, this means that the context has not changed.
This being said, we can go forward and construct our first short-cut rule, which is
depicted in the middle of Fig. 3.11. The replaced rule (Type-Rule) is depicted on
the left and the replacing rule (SubType-Rule) is depicted on the right. The resulting short-cut rule is TypeToSubType-Rule from which we have already seen the
forward propagation rule in Section 3.2. As before, the blue dotted mappings indicate an embedding of both the replaced and replacing rule elements. Henceforth,
a short-cut rule is constructed in five steps.
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1 Initialize with kernel: As a first step, we add the kernel to our yet empty
short-cut rule. It contains information about preserved elements and context
shared between both replaced and replacing rule.
2 Add further context: Context elements from both replaced and replacing rule
that are not part of the kernel are added separately to the short-cut rule.
Since they are not part of the kernel, we assume that they are not equal and
are matched to different elements.
3 Add deleted elements: Created elements from the replaced rule that are not
part of the kernel, have no equal representation in the replacing rule. Consequently, this means that they are superfluous and must be deleted.
4 Add created elements: Analogously, created elements from the replacing rule
that are not part of the kernel must be created from scratch. The reason is
because they were not yet created by the replaced rule and are, thus, missing.
5 Add attribute conditions and assignments: Finally, we have to add all attribute
conditions and attribute assignments from the replacing rule to the resulting
short-cut rule. Since the application of a short-cut rule must adhere to all
conditions that are posed by the replacing rule’s postcondition, we have to
make sure that the same holds for each short-cut rule. The same holds for
attribute assignments, which may state how a newly created TGG element’s
attribute should be initialized. Naturally, we must assign these values to the
respective elements, too, when applying a short-cut rule.
These steps are visualized in Fig. 3.12 for the construction of TypeToSubType-Rule. Given our kernel from Fig. 3.10 ( 1 ), TypeToSubType-Rule is constructed
by adding those context elements from SubType-Rule that are not part of the kernel. As a consequence, we add Type t1 with a corresponding Doc d1 to our short-cut
rule ( 2 ). Since the replaced rule Type-Rule contains a created hyperRefs edge that
is not part of the kernel, it is superfluous and must be deleted ( 3 ). At the same
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Figure 3.13: Type Short-Cut Rule Examples

time, SubType-Rule contains both a subTypes and hyperRefs edge, which are neither contained in the kernel. Thus, we have to add them to the final short-cut rule
to create them ( 4 ). In the last step, we add the attribute condition from SubType-Rule to our short-cut rule, which ensures that applying TypeToSubType-Rule
leads to a valid SubType-Rule application ( 5 ).
Before we continue, we like to explain why it is unnecessary to include attribute
conditions and attribute assignments of the replaced rule in the final short-cut rule.
We omit them because we expect a short-cut rule only to be applied to an existing
replaced rule application. In case that we know that such a rule application exists,
we also know that the rule’s postcondition and, thereby, its attribute conditions
and assigned attribute values still hold; otherwise, it would be considered broken.
Since we employ an IGPM tool to track consistency by means of consistency pattern matches, we can keep track of these intact rule applications and make sure
that short-cut rules are only applied at appropriate locations. In fact, considering
consistency patterns, we know that every rule application corresponds to a rule
application node, which connects all elements that are part of a certain TGG rule
application. Consequently, this means that applying a short-cut rule must ensure
that the replaced rule’s rule application node is still intact and then replacing it with
another one of the replacing rule. In Section 3.2.4, where short-cut rules are operationalized to propagate complex changes, we will encounter a similar situation
with application conditions. Although anticipatory, we also like to point out that
these short-cut propagation rules will react to a complex change on one side, which
means that a formerly intact rule application has become broken. Of course, this
means that any attribute conditions or former attribute assignments of the replacing rule do not necessarily have to hold any longer and thus may be ignored.
Hence, we would have to drop them eventually during operationalization, where
we are foremost concerned with complying with the replacing rule. Finally, note
that we will postpone the discussion regarding the correctness of short-cut rules to
Subsection 3.2.4.
Having this first short-cut rule, let us now investigate the construction of other
short-cut rules. As we will see, the result of this process depends on two factors: (i)
the choice of replacing and replaced rule and (ii) the choice of kernel. Figure 3.13
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depicts two other short-cut rules that were derived from Type-Rule and SubType-Rule. The first, SubTypeToType-Rule, is constructed by assuming the same kernel
as before but exchanging both rules, making Type-Rule the replacing and SubType-Rule the replaced rule. Note that we have seen the forward propagation rule
of SubTypeToType-Rule in the last chapter. As can be seen, this rule does not
create a subTypes and creates/removes different hyperRefs edges compared to
TypeToSubType-Rule. This makes sense, assuming that we want to transform a
SubType-Rule into a Type-Rule application and thus would expect an opposite
behaviour. Apart from this fact, however, both rules are very similar in their
structure and applying them sequentially at the same location would cause no
notable change since they are the inverse of each other. The second short-cut rule
can be constructed by using Type-Rule as replaced and SubType-Rule as replacing
rule. However, this time, we choose a different kernel and do not overlap Package
p of both rules with another. This means that, in our resulting short-cut rule, we
expect these rule elements to represent distinct elements in our model. In comparison with TypeToSubType-Rule, the resulting TypeToSubTypeInNewPackage-Rule
does also transform a Type t2 and Doc d3 to become sub-elements of Type t1 and
Doc d2 , respectively. Apart from that, it moves the transformed Type t2 to another
Package within the same transformation step. This is implemented by deleting the
Type’s edge to its formerly containing Package p1 that stems from the replaced rule
and creating a new edge to the Package p2 that stems from the replacing rule. On
the documentation side, we must perform similar changes and remove the now
superfluous hyperRefs edge between the Docs d1 and d3 and add the yet missing
one between d2 and d3 .
So far, we have only used distinct TGG rules to create short-cut rules from them. Indeed, at first glance, it might surprise that transforming a rule application of one
rule into another application of the same rule can indeed be very useful. For this
purpose, let us investigate short-cut rules that are created from using Type-Rule
as both our replacing and replaced rule. Figure 3.14 depicts three possible short-cut
rules. The first, TypeIdentity-Rule is created by creating the kernel by overlapping
all elements with themselves, i.e., the trivial overlap. This kind of rule does not
create or delete any structural elements, nor does it alter any attribute values.
Hence, we will omit this rule for the moment as it does not affect a model when
applied. Note, however, that we will have a closer look at this rule when introducing propagation short-cut rules in the next section. The second rule, MoveTypeToPackage-Rule is created by overlapping all elements apart from Package p. This
results in a rule that moves the Type t to another Package within the same Package
hierarchy since we assume that the corresponding Doc d1 on the documentation
side stays the same. Finally, MoveTypeToHierarchy-Rule is created by overlapping
all elements apart from the Package p and Doc d1 . It, thus, moves the Type t to
another Package belonging to a different Package hierarchy that corresponds to
another Doc d2 . As we can see, these rules implement useful refactorings that are
common when restructuring projects by moving Types between Packages or even
outsource them to new projects with different Package hierarchies.
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Until now, we have seen short-cut rules that were constructed from overlapping
all created nodes of both replaced and replacing rule. The rules we obtained this
way created missing and deleted superfluous edges but never added or deleted
any new nodes. Figure 3.15 depicts two short-cut rules that were created from
Package-Rule and SubPackage-Rule. PackageToSubPackage-Rule deletes a Type,
while SubPackageToPackage-Rule creates a Type. The reason for this is that our
Package-Rule creates not only a Package but also a Type named “Main”. In contrast, SubPackage-Rule does not create any Type elements, which means that we
either have to get rid of the superfluous Type or in case of PackageToSubPackage-Rule have to create the missing “Main” Type. Taking a closer look at both
rules, we can see that the attribute condition from Package-Rule is only present
in SubPackage-Rule but not PackageToSubPackage-Rule. Of course, this matches
the above description of the fifth step of the short-cut rule creation process. However, we like to point out the intuition behind this step again on this example.
Imagine that we have a root-Package together with its Type and corresponding
elements on the target side in the form of a Doc. Now, we want to transform the
root-Package into a sub-Package using PackageToSubPackage-Rule, which means
that we have to delete the Type. Since there is no Type in the replacing rule, we can
delete it without posing any conditions to it because we are no longer interested
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Figure 3.16: Inheritance Example

in its state. In contrast, if we turn this example upside down and want to apply
SubPackageToPackage-Rule to transform a sub-Package into a root-Package, we
have to make sure that the created Type adheres to the same condition as if it
was created by Package-Rule. Hence, we have to incorporate the same condition,
which states that the fully qualified (FQ) name of the root-Package equals its name.
This subsection showed how short-cut rules are created by choosing two rules and
overlapping them to obtain a kernel. This kernel was then extended by us subsequently by adding further unique elements from both rules that were not part of
the overlap. The result is a new kind of rule that likewise TGG rules transforms
triple graphs in a consistency and information preserving manner.
3.2.3 Managing Inheritance during Kernel Creation
In the last section, we discussed how to create the kernel by overlapping elements
from two rules. Notably, we only overlapped elements from the same type so far
as our metamodel in Fig. 3.1 did not include inheritance. In practical applications,
however, inheritance is an important tool to create abstraction layers to decrease
redundancy and implement more elegant designs. For this reason, we will discuss how to create overlaps in scenarios where we encounter situations where the
types of TGG rule elements are directly or indirectly in an inheritance relationship.
Note that this section is an extension of our previous works regarding short-cut
rules [41, 42, 44].
This being said, let us start investigating the overlapping of created elements.
In Fig. 3.16, we can see a small excerpt of our previous Java metamodel to which
we added two new types, namely RootPackage and SubPackage. Both inherit from
the former type Package and have it, thus, as a common super-type. Now, let us
investigate our TGG rules that created Packages, which are depicted in Fig. 3.17
and were changed to fit the needs of our example. Package-Rule now creates a
RootPackage and SubPackage-Rule creates a SubPackage instead of a Package. As
before, we might want to create a short-cut rule by overlapping Package-Rule with
SubPackage-Rule and thus obtain a transformation to turn, e.g., a root-Package
into a sub-Package and vice versa. However, overlapping the RootPackage and
SubPackage with another will not yield a desirable result, although both are also
a Package. The main issue is that our short-cut rules are only allowed to perform
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transformations that comply with our original TGG ruleset, meaning that by applying a short-cut rule, we are not allowed to create models that cannot be created
with the TGG ruleset itself. Hence, preserving a RootPackage but putting it in the
middle of a Package hierarchy or likewise preserving a SubPackage but putting
it at the top of our Package hierarchy will inevitably cause inconsistencies as
there exists no TGG rule that would do the same. Note that by changing either
RootPackage within Package-Rule or SubPackage in SubPackage-Rule to the more
general Package type, we will still encounter the same issues. We, thus, conclude
that inheritance of created elements cannot be used to create short-cut rules and
that overlapped created elements must be of the same type.
Still, inheritance can be used and exploited during short-cut rule creation when
we focus on context elements only. Here, the idea is not to preserve a certain
element but rather to identify elements used as context in the replaced and the
replacing rule application. To demonstrate this, we replace Method-Rule with the
two rules depicted in Fig. 3.18. The first creates a new Method named “main” together with a corresponding Entry given that the containing Package of its Type
is a RootPackage. In contrast, the second rule also creates a Method with a corresponding Doc and assigns it to a Type. This time, however, we limit rule applications to cases where the containing Package is a Package and do not enforce a
specific name for the Method. The only limitation is that the Method’s name must
not be “main”. Creating a kernel of MainMethod-Rule and Method-Rule, we can
now overlap both Methods, Docs and Entries. Furthermore, we can overlap the
RootPackage and Package context elements to obtain the short-cut rules as depicted
in Fig. 3.19. Obviously, we have to make sure that the actual context and conditions of the replacing rule are also met in a short-cut rule. Consequently, this means
that the resulting type of the overlapped nodes has to be the same as in the re-
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Figure 3.20: Refined Method TGG Rules

placing rule. Having a look at MainMethodToMethod-Rule, we can see that we
expect the Method to be contained in a RootPackage. This, indeed, makes sense for
two reasons. First, we know that the replaced rule expected a RootPackage to exist
beforehand, which is a subtype of Package. Second, by using the subtype rather
than the supertype, we ensure that adjacent edges that stem from the replaced rule
and which are only defined for the subtype are represented correctly in the short-cut rule. Hence, we can transform every Method named “main” in a RootPackage
into a more generic Method. Of course, there also exists a short-cut rule that can not
only transform the “main”-method but also move it to some other Package. The
second short-cut rule MethodToMainMethod-Rule performs the inverse transformation and turns a generic Method into a “main”-method as long as the containing
Package is a RootPackage. Again, we can see that this is reasonable as it matches
the constraints posed by the MainMethod-Rule and notably, a RootPackage must
actually be a Package. If this is not the case, then MethodToMainMethod-Rule
is not applicable and we would need another short-cut rule that does not only
transform the Method but moves it to an actual RootPackage. Also, note that the
Method’s name must be unequal “main” but apart from this can be chosen arbitrarily. As demonstrated by this example, inheritance can be exploited when
overlapping context elements. However, there are several limitations, which we
will discuss on another version of the above TGG rules for Methods as depicted in
Fig. 3.20. The main difference to before is that Method-Rule no longer requires a
Package as a container for the Method but rather a more concrete subtype, namely
SubPackage. Following our previous argumentation, it is obviously not possible to
overlap both RootPackage and SubPackage with each other. This is because none
is a subtype of the other and, thus, they cannot be matched to the same element.
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More specifically, given that we applied MainMethod-Rule earlier, we will not be
able to use the containing RootPackage to transform this rule application into a
Method-Rule application since SubPackage is no subtype of RootPackage and vice
versa. Hence, overlapping context elements only yields feasible results when one
of the overlapped element’s types is equal to or (directly or indirectly) subtype
of the other element’s type. For our example, this was the case for Packages and
RootPackages or equally would have been for Packages and SubPackages.
In sum, we can state that two context elements can be overlapped if (i) both
elements share the same type or if (ii) one element’s type is the subtype of the
other element. In the first trivial case, the chosen type is equal to both elements’
types, and in the second case, we choose the subtype. Else, we do not overlap
these elements. The discussed solution is based on the assumption that we do
not encounter scenarios with multiple inheritance. Since our source side features
an abstract Java model, this is not unreasonable as Java supports the inheritance
of singular classes only. However, this limitation does not hold for Java interfaces
since interfaces and classes can realize multiple interfaces. While we leave multiple inheritance to future work, we like to point out that this case will likely include
searching for a common child of the overlapped elements’ types. In general, however, this child may not be unique, and multiple overlaps for the same overlapped
elements would have to be generated.
3.2.4 Short-Cut Propagation Rules
In Section 3.2.2, we discussed how short-cut rules can be obtained by overlapping
two TGG rules. The resulting short-cut rules still have one major limitation: they
transform the whole triple graph instead of propagating changes from one domain to another. This, of course, was also the case for our TGG rules, which we
operationalized to obtain propagation rules. These rules enabled us to propagate
changes from one model to another to implement translation and synchronization
processes. Naturally, we can do the same with short-cut rules to obtain short-cut
propagation rules, which can propagate complex changes from one model to another one in a least-changing manner by preserving information. For a formal
description to operationalizing short-cut rules, we refer to the dissertation of Jens
Kosiol [75, Chapter 6]. We will conclude this section, as was promised in Subsection 3.2.2 with a discussion regarding the correctness of our approach.
In the following, we will present the steps to operationalize a short-cut rule, which
differs from the previously presented one for TGG rules. This has two reasons:
(i) TGG rules are monotonic and always create but never delete elements, which
is not necessarily the case for short-cut rules and (ii) we need to incorporate application conditions of the replacing rule but not necessarily of the replaced rule.
This is because the former replaced rule application has become broken, which
means that we do not want to incorporate the entire replaced rule’s precondition,
which will not be matchable. Let us begin with operationalizing TypeToSubType-Rule and SubTypeToType-Rule whose operationalized forms we already saw in
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Fig. 3.9. As before, the core idea is that changes were already applied to one side
(source or target) and should be propagated to the opposite side. Hence, we have
to make sure that these changes are represented in our rule to be applicable in
these situations. The process of operationalizing a short-cut rule can be divided
into four steps, which are explained for forward transformations. Note that, as
before, backward rules can be obtained analogously.
1 Initialize: As a first step, we add all elements of our short-cut rule to our yet
empty short-cut propagation rule. This also includes all attribute conditions.
2 Transform deletions: We assume that source deletions were already performed,
which means that these elements are no longer present on the source side.
Hence, we remove the deleted elements since we do not have to perform
these deletions anymore. However, we have to make sure that the deletions
were carried out properly. For this purpose, we add NACs to forbid the
existence of elements that should have been deleted. We, thus, ensure that
the rule is not applicable in cases where these elements still exist.
3 Transform creations and context: Likewise deletions, we assume that source
creations were already performed. In contrast to deletions, however, we
want to ensure that these elements were actually created rather than forbidding them. This means that the created source elements become context
analogously to the operationalization of standard TGG rules and must be
annotated with □ → ✓
□. Finally, we add a ✓
□ annotation to each of the context elements from the initial state.
4 Add application conditions: Remember that we introduced application conditions to extend our propagation rules to avoid dead-ends during translation.
Since applying a short-cut rule transforms an application of the replaced rule
into one of replacing rule, we have to make sure that the additional application conditions from the replacing rule are adhered to as well. Thus, we have
to enrich our short-cut propagation rule with the same application conditions,
e.g., filterNACs.
This procedure is depicted step-wisely for Type-Rule and SubType-Rule in Fig. 3.21,
which are operationalized to obtain a forward short-cut propagation rules. We first
start with the initial version of TypeToSubType-Rule and SubTypeToType-Rule
( 1 ). While there are no deleted elements on the source side of TypeToSubType-Rule, we replace the deleted subTypes edge in SubTypeToType-Rule between t1
and t2 with a NAC to ensure that this edge is indeed deleted before the rule can be
applied ( 2 ). There is no created element on the source side of SubTypeToType-Rule, while there is in TypeToSubType-Rule. Hence, we transform its subTypes
edge to become context ( 3 ). Finally, we have to add the application conditions
such as filterNACs. Revisiting Fig. 3.3, we can see that there are no filterNACs for
SubType-Forward-Rule. However, there is one for Type-Forward-Rule that forbids
it to be applied if the translated Type t is a sub-Type. Since SubTypeToType-Forward-Rule must adhere to the same conditions, we add this filterNAC to it ( 4 ).
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Figure 3.21: Operationalization of TypeToSubType-Rule and SubTypeToType-Rule
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Intuitively, our resulting rules can be interpreted as follows: TypeToSubType-Forward-Rule propagates the added inheritance (subTypes edge) between two Types
by interlinking the corresponding Docs with a hyper reference (hyperRefs edge)
and removing the old hyper reference from the formerly containing Doc. SubTypeToType-Forward-Rule basically provides the opposite direction of the former
transformation by propagating the deletion of an inheritance relationship between
two Types by removing one superfluous hyper reference and adding the now disconnected Doc d3 back to the Doc d1 .
Using the filterNACs of the replaced rule for the short-cut propagation rule was formally investigated in [44]. For an informal explanation on why filterNACs have to
be integrated, let us first highlight the purpose of short-cut propagation rules, again.
A short-cut propagation rule is tasked with propagating a complex change from
one side to the other, which means that a formerly intact replaced rule application
has become broken. For example, if a user changed the source side, this would
mean that some elements must be translated differently to the target side to restore consistency. Prior to short-cut rules, this was done by deleting the target side
elements of the broken rule application and translating the now unmarked source
elements with an adequate TGG forward propagation rule. Using short-cut propagation rules, however, we can perform this retranslation in one step by preserving
information on the opposite side. A short-cut forward propagation rule, thus, executes an inverse TGG forward propagation replaced rule followed by a TGG forward
propagation replacing rule, while preserving elements that would be deleted and
then recreated. Considering that some TGG forward propagation rules have filterNACs to avoid dead-end situations, we must also comply with the ones from the
replacing rule when applying a short-cut propagation rule. Else, our short-cut propagation rules might retranslate elements such that adjacent edges can no longer be
translated. In fact, since filterNACs are also part of consistency patterns, we would
never receive a consistency pattern match in such a case and, thus, would need to
rollback the short-cut propagation rule application.
In Section 2.3.3, we showed how the marking of elements could be implemented
by means of rule application nodes. Applying a TGG (propagation) rule created
these nodes that referenced all elements, which were part of the rule’s postcondition. The benefit of such a node was that using incremental pattern matching
enabled us to track consistent rule applications using consistency patterns. Furthermore, we could track broken rule applications as vanished consistency pattern
matches. Given such a broken rule application, solely applying an appropriate
short-cut propagation rule (as the ones shown before) will not directly lead to a new
consistency pattern match, which would signal us the success of the repair. This
is because we have not yet “repaired” the rule application nodes. Imagine that
our broken rule application was one from Type-Rule and that we want to apply
TypeToSubType-Forward-Rule to repair it. This means that we encounter a rule
application node of type T, but after applying TypeToSubType-Forward-Rule, we
would expect a rule application node of type ST instead. Hence, we have to remove the old one from the replaced rule and create a new one that corresponds to
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Figure 3.22: Extended TypeToSubType-Forward-Rule

the replacing rule. An example for this is depicted in Fig. 3.22. Due to readability
reasons, the left depiction shows the deleted parts of the TypeToSubType-Forward-Rule including the deleted rule application node of type T. On the right, we
can see the created parts of the TypeToSubType-Forward-Rule together with the
created rule application node of type ST. However, both are part of the same rule
and are executed sequentially when TypeToSubType-Forward-Rule is applied. As
can be seen, we completely delete the old rule application node T and thereby all
its links that referenced used context and created elements. Now, the goal is to
transform a former Type-Rule application into a SubType-Rule application. Thus,
we have to create links to all elements that are part of a SubType-Rule application,
which sums up to all elements but the Doc d1 and its correspondence link as well
as the deleted hyperRefs edge because they are not part of SubType-Rule.
Regarding Correctness Until now, we did not discuss whether the application of a short-cut rules indeed preserves consistency w.r.t. the TGG specification.
Let us first consider a consistent triple graph resulting from a sequence of consecutive TGG rule applications r1 , ..., rt . In our previous works [41, 44], we showed
that applying a short-cut rule to transform a rule application ri of this sequence
indeed preserves consistency w.r.t. the TGG if the short-cut rule application rsc reverses the application ri and is sequential independent w.r.t. the rule applications
ri+1 , ..., rt . The first condition holds because we showed that applying a short-cut
rule is the same as applying the inverse of the former replaced rule followed by an
application of the replacing rule while preserving unnecessarily deleted elements.
Regarding the second condition, sequentially independence holds if transformations
can be applied in an arbitrary order. Hence, adding the short-cut rule application
at the end of the sequence would have the same effect as if it was added directly
after the transformed rule application ri , i.e., r1 , ..., ri , rsc , ..., rt = r1 , ..., rt , rsc .
Whether a short-cut rule application is sequentially independent w.r.t. a sequence
of rule applications depends on two conditions: First, the application of the shortcut rule may not delete elements used in the rule application ri+1 , ..., rt . This makes
sense as a rule application that deletes elements of another rule application cannot
be sequentially independent because it must succeed the other one as it cannot
delete an element that has not yet been created. Second, a short-cut rule must not
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use context that is provided by any rule application in ri+1 , ..., rt . Else, applying a
short-cut rule would create a cyclic dependency between rule applications, which
is not expressible using TGG rules.
In fact, some of the derived short-cut rules for the TGG ruleset of this chapter
are not sequentially independent, but most are. Especially PackageToSubPackage-Rule (cf. Fig. 3.15) violates this condition as the opposite Doc is deleted when
a root-Package is transformed to a sub-Package. If this Doc contained any sub-Docs,
then their respective rule application would become broken, too, due to the missing context Doc. Yet, these could again be repaired using another short-cut rule that
moves these dangling elements to the new Doc. In any case, we can track the success of a short-cut (propagation) rule application by investigating whether the IGPM
tool detected the expected consistency pattern match of the replacing rule. If this is
not the case or if we have no short-cut propagation rule to handle newly appeared
inconsistencies, we can always fall back to the synchronisation process presented
in Section 2.3.4. In that case, we would revoke all elements on the opposite side
of a broken rule application and attempt a retranslation of the now unmarked
elements. As this process was shown to be correct by Hermann et al. [61] 1 , by
using it as a fall-back strategy, we can likewise guarantee that the result will be
correct if all elements were translated. This process is described in the next subsection, while the management of short-cut-induced inconsistencies and detection
and avoidance of cyclic dependencies is discussed in Section 3.3. However, as a
last remark, we like to point out that a proof of correctness that comes without
the limitation to sequential independence is prepared but yet unpublished. There,
it will be shown that a short-cut (propagation) rule application, which causes new
inconsistencies, still increases the overall consistency if applied to broken rule
applications that do not depend (transitively) on other (still) broken rule applications. Applying short-cut propagation rules to repair these new inconsistencies, we
can step-by-step fully restore the overall consistency while falling back to reverting a rule application in case that an appropriate short-cut propagation rule is not
available. Even more, it can be shown that this process has to terminate as inconsistencies can only emerge in rule applications that depend on the repaired ones.
Repairing those too, we must reach the leaves of our precedence graph, at which
point no further inconsistencies can appear.
3.2.5 Least-Change Propagation Processes
Having a set of short-cut propagation rules, we can now repair broken models in
cases where rule applications became partially broken. In Section 2.3.4, we already presented a synchronization process that managed broken rule applications
by revoking them and retranslating the remaining now untranslated elements.
Henceforth, we will extend this process to incorporate the use of short-cut propagation rules where the former approach of reverting entire rule applications is
only performed as a last resort. Remember that our former process comprised the
following two steps: (i) Revoke all broken rule applications transitively. Hence, if
1

At least for deterministic TGG rulesets.
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this results in more broken rule applications, then also revoke these. (ii) Translate
all untranslated elements. We present an altered version of this process that incorporates a step to repair the model using short-cut propagation rules. Note that we
discuss the termination of this process in Section 3.4.3, where we also present it
algorithmically. The steps are as follows:
1 Translate: We now have to translate yet untranslated elements. While this
might seem unintuitive in the presence of broken rule applications that
should be fixed first, we have to make sure that all necessary context for
applying a short-cut propagation rule is available. Note that we will give an
example for such a case below. If any elements were translated anew, we
might enable a short-cut propagation rule to be applicable in step 2 .
2 Repair: In this step, we try repairing all broken rule applications by using the
set of short-cut propagation rules. If a broken rule applications was repaired,
this might create context needed to translate further elements. Hence, we
continue in step 1 ; else, we go forward to step 3 .
3 Revoke: All rule applications that still remain broken are being revoked,
meaning that their inverse TGG propagation rule is applied and the opposite elements are being deleted. Every rule application that is rendered
broken due to transitive effects is repaired (step 2 ) or revoked as well.
4 Translate: All elements that are unmarked and, thus, untranslated at this
point are translated now.
As can be seen, our extension introduces two new steps at the beginning. This
means that we fall back to our former process for all rule applications that were
not repairable. The intuition behind this is that not all broken rule application are
repairable due to two reasons: (i) we may encounter deletions of all created elements on one side, which can only be resolved by invoking an inverse propagation
rule and (ii) we may have no short-cut propagation rule that is apt to repair a broken
rule application in a way that preserves information. Regarding the steps at the
beginning, we want to give an example to demonstrate the necessity of step 1 .
Figure 3.23 depicts a small triple graph that was formerly consistent but then was
changed. It consists of a Package p1 that contains a Type t3 . On the documentation
side, we can see the corresponding structure in the form of a Doc d1 and Doc d3 . As
stated before, the Java model was changed by adding a new Type t2 to the existing
Package p1 and making it the super-Type of the existing Type t3 . The precedence
graph on the right visualizes this change, and we can see that the new Type t2 can
be translated using Type-Forward-Rule as indicated by “+”. At the same time, the
Type-Rule application T3 has become broken due to the violation of a filterNAC
as indicated by “n”. This filterNAC forbids that t3 is the sub-Type of another Type
because sub-Types should be translated using SubType-Rule. Fortunately, we earlier obtained a short-cut propagation rule, namely TypeToSubType-Forward-Rule,
that transforms Type-Rule into SubType-Rule applications, which was depicted
in Fig. 3.9. However, having a closer look at its precondition, we can see that it
is not applicable since it expects Type t2 to correspond to a Doc that has not yet
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Figure 3.23: Repairing Example

been created. Hence, we must first translate t2 using Type-Rule before being able
to repair t3 using TypeToSubType-Forward-Rule.
Let us finalise this section with a short discussion on the theoretical efficiency of
the above-sketched process. For a practical evaluation of our approach, we refer
to Section 3.5. In a best-case scenario, we only revoke as few rule applications as
necessary, e.g., when all created elements on one side were deleted. All other broken rule applications can be handled by Repair, while Translate only handles newly
added elements but never has to process elements that were part of a broken rule
application. In these cases, our algorithm has the potential to be more efficient
than the former synchronisation process that was presented in Section 2.3.4. At
least this holds if a large cascade of rule application revocations could be averted
by using a small number of repair steps. In contrast, the worst-case scenario would
be that the whole model would have to be retranslated despite applying many repair steps before. In principle, this may happen if many changes occur, including
some at the root structures. Suppose there are no suitable short-cut propagation
rules for performing a repair for these root structures or, subsequently, those that
depend transitively on them. In that case, the entire model could be retranslated
step by step, although many substructures were repaired before. While this is theoretically possible, we argue that such a worst-case scenario is unlikely to occur
as it would mean that for a series of possibly different broken rule applications,
no short-cut rule would exist that could handle at least some of them. Also, by
focussing on repairing broken rule application first that do not depend on other
(still) rule applications, we can avoid these situations and detect early whether we
have to revoke large parts. Yet, we are also aware of the issue that our approach
is based on the assumption that a rich set of useful short-cut rules is calculated
first. As the explicit calculation of all possible overlaps and, thus, short-cut rules
is computationally expensive, a future strategy could be focussed on analysing
broken rule applications and creating suiting short-cut rules on-demand.
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Figure 3.24: Example: Added Root-Package

3.2.6 Higher Order Short-Cut Rules
In the last chapters, we discussed that short-cut rules can be obtained from overlapping two TGG rules with another. The resulting short-cut rule then transformed a
replaced rule application into a replacing rule application and, basically, exchanged
specific but singular TGG transformation steps. However, there are scenarios
where this is too limiting and where we need short-cut rules that can perform
transformations of multiple transformation steps at once. In the following, we
will introduce this kind of rules as higher order short-cut rules and give examples
on when they are needed but also on how they can be derived from a TGG ruleset.
Note that we did not discuss this in our previous works on this topic [41, 42, 44].
Figure 3.24 depicts an example where a new root-Package p1 was added. As can
be seen in the precedence graph, this invalidates the formerly intact Package-Rule
application P2 due to the violation of a filterNAC, indicated by the annotation
“n”. Also, the Type t1 is moved from Package p2 to p1 , which results in a partial
deletion (“/”). Besides that, we can see that two new precedence nodes have appeared with a “*” annotations. First, Package-Rule application P1 was detected
on the source side and second, SubPackage-Rule application SP2 was detected
underneath it, which shares Package p2 with Package-Rule application P2 . Naturally, our first instinct would be to use a short-cut propagation rule to repair the
broken Package-Rule application P2 . However, having a closer look at the shortcut rule PackageToSubPackage-Rule from Fig. 3.15, we can see that transforming a
Package into a sub-Package requires the corresponding Doc to be deleted and the
Package to be connected to the corresponding Doc of its parent-Package. Having
translated Package p1 and propagated this rather small change using Package-
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Figure 3.25: Example: Synchronized Root-Package

ToSubPackage-Forward-Rule, we would receive new broken matches due to the
deletion of Doc d2 . Beyond that, we would also have to transitively revoke the
SubPackage-Rule application SP3 and, finally, the Type-Rule application T4 . Comparing this with our results using the former propagation process in Section 2.3.4,
we see that the version of Doc d4 has been lost in the process. Even more, several
propagation steps were necessary to propagate this rather small change, which
should have been achievable with less steps.
The main issue with the above-described solution is that we deleted a Doc so that
existing Packages could be mapped to a newly created Doc. This closely resembles
our initial issue that motivated the need for short-cut rules in the first place. One
solution to the above example would have been to preserve the Doc and translating the new root-Package by creating a new correspondence to it. This, of course,
can be seen as two independent steps: (i) the translation of the root-Package into
the already existing Doc and (ii) repairing the broken Type-Rule application P2 .
Hence, a short-cut rule that solves this case would have to perform two transformation steps at once. To obtain such a short-cut rule, we have to think about the
expected result, which is an intact Package-Rule application P1 followed by a SubPackage-Rule P2 . The initial situation, however, is that we have an untranslated
Package p1 and, thus, an incomplete Package-Rule application P1 . Beyond that,
Type-Rule application P2 is broken due to the additional subPackages edge. Considering this information, we choose Package-Rule as our replaced rule as this is
the only formerly intact rule application that we expect to exist. At the same time,
we can create a new TGG rule that combines the application of Package-Rule
and SubPackage-Rule in one step. The result is TwoPackages-Rule that simultaneously creates a root-Package together with a sub-Package and the corresponding
Doc. This means, for our example, that this rule could have created P1 and SP2
at the same time and, thus, will comprise our replacing rule. Trivially, combining
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Figure 3.26: AddNewRootPackage-Rule

TGG rules this way must be language-preserving as both rules could also be executed sequentially. Figure 3.26 depicts the replaced rule Package-Rule on the left
and the replacing rule TwoPackages-Rule on the right. In the middle, we can see
AddNewRootPackage-Rule that results from choosing to overlap the Package of
Package-Rule with the sub-Package of TwoPackages-Rule. Note that the Docs of
both rules are also overlapped together with their correspondences in between.
As can be seen, the rule creates a new Package as a parent-Package of a former
root-Package. Instead of creating a new Doc from scratch, it reuses the already
existing one.
Combining TGG rules to create overlaps seems promising but also problematic
as the search space of finding short-cut rules is infinite for TGG rulesets that define hierarchies of arbitrary depth. In such a case, we cannot create every possible
combination of TGG rules to create overlaps with. However, a feasible approach
might be to create these kinds of rules on demand, for which we could reuse the
information of our precedence graph. Following the argumentation of our example above, we have strong indications that give hints to the future structure of
our precedence graph by analysing each newly appeared precedence node. In our
example, these precedence nodes indicated that Package p1 should be translated
using Package-Forward-Rule and that Package p2 should now correspond to a
SubPackage-Rule application instead of the former Package-Forward-Rule application. Extracting this information from our precedence graph enables us to create
these kinds of short-cut rules on-demand and may render a static construction of
these kinds of rules unnecessary. While out of scope for this thesis, extending our
short-cut rule framework to derive higher-order short-cut rules constitutes a promising future work goal as these rules may be better equipped for specific scenarios.
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Application and Interpretation of Short-Cut Propagation Rules

This section is dedicated to the application of short-cut (propagation) rules. First,
we will present two techniques to interpret existing short-cut (propagation) rules
in a way that makes an explicit generation of all possible short-cut rules unnecessary. Then, we will discuss several issues that may arise when applying a short-cut
(propagation) rule, such as detecting cyclic dependencies in a precedence graph
and short-cut rule induced inconsistencies. Note that the contents of this section
describe extension to our previous works on short-cut rules [41, 42, 44]. However,
these extensions are formally covered by the dissertation of Jens Kosiol [75, Chapter 4 and 6].
In general, there is a multitude of different short-cut rules that can be generated
from a TGG ruleset. While we are indeed interested in obtaining all “useful” short-cut rules, an explicit search for all of them has two major drawbacks. First, this
explicit search may become very expensive depending on how many different
kinds of kernels exist. This number of possible short-cut rules is multiplied if our
TGG ruleset contains rules that have possibly many candidates as a replacing rule
as could be the case when dealing with weakly typed metamodels. Second, depending on the number of available short-cut rules, it may also become increasingly
expensive to find one that is actually applicable. Especially for scenarios where
we encounter a large number of small changes, this might become a serious limiting factor. Hence, we want to find ways to decrease the overall number of needed
short-cut rules without losing any expressiveness. As we will demonstrate, we can
achieve this by interpreting existing short-cut (propagation) rules more flexibly and,
thus, obtain a larger set of implicit or “virtual” short-cut (propagation) rules from a
smaller set of actually generated ones. In the next two subsections, we will discuss
this, where Subsection 3.3.1 presents techniques that regard the flexible interpretation of context elements and Subsection 3.3.2 shows how injectivity constraints
can be relaxed to overlap context elements on-demand.
Another important topic is that of ensuring consistency when applying short-cut
propagation rules. Until now, applying a short-cut propagation rule repaired a broken
rule application and, thus, increased consistency with each step. However, a short-cut propagation rule application can delete elements and, thus, cause further rule
applications to become broken, e.g., when deleting elements needed as context
in other rule applications. In Section 3.3.3, we discuss how consistency can be restored in cases where the application of a short-cut propagation rule leads to further
inconsistencies. More specifically, we will show that the order in which broken
rule applications are applied can be an important factor w.r.t. the success and efficiency of the synchronization process. A second issue is that applying short-cut
(propagation) rules can lead to models that are only consistent at first glance but,
in fact, are no longer in the language defined by the original TGG. This happens
when a short-cut (propagation) rule is used to create cyclic dependencies within the
precedence graph. Consequently, this would mean that the translation or creation
of an element would depend on its former translation or creation. This, however,
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Figure 3.27: Field-Rule with additional Context

is forbidden by definition and contradicts our premise that a short-cut rule should
only allow for transformations that go from one consistent state to another. Hence,
in Section 3.3.4, we will discuss how to detect and avoid situations like this.
3.3.1 Context Reduction & Relaxation
Our short-cut rules so far were designed for specific scenarios like the addition or
deletion of elements or the relocation of structures. This means that each type of
change to a model that, in principle, is repairable needs a specifically designed
short-cut rule. This, however, is a serious limitation to the short-cut framework as an
explicit generation of all possible short-cut rules is a work-intense task. Hence, in
this section, we will take a closer look at the structure of short-cut rules to identify
non-crucial rule elements that can be omitted without altering the meaning of the
short-cut rule or its applicability. The resulting short-cut rules have the potential to
be applicable in more scenarios, which has the positive effect of reducing the total
number of needed short-cut rules.
Let us start with a modified version of Field-Rule, which is depicted in Fig. 3.27.
We extended this rule by adding new context elements that require the Type to
be contained in a Package. Note that this does not lead to a different behavior
as each Type must be contained in a Package anyway. Yet, this redundant context will shortly help us to highlight unnecessary elements in the short-cut rule
that is derived when using Field-Rule as the replaced but also the replacing rule.
We choose the kernel only to incorporate the created elements but neither of the
context elements. The result is depicted in Fig. 3.28, which shows the short-cut
rule MoveField-Rule that is tasked with relocating a Field with its corresponding Entry to a new Type and its corresponding Doc. Remember that the context
and conditions that stem from the replacing rule are mandatory and should not be
altered. The reason for this is that applying a short-cut rule must yield an intact
replacing rule application, which can only be guaranteed if all constraints and conditions are ensured. In contrast, context that stems solely from the replaced rule is
mostly negligible as we are not interested in its integrity. This means, for example,
that we do not have to ensure that the Field’s Type t1 is still in the same Package
p1 . We could even argue that we are not even interested whether the Type t1 is
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Figure 3.28: MoveField-Rule

indeed contained within a Package although this would render the Java model
incompatible with our TGG. Applying MoveField-Rule means that we are solely
concerned with repairing the broken Field-Rule application, which means that
we propagate the relocation of the Field to the documentation model. Following
this line of argumentation, the purpose of MoveField-Rule is not to validate the
consistency of context elements that stem from the replaced rule. Consequently, this
should be the task for other short-cut rules that transform rule application in which
these elements are created. However, remember that although we may drop context elements that stem from the replaced rule, we will assume that a short-cut rule
is only applied at appropriate locations, i.e. at replaced rule applications. In practise,
we achieve this by using rule application nodes as was discussed in Subsection 3.2.2.
This leaves us with the question of why we would use any context elements from
the replaced rule in the first place. Looking at Fig. 3.28, we can see that there are
indeed context elements from the replaced rule that are needed to perform the
transformation. For example, the Type t1 is needed during transformation since
we have to delete the fields edge between Type t1 and Field f. In general, the
only transformations that need context elements from a replaced rule are deletions
or, more specifically, deleted edges. This is due to the nature of short-cut rules that
preserve all created elements from the replaced rule that can be found (overlapped)
in the replacing rule. Naturally, this means that all created elements that are not
found (overlapped) have to be deleted because we never create new edges to context that stems solely from a replaced rule.
The result of removing all unnecessary context elements from MoveField-Rule
is depicted in Fig. 3.29. As can be seen, we have effectively reduced the rule size
by removing all context elements from the replaced rule that are not needed to
perform a deletion. Hence, the only necessary context elements coming solely
from the replaced rule are Type t1 and Doc d1 . The resulting short-cut rule is much
more flexible as it can relocate Fields and their corresponding Entries even if the
Package p1 does no longer exist or if t1 has been relocated as well. Figure 3.30 depicts this for a concrete scenario. As can be seen, the example consists of the two
root-Packages p1 and p2 that each correspond to a Doc d1 and d2 . Each Package
contained a main-Type and another Type (t3 and t4 ) where the latter have a cor-
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responding Doc (d3 and d4 ) that is contained in the Doc that corresponds to the
Type’s corresponding Package. Finally, the Field f5 and its corresponding Entry
e5 were contained within Type t3 and Doc d3 , respectively. Now, we apply two
changes. First, we move Field f5 from Type t3 to t4 and second, we move Type t3
from Package p1 to p2 . On the right, we can see our precedence graph that shows
two broken rule application caused by the relocation of Field f5 and Type t1 . Also,
we can see that two new precedence nodes have emerged to indicate that f5 and
t3 can be retranslated with Field-Rule and Type-Forward-Rule using p2 as new
context. Now, applying MoveField-Forward-Rule with reduced context, we can
repair the broken rule application F5 by also relocating Entry e5 on the opposite
side. Hence, due to the previous reduction of context, we are not limited to cases
where t5 has not been relocated simultaneously. Finally, we can conclude this
scenario by repairing the broken Type-Rule application using MoveTypeToPackage-Rule (cf. Fig. 3.14) to also properly relocate Doc d3 .
Now, let us investigate another synchronization scenario to point out where the
new MoveField-Forward-Rule with reduced context still lacks flexibility. For this
purpose and given MoveField-Rule, let us derive a forward short-cut propagation rule
by operationalizing it. The result is depicted in Fig. 3.31. By applying MoveField-Forward-Rule, we can propagate the already performed relocation of a Field to
the documentation side. To make sure that this relocation was performed properly, we create a NAC to ensure that the edge to its former containing Type t1 has
been deleted. Furthermore, we create a context edge to its new containing Type t2
to check whether it has indeed been moved somewhere. Let us now investigate
how our rules perform in the scenario depicted in Fig. 3.32. Again, we have two
root-Packages with corresponding Docs on the other side that each contain a Type
(and corresponding Doc), respectively. Also, we have a Field that is contained in
Type t3 . Compared with our previous example, we still move Field f5 from Type
t3 to t3 but instead of moving t3 as well, we delete it. Note that these changes
are represented in our precedence graph that implies that, as a consequence of
the deletion of t3 , we have to revoke the whole Type-Rule application T3 . This
is indicated with the “-” annotation, which points out that all created elements
on the source side were deleted. Remembering our synchronization process from
Section 3.2.5, we try to repair broken rule applications before revoking any of
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them. Note that there are no short-cut propagation rules that can repair the Type-Rule application T3 since there are no elements to be preserved. At the same time,
this does not hold for the Field-Rule application F5 , which should be repairable in
principle. However, MoveField-Forward-Rule is not applicable due to the deleted
Type t3 , which is needed as context to evaluate the NAC and, thus, we cannot
use it to propagate the relocation of the Field f5 . This poses an important question regarding the meaningfulness of the NAC and its adjacent context elements
that stem solely from the replaced rule. The question is, how can we make sure
that this edge was actually deleted? In general, two cases have to be considered.
First, given that this context element still exists, we must evaluate the NAC as discussed before. However, given that this context element has been deleted, we can
neglect the NAC since deleting a node implicitly removes all adjacent edges, too.
Hence, the deletion of these context elements already fulfils the condition that we
wanted to ensure, namely that the edge was properly removed. An example for
this is presented in Section 3.3.3.
This insight leads us to what we call context relaxation, which increases the flexibility of short-cut (propagation) rules even further. Figure 3.33 depicts our MoveField-Rule and MoveField-Forward-Rule from before with a new kind of context node.
This new kind is depicted in orange together with the annotation “rel”, which is
an abbreviation for relaxed. Relaxed context nodes such as our rule elements t1
or d1 do not necessarily have to be found, meaning that if they were deleted, we
could omit any adjacent NACs or deletions of adjacent edges. However, if they
do exist, we must also evaluate all adjacent NACs and perform all outstanding
deletions of adjacent edges. Notably, this means that we are not limited to relax
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context nodes from the source (target) side for forward (backward) propagation
rules. The argumentation for this follows the idea as before, which is that the deletion of these context elements also incorporated the (possibly implicit) deletion of
the adjacent edges, which henceforth can be omitted.
Combining both context reduction and context relaxation, we can now create much
more flexible short-cut (propagation) rules that are less limited w.r.t. the scenarios
they are applicable in. This is an important extension to our initial works on short-cut (propgation) rules [41, 44] that only featured their construction as presented
in Section 3.2.2 and Section 3.2.4. While a correctness proof remains future work,
we argue that we strongly believe that in most cases (if not all) this optimization
preserves the correctness properties of our approach. Mainly, this is because we
assume that a short-cut (propagation) rule is only applied at appropriate locations,
which can be ensured by using rule application nodes. Knowing the exact location
and elements that are part of a rule application, we only have to focus on replaced
rule context elements that are needed to “clean up” superfluous elements that
are not part of the replacing rule. In cases where our approach might not act as
intended, we restore consistency by first rolling back the applied short-cut (propagation) rule. Then we fall back to the former sequential synchronisation process
that was presented in Section 2.3.4 and which is shown to be correct.
3.3.2 Injectivity Relaxation
In this chapter, we want to introduce another technique that aims to reduce the
number of short-cut rules that have to be derived explicitly. While the last chapter
was concerned with identifying superfluous context elements to be removed or
interpreted more flexibly, we now want to shift our focus to the overlapping of
context elements. During short-cut rule creation, we overlap created and context
elements from two rules to obtain a kernel, which forms the base of each short-cut
rule. This static construction process is likely to be executed before performing
any TGG-based synchronization task, which means that all meaningful short-cut
rules have to be found beforehand. Our goal is not to replace the whole static
construction of short-cut rules but to encode the (possible) overlapping of context
elements into each rule’s precondition so that the overlapping can be performed
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dynamically. The result is a more flexible short-cut rule whose precondition is applicable in more cases and can be identified dynamically.
To demonstrate this, let us have a look at short-cut rules that are derived from using
SubType-Rule as the replaced and replacing rule. Note that we will not apply any
context reduction or context relaxation for the sake of comprehensibility. Henceforth,
let us solely overlap the Type t2 , Doc d2 and their correspondence link. Doing so,
we still can vary freely in choosing which context elements to overlap, which results in two different short-cut rules as depicted in Fig. 3.34. The one on the left, ExchangeSuperType-Rule is created by overlapping the Packages p with another but
not the Types t1 or Docs d1 . Using it, we can make Type t2 the sub-Type of another
Type that is contained within the same Package as the former super-Type. Naturally, this change is reflected analogously on the documentation side by replacing
the respective hyperRefs edge. The second rule MoveSubTypeToPackage-Rule on
upper right is created by overlapping no other context elements at all. Similar
to ExchangeSuperType-Rule, it is concerned with exchanging the super-Type of a
given sub-Type but, at the same time, also moves the sub-Type to another Package.
Hence, this new Package also contains the new super-Type. Again, this change is
represented on the documentation side by replacing the hyperRefs edge.
Again, we like to point out that both rules have in common that they preserve
the formerly created Type t2 , Doc d2 and the correspondence link between them,
which stem from SubType-Rule. This is important to remember as these will be the
only elements that will permanently remain overlapped from here on. This might
seem unintuitive since we introduced the creation of a kernel as an overlapping of
created and context elements of two rules, respectively. Each overlapped element
was expected to be the same element in an actual source, target or correspondence model. Consequently, not overlapping these elements meant the opposite,
namely that both elements are expected to be represented by distinct elements
in our domain models. In Chapter 2, we stated that our rules are based on injective matching. This means that each element of our rule’s precondition must be
matched to a distinct element in one of our domain models. But what happens
when we soften this constraint and allow specific model elements to be matched
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to more than one rule element? More specifically, can we soften this constraint
between elements that stem from the replaced and replacing rule so that they can be
matched to the same model element to overlap elements on-demand?
To answer this question let us have another look at MoveSubTypeToPackage-Rule,
which is depicted together with its injectivity constraints in Fig. 3.35 on the left.
These constraints are visualized with “̸=”, e.g., between Package p1 and p2 , meaning that both cannot be mapped to the same model element. Note that injectivity
constraints do not have to be created for all pairs of rule elements due to their
types that make a mapping mutually exclusive, e.g., an actual Method element
cannot be mapped to another element of type Field. Omitting these injectivity
constraints between pairs of elements where one stems from the replaced and the
other from the replacing rule, we can easily see that this will effectively result in
a kind of dynamic overlapping between these elements. This is because model
elements can be mapped to both rule elements at once, which would mean that
both rule elements are the same and are thus overlapped. In contrast, if they are
not the same, this means that the context has changed. For MoveSubTypeToPackage-Rule this means that we can indeed omit the injectivity constraints between
the Packages p1 and p2 , Types t1 and t2 and Docs d1 and d2 as depicted in Fig. 3.35
on the right. The result is a new short-cut rule with relaxed injectivity constraints
that implements both rules depicted in Fig. 3.34.
Since this concept might be hard to grasp, let us investigate how this new rule
actually represents each of the original two short-cut rules from above. Figure 3.36
depicts this by showing how elements from MoveSubTypeToPackage-Rule with
injectivity relaxation are mapped to the ones from MoveSubTypeToPackage-Rule
without this optimization. The mapping is, of course, trivial since we used the
original version of MoveSubTypeToPackage-Rule and only altered injectivity constraints between some elements. However, as can be seen, the mapping still is reasonable as we do not enforce, for example, p1 and p2 to be different elements but
still, allow it. In contrast, Fig. 3.37 shows the mapping of MoveSubTypeToPackage-Rule and our second short-cut rule ExchangeSuperType-Rule. Here, we can
see that several pairs of MoveSubTypeToPackage-Rule elements are mapped to
one element in ExchangeSuperType-Rule. This is, for example, the case for the
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Packages p1 and p2 , which are mapped to p, which makes sense as there is no

injectivity constraints that forbids this. However, the types edge between Package
p1 and Type t2 is to be removed and another between Package p2 and Type t2 to be
created. At first glance, this might seem like a contradiction since ExchangeSuperType-Rule does not alter such an edge but rather preserves it. In fact, the result
is the same, assuming that p1 and p2 have been mapped to the same element.
In this case, the deletion of the types edge would be followed by the recreation
of the same, which is semantically equivalent to leaving it untouched. Thus, we
conclude that the Packages p1 and p2 indeed represent p.
Having discussed how MoveSubTypeToPackage-Rule with relaxed injectivity implements the former three short-cut rules, we should, of course, also discuss whether
the new flexibility allows us to perform transformations that yield non-consistent
results. Our former rules were tasked with exchanging the super-Type within the
same Package or exchanging the super-Type and the containing Package. One scenario that should not be possible is that of moving a sub-Type to another Package,
while preserving the subTypes to its super-Type. This is, in fact, not expressible
using our TGG rules and should, thus, not be obtainable using MoveSubTypeToPackage-Rule. Fortunately, this is not the case since overlapping Type t1 with
t3 means that, for MoveSubTypeToPackage-Rule to be applicable, we must ensure
that t2 is in the same Package p2 as t3 . This is ensured through the types context
edge between p2 and t3 and the created one between p2 and t2 . In general, we
believe that the relaxation of injectivity constraints does not lead to a different
behaviour of the short-cut framework. Instead, we solely transfer the static overlapping of context elements during construction to a more dynamic approach
encoding these overlaps in the resulting short-cut rule. We can implement this by
only removing injectivity constraints between pairs of elements where one element stems from the replaced and the other from the replacing rule. Intuitively, this
means that we can on-the-fly detect whether these elements should be overlapped
by checking whether they were mapped to the same model element. Hence, we
argue that this optimization does not lead to new short-cut rules, but it enables us
to interpret specific short-cut rules more flexibly to make it unnecessary to create
and search for all possible ones. This benefits the short-cut rule creation since we
do not have to overlap context elements any more, which leaves us focussing on
overlaps between created elements only. Yet, even if our proposed optimization
would lead to propagation steps that are inconsistent w.r.t. the TGG, we argue that
we can detect these scenarios as it would mean that the repaired rule application
remains broken. In these cases, we would restore consistency by reverting the
repair steps and falling back to the formerly presented sequential synchronisation
process (cf. Section 2.3.4).
3.3.3 Managing Short-Cut-induced Inconsistencies
In this section, we will discuss how to deal with inconsistencies that are caused
due to the application of short-cut rules. These inconsistencies occur when elements are deleted that are used as context within another rule application. Note
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that we did not investigate this case in our initial works on short-cut rules [41, 44].
There, we showed that applying a short-cut (propagation) rule is indeed consistency-preserving or likewise consistency-restoring if sequential independence holds
(cf. Section 3.2.4). Yet, this severely limits the applicability of short-cut (propagation)
rules considering that only higher-order TGG rules could repair multiple steps at
once such that sequential independence can be guaranteed for them. While a proof
that comes without this limitation is prepared but yet unpublished, we argue that
causing further inconsistencies is, in fact, unproblematic as these may again be
repaired by a short-cut propagation rule or revoked and retranslated using our fallback sequential synchronisation process (cf. Section 2.3.4). To demonstrate that
sequential independence is, in fact, an unnecessarily hard condition, we will present
an example where consistency can be restored even though that a short-cut propagation rule application first leads to another broken rule application.
In general, a short-cut rule application can cause two kinds of inconsistencies. First,
by deleting an element used by another rule application as context and, second,
by altering an attribute of a context element used within an attribute constraint.
The third kind of inconsistencies, namely the violation of application conditions
such as filterNACs cannot be caused by a short-cut rule. Remember that filterNACs
are generated to avoid applying a propagation rule to translate an element if there
is an alternative propagation rule that is the only candidate to translate an additional adjacent edge. If this edge exists, applying the first rule rather than the latter
would mean that the edge could no longer be translated. If the short-cut rules’ replacing rule is able to translate/create this kind of edge for an already translated
element, there cannot be any filterNACs in the rule that translated the context element. Hence, a short-cut propagation rule could not cause a filterNAC violation and
invalidate an intact rule application by creating a new edge.
Now, to give an example for such a situation, we refer to Fig. 3.38. It depicts
two Package hierarchies where the upper one solely consists of Package p1 and a
Type t1 . The second hierarchy is larger and consists of the three Packages p2 , p3
and p4 , where p2 is the root-Package containing p3 , which again contains p4 . Last,
p2 contains a Type t1 and p4 contains a Type t5 . On the documentation side, we can
see that each Package hierarchy corresponds to its own Doc and that the Type t5
corresponds to another Doc d5 . As expected, the other Types have no corresponding Doc as they were created using Package-Rule, which only creates a single
Type without any corresponding elements. In our example, a modeller might now
decide to refactor both Package hierarchies by merging them. This is expressed
here by making Package p2 a sub-Package of p1 by adding a subPackages edge
between them and adding the new root-Package’s name as a prefix to the fully
qualified names of p2 , p3 and p4 , respectively. Also, the now superfluous main-Type
t2 is removed. Our precedence graph on the right depicts this change for the
Package-Rule application P2 as the violation of a filterNAC and partial deletion of
created elements. Besides that, we also encounter an attribute condition violation
for Type-Rule application T5 as the Doc’s name does no longer match the Package
hierarchy. Fortunately, we already have a short-cut propagation rule that is able to
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Figure 3.38: Example: Package to Sub-Package

propagate the transformation of a former root-Package into a sub-Package, namely
PackageToSubPackage-Forward-Rule (cf. Fig. 3.15). However, applying it will, in
fact, invalidate the rule application SP3 , SP4 and T5 due to a deletion of the Doc d2
that all of them used as a context element as visualized in the precedence graph.
This is depicted in Fig. 3.39 where we see that the deletion of d2 also leads to the
deletion of its adjacent edges, e.g., the types to t5 . Having a look at the current
state of our Java model on the left, we can see easily that the expected result on the
documentation side should be that all Packages correspond to Doc d1 , which contains a Doc d5 that corresponds to the Type t5 . Indeed, we can achieve this result
using short-cut rules as the ones depicted in Fig. 3.40. Looking at our precedence
graph, the next candidate for a repair could be SP3 , which is currently broken due
to the missing Doc element d2 . Using RepairP2D-Forward-Rule, we can repair the
broken correspondence that connected Package p3 with Doc d2 , to point to d1 instead. Since the context Doc element d1 of RepairP2D-Forward-Rule is relaxed,
we do not have to enforce the deletion of the edge as it must have been deleted
alongside the Doc itself. Consequently, we can use the rule analogously on SubPackage-Rule application SP4 and p4 . Finally, RepairDanglingDoc-Forward-Rule
can be applied to repair Type-Rule application T5 by adding the missing types
edge between Doc d1 and Type t5 . Again, the relaxed context Doc element d1 in
RepairDanglingDoc-Forward-Rule lets us ignore the fact that we would also need
to delete the Types edge to the old containing Doc d2 as it already has been deleted.
Performing these steps in this exact order yields again consistent models by
preserving the information in Doc d5 . However, in this example, performing the
short-cut rule applications in another order will not yield the expected result. Let
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us take a step back to the point where we just applied PackageToSubPackageForward-Rule to repair the broken SubPackage-Rule application SP2 . Doing so
resulted in three more broken applications, namely SP3 , SP4 and Type-Rule application T7 . Since all three are broken, we could, of course, try to fix SP4 or T5
first before attempting to repair SP3 . However, both RepairP2D-Forward-Rule and
RepairDanglingDoc-Forward-Rule would not be applicable to SP4 and T7 , respectively. This is because both rules rely on the premise that there is a Package and
Doc with an intact correspondence between, which in this scenario is clearly not
the case until we have repaired SP3 . For the same reason, T5 cannot be repaired before SP3 since we first have to repair the broken correspondence between Package
p3 and its new corresponding Doc d1 . Of course, we could naïvely apply all shortcut propagation rules to all remaining broken rule applications until we have tried
every combination, where none was applicable, and no rule was repaired. Yet, doing so would likely cause performance issues that could be neglected by searching
for a proper rule application order. In fact, we can derive this order by using our
precedence graph. This graph depicts the dependencies between each rule application and, thus, tells us implicitly the order in which each rule application
should be repaired so that other applications that depend on it can benefit from
its repaired state. This means, explicitly, that those rule applications should be
repaired first that do not depend on other broken rule applications unless those
have already been dealt with.
3.3.4 Detecting and Avoiding Cyclic Dependencies
This chapter will investigate another issue with the application of short-cut rules.
While the last chapter was concerned with repairing short-cut-induced inconsistencies, we will investigate a more serious issue here when applying a short-cut rule
can indeed produce a result that seems consistent but is not reproducible with
our original TGG rules.
Figure 3.41 depicts an example of a Package p1 that contains the four Types t1 ,
t2 , t3 and t4 . The Type t1 was created together with its containing Package and,
thus, does not correspond to a Doc on the other side. In contrast, the other Types
are represented as Docs where t1 is the super-Type of t2 that again is the super-Type
of t3 . As can be seen, this inheritance relationship appears on the documentation
side as hyperRefs edges. Note that our precedence graph on the right visualizes
this consistent state and their aforementioned dependencies. Now, let us change
Type t2 to become a sub-Type of t4 by using TypeToSubType-Rule as depicted in
Fig. 3.42. The blue dotted mappings indicate how the context nodes of TypeToSubType-Rule are mapped to our actual models. Clearly, we can see that we can
indeed apply this rule, making t2 a sub-Type as well. However, this yields a nonconsistent result as we cannot create such a model by using our original TGG
rules only. Looking at the result in Fig. 3.43 there are two anomalies to be found.
The most obvious is that our precedence graph has changed and now contains
a cycle between SubType-Rule applications ST2 , ST3 and ST4 . In fact, this cyclic
dependency states a contradiction as a rule application cannot depend on the for-
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mer application of itself. Furthermore, we can also see this in our model. On the
documentation side, the Docs d2 , d3 and d4 are now detached from the Doc d1 ,
which clearly is not expressible using our TGG rules. These TGG rules only allow
to create Docs that are not contained within another Doc if they correspond to a
root-Package. The same holds for the Java model where sub-Types can only be
created by assuming that there already exists a proper super-Type. Since no rule
creates subTypes edges between arbitrary (context) Type elements, there is no way
to obtain a cyclic inheritance structure using our TGG ruleset. Note that such a
situation can also occur when synchronising a change using a short-cut propagation
rule, where a user created such a cycle on one side. In such a scenario, we should
not propagate this inconsistent change to the other side but rather block the repair
step.
Hence, we have to avoid situations where the application of a short-cut (propagation) rule creates a cyclic dependency between rule applications, i.e., precedence
nodes. In general, extending rules with additional application conditions to avoid
cyclic dependencies is a hard task and can become too expensive. For our example, we could create additional application conditions that ensure the existence
of a root-Type in our inheritance hierarchy. Not knowing how many Types we
would have to traverse over to find such a Type, we would need to generate infinitely many application conditions or limit ourselves to inheritance hierarchies
of a limited depth. This could be optimized by employing transitive edges that
are compact representations of paths rather than single edges. We could use such
a transitive edge to reduce the number of application conditions. Regarding our
example, we only have this dependency between rule applications of one specific
rule, namely SubType-Rule. In general, however, a cyclic dependency can also
emerge between multiple rule applications of different kinds with arbitrary or-
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ders, e.g., if a model contains arbitrarily nested structures with strongly typed
metamodels. In such a case, it can be very challenging to figure out under what
circumstances a cyclic dependency could arise and what paths should be traversed to detect these situations. Hence, a static approach to solving this problem
is to be discouraged.
Instead, we focus on our precedence graph that also properly visualises cyclic dependencies and provides a generic structure. Using the precedence graph, we can
dynamically analyse during runtime whether a rule application depends on itself
after a short-cut (propagation) rule was applied. We, therefore, traverse the precedence
graph going upwards towards the roots or downwards towards the leaves starting
from the rule application that was changed by the short-cut (propagation) rule application. If, by doing so, we can reach the rule application again, we have found a
cyclic dependency and need to roll back the short-cut (propagation) rule application.
Note that in our experience, traversing towards the roots is often, but not generally, more efficient as most TGG rulesets lead to fanned out precedence graphs,
where precedence nodes may have many children but only a few parents. In fact,
we can also analyse beforehand whether a short-cut rule application will lead to
a cyclic dependency. Using short-cut (propagation) rule matches, we already know,
which elements are used as context for the replacing rule application. By determining the rule application that created these context elements, we can traverse the
precedence graph towards the roots and make sure that the rule application, which
is to be transformed by the short-cut (propagation) rule, cannot be reached this way.
Else, the replacing rule application would precede the rule application that creates
its context and, thus, we would create a cyclic dependency when applying the
short-cut (propagation) rule.
3.4

Algorithmic Aspects

This section focusses on some algorithmic aspects of our short-cut rule framework.
First, we will discuss how short-cut rules can be created by constructing kernels
using Integer Linear Programming (ILP). Then, we will discuss how to search
for suitable short-cut rule matches efficiently by reusing information of broken
rule applications, i.e., broken consistency pattern matches. Finally, we present a
synchronization algorithm that uses short-cut propagation rules to repair broken
rule applications and prove its termination.
3.4.1 ILP-based Construction of Kernels
In Section 3.2.2, we discussed how short-cut rules are constructed from a set of
TGG rules. Given two TGG rules, we overlapped them to create a kernel that tells
us what parts of both rules are considered to be potentially the same. As we have
seen in the previous chapters, the resulting short-cut rule highly depends on the
choice of the kernel but, to this point, we have not yet discussed how it can be
created. This chapter will discuss how a kernel can be obtained by encoding the
overlapping as an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem. Note that this sec-
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tion’s contents go beyond our previous work on short-cut (propagation) rules [44],
in which we discussed the construction of the ILP problem but not how to obtain
multiple solutions.
We chose ILP for three reasons: First, employing an ILP solver guarantees that
the overlap is optimal, e.g., w.r.t. overlapping as many elements as possible while
adhering to all constraints. This is beneficial for us as we are interested in overlaps that preserve as much information as possible. Even more, we can task an
ILP solver to present a specific number of best results. In contrast, we could also
formulate the mapping problem as a logical formula and use SAT solving to find
a solution that satisfies all constraints. Yet, while SAT solvers can also calculate
all solutions to this problem, they are often not designed to find one or a small
number of optimal solutions. Using SAT solving to find all possible overlaps can,
thus, become very expensive, while many overlaps that are found will probably
not yield a useful short-cut rule. Second, in contrast to SAT solving, we can easily
add weights to mapping candidates and prefer certain solutions. Third and finally,
our approach is integrated into the TGG framework of eMoflon [83, 121], which
provides interfaces to ILP tools. For example, eMoflon provides a consistency check
component that uses ILP solving to obtain a missing correspondence graph for
a given source and target graph. Although the recycling of these interfaces is a
relatively weak point in favour, we argue that the created ILP problems are very
small in size (even for larger rulesets and more complex rules) and can be solved
swiftly 2 . Thus, efficiency is a negligible aspect.
Before we start, have a look at Fig. 3.44, which depicts our replaced rule Type-Rule
on the left and our replacing rule SubType-Rule on the right. This is an alternative
SubType-Rule, which has been changed in comparison to the former version to
discuss an important issue during kernel creation. SubType-Rule is mostly the
same but now we expect to find a Doc d1 that corresponds to the Package p. Furthermore, the Doc d1 has a hyperRefs edge to d2 . Note that while this only allows
for 1-level abstraction layers, we are not interested in actual applying this rule but
only want to focus on the short-cut rules that can arise from using it.
2

In fact, this process is fast enough that our implementation in eMoflon derives short-cut rules for
all examples of our rich test zoo (https://github.com/eMoflon/emoflon-ibex-tests) at each start
from scratch without any meaningful side-effects to the performance.
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This being said, let us return to the topic at hand. Creating a valid overlap means
to map created and context elements, respectively, from both replaced and replacing
rule onto another. This means that we have to investigate what elements should
be mapped onto one another and what further conditions our mappings should
adhere to, e.g., avoidance of ambiguous mappings and mapping elements with
compatible types. In summary, we have to deal with the following:
Asymmetry Not all elements in one rule may have a possible mapping candidate in the
other one, e.g., when comparing Type-Rule with SubType-Rule. While both
rules share large parts of their created structures, SubType-Rule assumes a
sub-Type with a corresponding Doc as context, which does not appear as
context in Type-Rule. Hence, we have to find good candidates for certain
mappings and possibly omit others.
Exclusiveness We may find multiple possible mappings of one element to possibly many
mapping candidates in the other rule. For example, we could map the context Doc element d1 from Type-Rule to either context Doc element d1 or d2
in SubType-Rule. However, we must avoid mapping d1 from Type-Rule to
both SubType-Rule elements at the same time. This is due to the injectivity
constraints, which state that both d1 and d2 may not be mapped to the same
element, which would be violated in this case. Hence, we have to ensure
that competing mapping candidates are chosen in a mutually exclusive way.
Dependencies Mappings may have dependencies between each other. This is, for example, the case for edges, where a mapping between two similar edges only
makes sense if their respective source and target elements have already
been mapped onto each other. Regarding our example, this would mean
that before mapping the types edge between p and t in Type-Rule to the
one between p and t2 in SubType-Rule, we first have to map both Package
and Type elements onto another. For our mapping, this means that we have
to incorporate these dependencies.
Inheritance As discussed in Section 3.2.3, mapping candidates of both replaced and replacing rule do not necessarily have to share the same type, except, of course,
when overlapping created elements. However, for context elements, we may
also overlap elements where one is a subtype of the other.
Optimality Having found all possible mapping candidates and ensuring the upholding
of any constraints, we want to search for possible kernels. While it might
not be beneficial to search for all kernels, we might aim to obtain some that
are meaningful. For this purpose, we could demand that possible overlaps
are obtained by finding the n best optimal solutions for mapping as many
elements as possible.
Before finding optimal mappings between both replaced and replacing rule, we must
find all possible mapping candidates therein. In the following, we will denote
possible mappings as ( A, B) where A is a pattern element in the replaced and B
a pattern element in the replacing rule. Mappings between edges are denoted as
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Figure 3.45: Mapping Candidates for Type-Rule and SubType-Rule

( A → B, C → D ), where A and B are the source and target elements of the respective edge in the replaced rule. At the same time, C and D constitute the same for the
replacing rule. We omit the edge names for readability reasons since our examples
do not contain cases where a pair of two nodes is connected by more than one
edge.
Regarding created elements, we can assume that every pair of elements that share
the same type form a valid mapping candidate, e.g., Type t from Type-Rule and
Type t2 from SubType-Rule, which form the mapping candidate (t, t2 ). The same
holds for context elements with the slight extension that two elements must not
necessarily share the same type, but instead, one type may be the subtype of the
other (cf. Section 3.2.3). Regarding attribute conditions, attribute assignments and
application conditions, remember that we do not have to consider them at this
stage as was discussed in Section 3.2.2. Although our results from Section 3.3.2
suggest that it might be unnecessary to overlap context elements, we will incorporate them in our example. Thereby, we will focus on the details of the mapping
process and postpone the discussion regarding optimizations to the end of this
section.

Figure 3.45 depicts all mapping candidates between Type-Rule and SubType-Rule. Note that there are multiple mapping candidates for d1 from Type-Rule
since there are two context elements of type Doc in SubType-Rule. Furthermore,
we do not create a mapping candidate for ( p → t, p → t1 ) since both edges are
incompatible with another, meaning that although the type of their source element matches, one of them is context and the other a created element. Due to the
reason that we do not allow mappings between created and context elements, this
candidate could never be chosen and thus is superfluous. Also, note that although
correspondence links can be understood as an edge between a source and a target
element, we will assume that they are indeed nodes with one edge pointing to
a source and another to a target element. Similarly, we could also model this as
one single correspondence edge mapping, e.g., A → B with A being a Java side
element and B being a documentation side element.
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As promised before, we now want to encode these mappings and their dependencies as an ILP. In general, an ILP constitutes an abstract representation of a
search space, which in our case would be the search space of all possible mappings. Each mapping is represented by an optimization variable m ∈ [0, 1] where
a value of 0 indicates that this mapping is being dropped, while a value of 1
indicates that the mapping is part of the final solution. Note, however, that ILP
problems are not limited to binary cases such as these and that this specific subset
is often referred to as 0-1 or pseudo-boolean ILP. Given a set of variables, an ILP
consists of an objective function that models the achieved reward for each chosen set of variable values. The maximum (or likewise minimum) of the objective
function is calculated to yield the desired optimal result.
max (

∑

m ∗ w), m ∈ [0, 1], w ∈ N

(3.1)

m∈ M,w∈W

In our example, this means that we want to maximize the number of chosen mappings from the set of all mappings M to gain a maximal overlap, as depicted in
Eq. (3.1). Each mapping yields a reward (or weight) w, which can be chosen individually, e.g., to prefer specific mappings over others by weighting them higher.
Here, we will choose w always to be 1. At the same time, we want to reduce
the search space using logical constraints that have to be complied with when
finding an optimal solution to the objective function. These logical constraints
are formulated as integer equalities and inequalities to implement the mentioned
constraints as follows:
Exclusions Regarding exclusiveness, we must ensure to not choose multiple mappings
from a set of mutually exclusive candidates. Given a set of variables m1 , ...,
mn , we can express this by x1 + ... + xn ≤ 1. Knowing that each variable can
only be 0 or 1, choosing two variables to be 1 already violates this constraint
and allows only one variable to be activated and thus one mapping to be
chosen.
Implications Regarding dependencies, we must ensure that choosing to map an edge to
another edge implies that their respective source and target are mapped onto
another, too. Hence, we want to express that if an edge mapping variable
me = 1, then the corresponding mappings of their edge source elements
msrc and edge target elements mtrg must also be equal to 1. This can be
expressed as me ≤ msrc and me ≤ mtrg , which enforces that choosing me to
be 1 also implies that msrc and mtrg have to be chosen as 1.
Given the mapping candidates in Fig. 3.45, we can now construct our objective
function and the logical constraints as depicted in Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3), respectively.
max (m( p, p) + m(t2 , t) + m(d1 , d1 ) + m(d1 , d2 ) + m(d2 , d3 )+
m( P2D, P2D ) + m( T2D, T2D ) + m( p → t, p → t2 )+
m(d1 → d2 , d1 , d3 ) + m( P2D → p, P2D → p)+
m( P2D → d1 , P2D → d1 ) + m( T2D → t, T2D → t2 )+
m( T2D → d2 , T2D → d3 ))

(3.2)
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Figure 3.46: Resulting Kernels

m ( d1 , d1 ) + m ( d1 , d2 ) ≤ 1
m( p → t, p → t2 ) ≤ m( p, p)
m( p → t, p → t2 ) ≤ m(t, t2 )
m ( d1 → d2 , d1 → d3 ) ≤ m ( d1 , d1 )
m ( d1 → d2 , d1 → d3 ) ≤ m ( d2 , d3 )
m( P2D → p, P2D → p) ≤ m( P2D, P2D )
m( P2D → p, P2D → p) ≤ m( p, p)

(3.3)

m( P2D → d1 , P2D → d1 ) ≤ m( P2D, P2D )
m( P2D → d1 , P2D → d1 ) ≤ m(d1 , d1 )
m( T2D → t, T2D → t2 ) ≤ m( T2D, T2D )
m( T2D → t, T2D → t2 ) ≤ m(t, t2 )
m( T2D → d2 , T2D → d3 ) ≤ m( T2D, T2D )
m( T2D → d2 , T2D → d3 ) ≤ m(d2 , d3 )
Note that m( A, B) and m( A → B, C → D ) yields the mapping variable that corresponds to the mapping candidate ( A, B) and ( A → B, C → D ), respectively. This
being said, we can see that all variable candidates appear in our objective function.
Since there are logical constraints, we cannot choose to take all mappings as the
trivial solution to the overlapping problem. These constraints ensure that edge
dependencies are uphold. In total, we have 12 edge dependency constraints since
we need two constraints for each mapping. Both constraints ensure that mapping
these edges implies to also map Type t1 to Doc d2 and Type t2 to Doc d3 . At the
same time, we also use an exclusion to forbid that the context Docs d1 and d2 from
SubType-Rule cannot are mapped onto the context Doc d1 from Type-Rule. This is
expressed by the constraint m(d1 , d1 ) + m(d1 , d2 ) ≤ 1. Finding an optimal solution
for our objective function may yield two solutions that share the same value of 12,
which results from choosing 12 mappings. In the first solution, we choose the following mappings: ( p, p), (t2 , t), (d1 , d1 ), (d1 , d2 ), (d2 , d3 ), ( P2D, P2D ), ( T2D, T2D ),
( p → t, p → t2 ), (d1 → d2 , d1 → d3 ), ( P2D → p, P2D → p), ( P2D → d1 , P2D → d1 ),
( T2D → t, T2D → t2 ) and ( T2D → d2 , T2D → d3 ). The second solution closely
resembles the first one but instead of choosing (d2 , d3 ) and ( T2D → d2 , T2D → d3 ),
we choose (d2 , d2 ) and (d1 → d2 , d2 → d3 ). Figure 3.46 visualizes the resulting overlaps for both solutions to show the difference more explicitly. The kernel on the
left depicts our first solution, while the one on the right depicts the second solution. As can be seen, only the first overlap connects the source and target side with
two correspondence links, while the second overlap has a partial correspondence
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Figure 3.47: Resulting Short-Cut Rules

link due to our choice of using (d2 , d2 ) rather than (d2 , d3 ). Figure 3.47 shows the
short-cut rules that can be constructed from these kernels. The one on the right
should look familiar as we already obtained this one in Section 3.2.2. Hence, we
obtained a useful short-cut rule using ILP solving. In contrast, the other one looks
very different and, in fact, will never be applicable. The reason for this is that
the Doc d1 from Type-Rule corresponds to a Package, while the Doc d1 in SubType-Rule corresponds to a Type. Due to the reason that no TGG rule can create
a Doc that corresponds to a Package and a Type at the same time, this short-cut
rule would never be applicable. Another reason, why this rule would never be
applicable is that our correspondence metamodel forbids correspondence links to
map more than one target elements at once. However, note that while the resulting short-cut rule is not useful, it would still constitute a correctly derived short-cut
rule if we would allow correspondence links to map multiple target elements. In
practice, we detect whether the application of a short-cut rule causes a violation of
an edge’s multiplicity on the fly.
Of course, having an analysis to determine the usefulness of a certain short-cut
rule would enable us to reduce the number of generated short-cut rules and maybe
even lead to an algorithm that only generates useful short-cut rules efficiently. In
general, however, it is an arduous task to determine whether an overlap and its
corresponding short-cut rule are useful and, thus, applicable. For this reason, we
leave the establishment of such analysis techniques to future work. Besides that,
there is an open issue w.r.t. obtaining multiple solutions from an ILP solver. As
discussed before, there may exist overlaps that are not optimal w.r.t. our objective function, i.e., are not maximal in their overlapping but are useful nonetheless. Hence, we might be interested in calculating the n best solutions to an ILP
problem. Yet, not all solvers provide this functionality like, to the best of our
knowledge, Sat4j [15], which despite its name, can solve pseudo-boolean problems and is open-source. We can calculate multiple results for such tools by iteratively solving the ILP problem anew while adding constraints that forbid the
already encountered solutions to be presented again. For this purpose, we must
extract all variables of a solution equal to 1 and exclude them from the solution.
Assuming that x0 , ..., xn is the set of activated variables of a solution, we can write
the constraint as x0 + ... + xn ≤ n. This indeed forbids the same solution from
appearing again as this exact constellation can no longer yield the full reward of
n + 1, which is achieved when all n + 1 mappings are chosen. Yet, we still have
to discuss whether this constraint may forbid other solutions from appearing that
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have not yet been found. Remember that each solution constitutes a maximum of
our objective function while complying with our set of constraints. Since we allow
any subset of variables to be activated at the same time, the only possible way to
accidentality forbid an unseen solution would be one where the same variables
are all activated plus other variables. However, this would mean that our previous solution was not maximal, which is our premise and always given. Thus, the
constraint limits the search space to solutions that exclude those that have already
been found.
By executing the above-described process, we can find different overlaps to construct multiple kernels. Yet, finding all possible overlaps may not be advisable
in practice due to the large number of possible kernels that may exist. This can
have a serious impact on the performance of kernel creation and can have negative effects on the execution of short-cut rules, e.g., when trying to apply a large
number of short-cut propagation rules to find a suitable one. Fortunately, we can
limit this search in various ways. For example, we can stop searching for kernels
when an overlap does not contain created elements of both the source and target
side. In such a case, the resulting short-cut rule would not preserve any elements
and could be omitted. Another optimization comes implicitly from the results
of Section 3.3.2. There, we showed how the relaxation of injectivity constraints
implements the overlapping of context elements during short-cut rule application.
Consequently, this means that we do not have to create overlaps of context elements in the first place, which can greatly reduce the number of calculated overlaps. Considering that our running example TGG only incorporates rules with
few created elements on both sides, the resulting mapping problems might seem
too trivial for using ILP solving. However, we argue that finding useful overlaps
between created elements can become highly non-trivial when using more complex rules that create larger structures. For such a case, it might again be beneficial
to focus on obtaining larger overlaps instead of finding all of them explicitly. Then
again, even if the TGG rules are relatively small, we could concatenate them to
obtain rules that apply several TGG rule applications at once and, thus, also create larger structures. Remembering our discussion on higher-order short-cut rules
in Section 3.2.6, these concatenated TGG rules could be overlapped to create short-cut (propagation) rules for cases where transforming (or repairing) only one rule
application does not suffice.
3.4.2 Efficient Application of Short-Cut Rules
Until this point, we have not yet discussed how short-cut (propagation) rule matches
are calculated. So far, we employ incremental pattern matching techniques to find
suitable locations for TGG propagation rules and find consistency matches or detect their violation. Naturally, we could do the same here and use an incremental
pattern matcher to search for short-cut rule matches in our models. However, while
using incremental pattern matching enables us to react promptly to small changes,
this advantage comes at a price of an increased memory overhead. This is because
updating matches incrementally needs a rich knowledge of the monitored models
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Figure 3.48: Partial MoveField-Rule Match

and, thus, complex indexing structures to track how a pattern and its sub-patterns
can be found. While it makes sense to pay this price to detect and track, for example, consistency matches as these give us information of our models’ overall
state of consistency; we are not interested in applying short-cut rules arbitrarily
in our models. Consequently, this means that we do not have to find all possible
(sub-)matches of short-cut propagation rules at all times. This being said, remember
that a short-cut propagation rule is applied to repair a broken TGG rule application,
which is detected as a recently vanished consistency pattern match of the respective TGG rule application. Hence, we can use the information of a broken TGG
rule application, i.e., a vanished consistency match, as a starting point to find new
short-cut propagation rule matches and, ultimately, perform a repair of our models.
In our previous work on this topic [44], we only gave hints that such a strategy
is needed. Therefore, we will catch up on this matter and present this as a new
contribution.
This being said, we are left wondering how to apply a short-cut propagation rule
efficiently using a formerly intact consistency pattern match. Before we discuss
this and for the sake of understandability, let us discuss the easier task of applying a short-cut rule using an intact consistency pattern match. First, remember that
the core concept behind short-cut rules is to transform a replaced rule application
into a replacing rule application. We overlap both rules to find out which structural features they share and which are different. Yet, the final short-cut rule must
incorporate all elements of both rules overlapped or not, i.e., we know all mappings of each replaced rule element to the elements of our short-cut rule. Having
this mapping information and an intact consistency pattern match, we can create
a partial short-cut rule match where the only missing information is the one that
stems from the replacing rule. An example for such a partial short-cut rule match
is given in Fig. 3.48. It depicts a partial match for MoveField-Rule on the right
where the bold lined elements denote elements that are known from the Field-Rule consistency pattern match on the left. An element without bold lining is still
unknown and must be determined before being able to apply MoveField-Rule. To
complete a partial short-cut rule match, we can use local search pattern matching,
which is given a pattern and a “starting” point, e.g., some pre-bound model nodes
from which we know how they are matched in the pattern. A local search pattern
matcher then traverses over the remaining structures of the pattern to find the
missing match elements and ensures that the already existing match elements are
valid w.r.t. the overall pattern, e.g., our short-cut rule’s precondition. The resulting
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match is then used to apply a short-cut rule to transform the rule application that
corresponds to the consistency pattern match.
In contrast to the previous description, a short-cut propagation rule is not applied
on intact rule applications but rather broken ones. If a rule application becomes
broken, we can detect this as a vanished consistency pattern match, which gives
us information about the current state of the formerly intact rule application. In
comparison to before, this makes a huge difference as we cannot simply take all
elements from the broken consistency pattern match and construct a (partial) shortcut propagation rule match as done before. For example, before applying a forward
short-cut propagation rule, we expect a corresponding prior application of a source
short-cut rule, which is then “completed” to a full short-cut rule application when
applying the forward rule. However, this means that elements, which are expected
to be deleted on the source (target) side must no longer be present when applying a forward (backward) rule. Consequently, this means that we must ensure that
the respective elements were indeed deleted and, thus, they can be not part of the
partial short-cut propagation rule match. On the other hand, created elements must
already be present as we do not want to create them redundantly. Figure 3.49
shows this for a partial MoveField-Forward-Rule match. The deleted fields edge
in the consistency pattern match denotes the change that led to the broken rule application and which has no representation in the partial MoveField-Forward-Rule
match. As before, given the partial match, we can use local search pattern matching to explore our models to find the missing components to complete the match
and apply a short-cut propagation rule.
The benefit of this procedure is that we can avoid searching for short-cut propagation rule matches throughout our models, which becomes increasingly expensive
with growing model sizes. Instead, we can focus on the exact locations where rule
applications are broken, which also are the only locations where a short-cut propagation rule should be applicable. Finally, by reusing the information of vanished
consistency matches (and thus broken rule applications), we can predetermine
large parts of our final short-cut rule matches. By doing so, we decrease the number
of elements needed to be found, which can have positive effects on the pattern
matching process.
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3.4.3 Application & Termination
In Section 3.2.5, we gave a rough sketch of the actual synchronization process
when using short-cut rules to repair broken TGG rule applications. Now, we want
to present this process in more detail by introducing an actual synchronization
algorithm. Furthermore, we will conclude the presented algorithm with a discussion on whether we can guarantee its termination and completeness. Regarding
its correctness, we refer to our previous discussion on the correctness of short-cut
rules in Section 3.2.4.
The synchronization algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1 and consists of the
four functions synchronize, isFinished, translate and repair. Its goal is to propagate
changes by repairing or revoking broken rule applications and translating yet untranslated elements. Note that the depicted algorithm describes a forward propagation and that a backward propagation can be implemented analogously. The
synchronization begins with an external call to the synchronize function in line 1,
which is given the current triple graph. In line 2, we call updateMatches, which returns a triple consisting of the sets of broken and intact consistency pattern matches
as well as the set of applicable forward propagation rule matches. The intact consistency pattern matches represent the current consistency of our triple graph and
describe which TGG rule applications are still considered to be consistent w.r.t.
our TGG. In contrast, the broken rule applications represent TGG rule applications that were intact at some point in time but have been broken due to some
change to our triple graph. The third set of forward propagation rule matches
contains only applicable matches, meaning that their translated elements are not
part of any rule application (i.e., consistency pattern match) that marks their created elements. Now, the set of broken consistency pattern and forward propagation
matches and the triple graph are used as inputs to call isFinished in line 4.
The function isFinished is defined in line 12 and determines if any further synchronization actions are needed or whether the synchronisation is finished. For
this purpose, we check in line 13 whether the sets of broken consistency pattern and
forward propagation matches are empty. If the first one is empty, no rule revocations or repairs are pending, and apart from untranslated elements, our triple
graph is consistent. In case that the latter one is empty, it means that there are
no pending translations of yet untranslated elements. Note that the set of broken
consistency pattern matches influences that of forward propagation matches since the
revocation of a broken consistency pattern match will likely unmark elements and
lead to new propagation matches. Yet, if both sets are empty, nothing is left to be
done, i.e., no translations, revocations or repairs are pending. However, at this
point, consistency may still be violated in case that not all source elements have
been translated (marked). This is checked in line 14. If all elements have indeed
been translated and no broken rule applications are left, we can deduce that our
triple graph must be consistent and we have finished (line 15). Else, we throw an
exception (line 17) to indicate that consistency could not be restored. This could,
for example, be the case when the changes that are to be synchronized are not
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Algorithm 1 eMoflon – Synchronization Process
1: function synchronize(tripleGraph)
2:
(brokenCMatches, intactCMatches, fwdMatches) ← updateMatches(tripleGraph)
3:
4:
while !isFinished(tripleGraph, fwdMatches, brokenCMatches)) do
5:
(tripleGraph, success) ← translate(tripleGraph, fwdMatches)
6:
if !success then
7:
(tripleGraph, cMatch, success) ← repair(tripleGraph, brokenCMatches)
8:
if !success then
9:
tripleGraph ← revert(tripleGraph, cMatch)
10:

(brokenCMatches, intactCMatches, fwdMatches) ← updateMatches(tripleGraph)

11:
12: function isFinished(tripleGraph, fwdMatches, brokenCMatches)
13:
if isEmpty(brokenCMatches) && isEmpty(fwdMatches) then
14:
if allElementsTranslated(tripleGraph.source) then
15:
return true
16:
else
17:
throw InconsistentStateException
18:
return false
19:
20: function translate(tripleGraph, fwdMatches)
21:
if !isEmpty(fwdMatches) then
22:
fwdMatch = chooseMatch(fwdMatches)
23:
tripleGraph ← applyRule(tripleGraph, fwdMatch, getFWDRule(fwdMatch))
24:
return (tripleGraph, true)
25:

return (tripleGraph, false)

26:
27: function repair(tripleGraph, brokenCMatches)
28:
cMatch ← chooseMatch(brokenCMatches)
29:
scRules ← getSuitableSCRules(cMatch)
30:
scMatches ← findSCMatches(scRules, cMatch)
31:
32:
while !isEmpty(scMatches) do
33:
scMatch ← chooseMatch(scMatches)
34:
if isValidMatch(scMatch) then
35:
tripleGraph ← applyRule(tripleGraph, cMatch, getSCRule(scMatch))
36:
return (tripleGraph, cMatch, true)
37:

return (tripleGraph, cMatch, false)

38:
39: function revert(tripleGraph, cMatch)
40:
invMatch ← getInverse(cMatch)
41:
tripleGraph ← applyRule(tripleGraph, invMatch, getInverseFWDRule(inverseMatch))
42:

return tripleGraph
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part of any consistent triple graph that can be generated with our TGG rules. Another explanation for such a scenario can be that our TGG ruleset is not dead-end
free, meaning that there are rules that compete for the same elements. In cases
like these, revoking only broken rule applications might not suffice and should
be extended to (some) still intact rule applications. Doing so might enable us to
translate all still unmarked elements with the newly emerged and possibly larger
variety of different propagation rule matches. Of course, this might give rise to
one apparent question on whether we wouldn’t detect and solve such a scenario
using application conditions such as filterNACs or PAC-based look-aheads [40].
However, remember that both strategies are limited in their expressiveness and
that they are not apt to make all sets of TGG rules dead-end free but only a selected few. This means that situations such as the above-described one may still
occur in practical scenarios. Since we do not rely on backtracking to rollback synchronisation steps and perform alternative ones, we, thus, cannot generally guarantee completeness. Mainly, this is due to performance reasons as backtracking
might lead to the retranslation of large parts of our models. A possible extension
of our approach would be to use short-cut rules to handle these dead-end situations by transforming rule applications instead of rolling them back and, thereby,
exploring different synchronisation steps. While we would still need backtracking,
such a process could be less costly but remains future work.

As long as the result indicates that we are not yet finished because there is either a
broken consistency pattern or forward propagation match (line 18), we continue synchronization in line 5. There, we call translate to process yet untranslated source
elements and propagate them to the target side. The translate function is defined in
line 20 and receives the triple graph, and a set of forward propagation matches. If the
set of forward propagation matches is empty, we return the unchanged triple graph
and false (line 25). Else, we choose one forward propagation rule match (line 22)
and apply it in line 23 using the forward propagation rule that corresponds to the
chosen forward propagation match using getFWDRule( f wdMatch). Afterwards, we
return the updated triple graph and true to indicate that a rule was successfully
applied.
If the translation was successful, we update our match sets by calling updateMatches in Section 3.4.3. Then, we reevaluate whether the synchronisation is finished
in Section 3.4.3 and continue with the synchronisation if this is not the case. Else,
the set of forward propagation matches was empty and no element was translated.
Hence, we continue the execution of synchronize and try to apply the repair function in line 7. The repair function is defined in line 27 and has two inputs: the
triple graph and a set of broken consistency pattern matches. Applying repair aims
at fixing a broken rule application by choosing an appropriate short-cut propagation
rule, as was discussed in Section 3.3.3, and applying it to restore consistency. As
discussed in Section 3.4.2, we use broken consistency pattern matches to build partial short-cut propagation matches and complete them more efficiently. Hence, we
choose a broken consistency pattern match in line 28, e.g., according to our strategy
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presented in Section 3.3.3. In line 29, we search for all known short-cut propagation
rules that have the rule that corresponds to the broken consistency pattern match
as a replaced rule. Given these short-cut propagation rule candidates, we search for
matches (line 30) to apply one of them (line 32). For a short-cut propagation match
to be applicable, it must be valid, meaning that it must not cause a cyclic dependency between rule application, as discussed in Section 3.3.4. If this is the case,
we apply the short-cut propagation rule using the corresponding short-cut propagation match (line 35). After this step or if no valid short-cut propagation match was
found, we return the (updated) triple graph and the broken consistency pattern
match together with a boolean that indicates whether we were able to repair the
corresponding rule application or not.
If we were unable to repair the broken rule application (line 8), we have to revoke it by applying revert in line 9. The revert function is defined in line 39 and is
tasked with revoking a former forward propagation. As discussed in Section 2.3.4,
the revocation of a forward propagation rule means to apply its inverse. Hence, we
must first construct the inverse match (line 40), which is followed by applying its
corresponding inverse forward propagation rule in line 41. This resolves the broken
consistency match, which disappears immediately. If all created source elements
were deleted, the revocation of the rule application would not lead to any new
matches because none would be left that may have to be retranslated. Else, we
may find new forward propagation rule matches that can translate the newly untranslated elements. In any case, we call updateMatches in line 10 to update our
match sets and continue in line 4.
In summary, calling synchronize will prioritize the translation of yet untranslated
elements. If there is no forward propagation match that could be applied, we start
processing broken consistency pattern matches to repair their respective TGG rule
applications or, if this is not possible, revoke them. While a successful repair step
does not lead to new translatable elements, the revocation step may yield new
forward propagation matches if the changes did not constitute a complete deletion
of all created elements on the source side. The process aborts if no forward propagation or broken consistency pattern matches are found, but consistency has not
yet been restored. However, if the latter condition is satisfied, then the procedure
finishes successfully.
Termination Now, let us argue for the general termination of synchronize. For
this, we will henceforth assume that forward propagation rules always translate at
least one element. This “limitation” is quite reasonable and a common condition
(cf. [64, 81]) since a forward propagation rule that does not translate any elements
might be applied arbitrarily often. Intuitively, this means that we would always
have applicable forward propagation matches and cannot tell when we are actually
finished. This being said, we must have a closer look at the set of broken consistency pattern, and the set of forward propagation matches as termination depends
on both being empty at some point in time. As was discussed earlier, both sets
do not represent a fixed set of matches that is processed step by step until we
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are finished but can rather grow during synchronization. Hence, our focus lies on
discussing why the appearance of new matches be they broken consistency pattern
or forward pattern matches do not prevent our algorithm from terminating. More
specifically, we will discuss why there can only be a fixed number of new matches
that can arise during synchronization such that in the end, no further matches can
appear, and all are processed.
Argumentation Our algorithm terminates by either successfully synchronizing all
changes or throwing an exception if consistency could not be restored. Therefore,
after each synchronisation step, we call isFinished that evaluates to true if both
the set of broken consistency pattern and forward propagation matches are empty.
In each step, we have the choice whether to call for translate, repair or revoke (in
that order). If a forward propagation match is available, it is always processed by
applying the corresponding forward propagation rule. Naturally, applying a forward
propagation rule can lead to new forward propagation matches as this might create
context for following rule applications. However, because each forward propagation
rule application marks at least one element, there can only be a finite number of
forward propagation matches that can emerge due to the decreasing number of finite untranslated elements. Hence, the translation must stop after a finite number
of steps. Also, note that the application of a forward propagation rule cannot induce
new inconsistencies, i.e., cause new broken consistency pattern matches.
If all forward propagation matches were processed and no broken consistency pattern
matches are available, the algorithm terminates. Else, we must repair or revoke the
corresponding broken rule applications. The repairing step can lead to new forward propagation matches as new context becomes available, which would be processed directly in the next synchronization steps. Note, however, that short-cut forward propagation rules do not create new elements on the source side, which would
create entirely new forward propagation matches. As discussed before, processing
forward propagation matches must terminate as the number of emerging matches is
finite. In contrast, the application of a short-cut propagation rule can cause further
inconsistencies in the form of newly broken consistency pattern matches. However, we also know that the “repaired” rule application must indeed be fixed3 .
This means that the new inconsistencies can only stem from rule applications
that depended on elements created by the “repaired” rule application, which no
longer exist. Since we only have a finite number of elements in our triple graph
and knowing that every rule must at least create one element, we know that our
precedence graph must also be finite. This means that even if every following application of a short-cut propagation rule repairs a rule application but also leads to
newly broken ones, the amount of transitively broken consistency pattern matches
must be finite, too. Consequently, this means that the algorithm must terminate if
we can process any broken consistency pattern match, i.e., repair any broken rule
application.

3

Assuming that, as discussed in Section 3.2.4, we only attempt to repair broken rule application
that do not (directly or indirectly) depend on other broken ones.

3.5 Evaluation

If we do not find any applicable short-cut propagation rule to repair a broken rule
application, then we rely on revert to apply an inverse forward rule and roll back
the formerly intact rule application. In case that this revocation leads to newly
found forward propagation matches, we know that these are unproblematic (see
above). Also, we know that similar to the repair step, revert processes a broken
consistency pattern match, which can then be dropped. However, while repair relies
on having an adequate short-cut propagation rule to perform the repairing, revert
can always be applied. Like repair, the revocation of a rule application can lead to
further inconsistencies due to the deletion of elements used as context by some
other rule applications. Following the same argumentation as before, we know
that our precedence graph must be finite and that transitive revocations of broken
rule applications must end with all broken consistency pattern matches being processed. Consequently, this means that even if the set of broken consistency pattern
matches could not be processed entirely by repair, it must be processable by revert. Hence, we must reach a state where both the set of broken consistency pattern
matches and the set of forward propagation matches are empty.
3.5

Evaluation

In this chapter, we will evaluate the effect of short-cut rules on a sequential synchronisation process. For this purpose, we integrated short-cut rules into
eMoflon-Ibex [83, 123, 121], which is a state-of-the-art graph transformation tool4 .
eMoflon-Ibex provides the means to implement unidirectional and bidirectional
model transformations, where the latter is based on TGGs. Within our evaluation,
we will measure the effect of different kinds of changes on the synchronisation
process with and without using short-cut rules. Above that, we will also compare
our implementation against another derivate of eMoflon5 , namely eMoflon-Neo. Before we dive into our comparison, let us first highlight the main differences between both tools. The first difference is that eMoflon-Ibex relies on the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF), which means that all models are kept in RAM.
eMoflon-Ibex relies on the incremental graph pattern matcher (IGPM) HiPE [1]
to efficiently find rule matches and track model consistency. In contrast, eMoflonNeo uses a graph database, namely Neo4j6 , to represent their models, which are
read from a hard drive and cached (partially) in RAM. Instead of using an IGPM
tool, eMoflon-Neo generates graph database queries to find rule matches and consistency pattern matches. Another important difference is that, while eMoflon-Neo
does not implement sequential model synchronisation as a standalone feature, it
instead implements the more general case of concurrent model synchronisation.
In concurrent model synchronisation, user changes can happen independently on
both source and target sides. The implementation is based on the work of Weidmann et al. [124, 120], to which we refer for an in-depth explanation. That being
said, we operate eMoflon-Neo by using the concurrent model synchronisation component and applying user changes to one side only. Both tools also differ in how
4
5

A workspace containing the resources to reproduce our evaluation can be accessed via TODO
www.emoflon.org

6 www.neo4j.com
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they propagate changes. eMoflon-Ibex directly propagates rules and repairs broken
rule applications using short-cut rules. Alternatively, it revokes these broken rule
applications and attempts a retranslation. On the other side, eMoflon-Neo applies
these steps virtually, meaning that all possible propagations are executed and represented as annotations in the model, e.g., whether an element should be removed.
The result is a supermodel that contains all possible synchronisations states. However, if there are multiple ways of propagating changes (or equally translating a
model), this model is likely no longer consistent w.r.t. the TGG. Hence, the model
has to be stripped from superfluous elements. This is done by creating an ILP
problem that encodes the dependencies of all rule applications and propagations
with optional weightings to implement user preferences, e.g., to prefer preservation instead of retranslation. This problem is then processed using an ILP solver
such as Gurobi7 , whose result indicates what elements to remove because they
are not part of the final consistent triple graph. Finally, we like to point out that
although eMoflon-Neo does not implement short-cut rules, it does not necessarily
revoke all broken rule applications and retranslate the remaining elements. Instead, during the propagation phase that creates the supermodel, variants of the
existing TGG rules are applied that create possibly missing created edges. For
example, relocating a Method will lead to a broken rule application as the new
containing Type will not correspond to the Doc in which the corresponding Entry
remains. In such a case, eMoflon-Neo would derive a Method-Rule where all elements are context except for the entries edge on the target side. Applying this
rule will now create this edge on the target side such that a relocation of the
Doc is also represented in the supermodel. Although anticipatory, the usage of
ILP solving leads to performance issues and limits eMoflon-Neo’s applicability to
small models only. However, we like to point out that their approach supports
a larger class of TGGs for which our process will not be able to reliably restore
consistency, e.g. if the TGG ruleset is not dead-end free.
That being said, we like to pose several research questions (RQs) that shall be answered through our measurements of eMoflon-Ibex with and without using shortcut rules and eMoflon-Neo.
RQ1 What is the impact of using short-cut rules w.r.t. the number of deleted and
created elements?
RQ2 What effect do short-cut rules have on the performance of sequential model
synchronization? Are there worst-case or best-case scenarios for the application, i.e., cases where our approach performs especially good or bad?
RQ3 How does our approach compare against eMoflon-Neo, which is based on
ILP-solving?
To answer this question, we implemented our running-example TGG from this
chapter in both eMoflon-Ibex and eMoflon-Neo. Then, we generated models and
different changes of varying sizes for both tools and measured the time to restore
consistency. Our models contain a variable number of root-Packages with a large
7 www.gurobi.com
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Package hierarchy underneath. Each Package contains a Type hierarchy and each
Type contains multiple Fields and Methods with Parameters. On the documenta-

tion side, there is a corresponding structure, where all Packages correspond to one
Container. In sum, each root-Package and Container pair contains 1814 elements
for eMoflon-Ibex. Due to performance issues, we reduced this to 34 for eMoflonNeo by reducing the hierarchy depths and creating fewer leaf elements such as
Methods and Fields. Then, we applied changes of different severity to distinct
root-Package-Container pairs. The different types of changes are the following:
• Create Root-Package: A new root-Package is created and becomes the new
root of an already existing Package hierarchy. As each root-Package corresponds to one Container as well as all its sub-Packages, adding a new root
means to first delete the old Container and creating a new one. Then, each
sub-Package must be mapped to this new Container. Propagation without
short-cut rules means to delete the Container and its entirety of contents and
retranslate the Package hierarchy from anew.
• Move Package: A leaf-Package is moved down in the hierarchy to be a direct sub-Package of the root-Package. As both the root-Package and the
leaf-Package already correspond to the same Container, repairing it means
replacing the old rule application node to propagate the context change.
Without short-cut rules, the Package and its contents have to be retranslated.
• Create Root-Type: A new root-Type is added to the Type hierarchy living in
a Package. The former root-Type becomes the first sub-Type of the new one.
Propagating includes translating the new Type and then transforming the
former Type-Rule application into a SubType-Rule. Alternative, all Types
and their contents are retranslated.
• Move Leaf-Type: A Type that has no sub-Types is moved to another Package
and attached at the end of another Type hierarchy. Using short-cut rules, this
change is propagated by adding a reference from the Doc that corresponds
to the new parent-Type and deleting the old one. Else, the leaf-Type and its
contents are retranslated.
Measurements In the following, we will discuss our measurements that were
taken using an AMD Ryzen 9 3900X with 64GB DDR4-3600 and a Corsair Force
Series MP600 M.2 PCIe 4.0 NVMe with 1000GB. We constantly plotted the median and omitted to visualise the variance as it always lay under ten per cent.
Also note that, in several cases, we used a logarithmic time axis to make different
measurements distinguishable. Our first measurements show the performance of
eMoflon-Ibex when propagating a constant number of 500 changes on a model
of increasing size. Figure 3.50 depicts these measurements with the previously
used legacy propagation algorithm on the left and using short-cut rules on the
right. In contrast to short-cut rules, the legacy algorithm revokes broken rule applications and attempts to retranslate the now unmarked elements. As we can see,
the most time-consuming change is that of creating a new root-Package. In this
case, the legacy approach is faster and only needs 38 seconds to propagate 500
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Figure 3.50: eMoflon-Ibex - Increasing Number of Changes and 1.8 Million Model Elements

new root-Packages, while using short-cut rules takes 55 seconds. This is particularly interesting as adding a new root-Package means for the legacy algorithm to
completely delete the corresponding Container and all its contents, and then retranslating the complete hierarchy with the new root. Using short-cut rules, we do
not have to retranslate all these elements but repair most of them since we also created a new Container and, thus, have to map all Packages onto it. Hence, the extra
cost of finding short-cut propagation rule matches and analysing the order in which
broken rule applications must be repaired makes our approach computationally
more expensive than translating these elements anew. That being said, investigating the other three scenarios, we can see that applying short-cut rules is, in fact,
faster than performing a retranslation. While it takes around 7 seconds to propagate 500 Package relocations and new root-Types, respectively, using the legacy
algorithm, this time goes down to 0.2 and 0.6 seconds when using short-cut rules.
Regarding the relocation of leaf-Types, we can see that the legacy algorithm needs
1.2 seconds to propagate them, while our implementation using short-cut rules
takes 0.3 seconds. Notably, both the application of short-cut rules and the legacy
algorithm show a runtime that increases linearly with an increasing number of
changes8 . Also, we should take away that using short-cut rules has the potential of
reducing the runtime performance of synchronisation processes significantly. Yet,
there are worst-case scenarios in which an entire retranslation can outperform our
approach.
Let us turn to another measurement, where we investigate the effect of increasing model sizes while keeping the number of changes constant at 500. Besides
the synchronisation time, we also measured the initialisation phase. In this phase,
the incremental pattern matcher is tasked with exploring the models and searching for (partial) matches to react quickly to changes. The initialisation time scales
linearly with the model size and reaches 75 seconds to preprocess 4.5 million
model elements. Note that this initialisation occurs only once, even if multiple
synchronisation cycles are being executed afterwards. The other measurements
show that for both the legacy algorithm and our implementation using short-cut
8

While this is difficult to make out in Fig. 3.50, transferring the data points to a plot without a
logarithmic axis would show a straight line.
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rules, the times stay almost constant when increasing the model size. This makes
sense as the impact of each change does not differ even when more independent
root-Package and Container pairs are being added. The number of applied propagation steps will thus stay constant, too.
As we saw in the last two figures, the time of both approaches differs significantly.
We identified one case, where the legacy algorithm was more performant than
using short-cut rules, while the other cases were dominated by short-cut rules. Let
us now investigate these scenarios again w.r.t. how many elements were created
and deleted during propagation of 500 changes. Figure 3.52 shows the number
of created and deleted elements for both approaches and all change types. Note
that we do not count altered rule application nodes or correspondence links and
that these numbers represent target elements only. For the first case of propagating 500 new root-Packages, we can see that the legacy algorithm creates and
deletes 315500 elements while using short-cut rules, we only create and delete 500.
Regarding short-cut rules, when adding 500 root-Packages, we have to delete and
then recreate 500 Containers. This is mainly due to the lack of higher-order short-cut
rules (cf. Section 3.2.6), whose automatized derivation remains future work. Looking at the numbers for creating a root-Type, we can see that using legacy we would
still create 53000 elements and delete 52500, where using short-cut rules, we do not
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Increasing Number of Changes and 2722 Model Elements

delete any elements and solely create 500 during translation of the new Types. The
difference between deletions and creations stems from the fact that new elements
need a representation on the opposite side yet. Hence, even a retranslation will,
on top of recreating the same elements, have to translate those elements, too. The
last two change types were concerned with relocating elements. For this reason,
it makes sense that there are no elements created or deleted when using short-cut
rules because, given our TGG, these relocations should be propagatable without
such modifications. The legacy algorithm, however, needs to retranslate the affected elements, which leads to the recreation of 52500 elements when moving
500 leaf-Packages and 3500 elements when moving 500 leaf-Types.
Finally, let us investigate how eMoflon-Neo performs in these situations. Figure 3.53
depicts our measurements with a constant number of 20 changes on the left and
a constant number of 2722 model elements on the right. On the left, we increased
the model size steadily to 3402 elements and measured the synchronisation time.
We can observe two things. First, the time increases steadily with increasing model
size. Comparing some measure points, we can see that the correlation is, however,
not linear. Processing a model with 850 elements takes 44 seconds, while 1700
elements take 112 seconds. This means that doubling the model size meant a
2.5 times greater synchronisation time. Further increasing the model size to 3400
elements, eMoflon-Neo needs 310 seconds to process them. Compared to before,
doubling the size now led to an increase of 2.7 times the processing time. We can
also see this by keenly investigating our plot that shows a slight curve. Hence,
eMoflon-Neo seems to scale at least polynomially for this scenario. This makes
sense, considering how eMoflon-Neo propagates changes such as relocations. As
explained earlier, its strategy is to apply rules that create missing edges on the opposite side. In contrast to eMoflon-Ibex and the employed IGPM tool, they cannot
rely upon a notification framework that informs them of changes in their model.
Thus, they have to find matches for these rules all over their model, which naturally becomes more expensive with increasing model size. For more details on
that matter, we refer to the work of Weidmann et al. [124]. Regarding the different measurements for each change, it is hard to make out any differences. In
fact, the synchronisation time only differed slightly, going from a difference of
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one seconds for the smallest model to a maximal difference of 4 seconds for the
largest one. Hence, it is likely that the overall management of the model is more
expensive than the actual propagation of these 20 changes and is thus dominating.
Comparing both approaches with another, eMoflon-Neo needs around 160 seconds
to process 2212 elements and 20 changes, while eMoflon-Ibex processes 4.5 million
elements with 100 changes 9 in the same time 10 . The other plot on the right of
Fig. 3.53 underlines this as it shows how, for a constant model of 2722 model
elements, the synchronisation time increases only slightly when applying more
changes. Even for the most expensive case of creating a new root-Package, we see
only an increase from 220 seconds for ten changes to 232 seconds when applying 80 changes. This means that increasing the number of changes by a factor of
8 only increased the synchronisation time by 4.5 per cent. Apart from that, we
can see that there is, in fact, a difference between moving and creating elements.
Both creating a new root-Package and a new root-Type are more expensive than
moving a leaf-Package or a leaf-Type. With the model staying constant in size,
the synchronisation time seems to increase almost linearly with the number of
changes. However, due to the scalability properties of eMoflon-Neo, we were not
able to investigate this further by increasing the number of changes.
Summary Now that we have discussed all measurements, let us continue by
answering our previously posed research questions:
RQ1 The impact of short-cut rules on the number of created but especially deleted
elements is significant. At least this holds when the changes can be propagated by preserving elements, in contrast to retranslating large parts of our
models. In such cases, deleting an element to recreate a similar one poses the
risk of deleting not recoverable information. Regarding our models, this is,
for example, the case with the version attribute of Docs or Parameters that
have no representation on the opposite side. Hence, when deleting them,
this information will be lost, which for the new Doc means that the version
is initialised with some default value. Regarding the Parameters it is not
clear whether there existed any to begin with, which means that none are
created during backward propagations.
RQ2 As we have seen, short-cut rules have the potential to increase the synchronisation performance significantly. However, there are also worst-case scenarios in which our approach took slightly longer than the legacy algorithm
that retranslates large parts of our models. We can identify these cases as
those where a broken rule application influences many others that depend
on it and, consequently, have to be repaired, too. For our measurements, the
creation of a new root-Package always led to the deletion of the corresponding Container. After translating the new root-Package, all sub-Packages had
to be mapped to the new Container by creating new correspondence links
and deleting the old ones. Hence, our approach excels in situations where a

9
10

Each change created a root-Package, which is the worst-case for eMoflon-Ibex
This includes the initialisation time plus the actual synchronisation time.
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broken rule application can be repaired with a small number of repair steps
compared to transitively retranslating a larger sub-structure.
RQ3 There are several points of interest in that regard. First, the performance of
eMoflon-Neo is tightly coupled to the overall size of the model. Of course,
the same also holds to eMoflon-Ibex considering the initialisation phase. This,
however, happens only once for eMoflon-Ibex and may be followed by arbitrarily many consecutive synchronisation steps, whose runtime depends on
the number and complexity of changes. Interestingly, the perceived difference between propagating the several kinds of changes was more considerable when using eMoflon-Ibex, where all propagations were taking almost the
same time for a specific model size using eMoflon-Neo and a constant number of 20 changes. Yet, when increasing the number of changes, we were able
to make out that eMoflon-Neo takes longer to propagate the creation of new
elements than relocating them. As mentioned earlier, we reduced the size
of the models for eMoflon-Neo to perform our measurements and also, the
maximal number of applicable changes was limited by this, too. Ultimately,
this means that our measurements, when increasing the number of changes,
were in favour of eMoflon-Neo as the reduction of the model size also led
to less complex models, e.g., fewer sub-Packages and other structures. For
the future, it has to be investigated whether this also holds regarding the
number of changes if eMoflon-Neo’s performance improves. Finally, regarding the measurements, we showed that eMoflon-Ibex could process larger
models and more changes. In one case, our approach was able to process
models three magnitudes larger than the ones eMoflon-Neo could handle in
the same time.
Threats to Validity First of all, we want to point out that our evaluation is
based on synthetic models, only. In the future, more diverse and realistic models
and changes should be obtained, e.g., by extracting them from Github repositories.
This will show whether our chosen models are indeed representative. Above that,
we only used one TGG. While the TGG was designed to be challenging, it represents only one example amidst many others. eMoflon-Ibex comes with a rich test
environment featuring many differently shaped TGGs11 . From our experience, the
here presented results are comparable to what we encountered for other TGGs of
this particular test environment. Nonetheless, it remains future work to test our
approach in, e.g., an industrial case study that likely also requires larger sets of
TGG rules.
We showed how short-cut rules might benefit a propagation process by possibly
reducing the runtime and preserving more elements. This, however, is only the
case if a helpful set of short-cut rules is available. Creating a short-cut rule means
to choose two rules and an overlap between them. Generally, there are multiple
variations on how to overlap two rules, which means that generating all short-cut
rules is not feasible in practice. While our standard strategy employs a heuristic
11

www.github.com/eMoflon/emoflon-ibex-tests
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that finds a set of several useful short-cut rules, we cannot guarantee that all necessary ones are found. In the future, this might be tackled through methods of
identifying on the fly what short-cut rule is needed and creating it on-demand.
Another important point regards our comparison with eMoflon-Neo. eMoflon-Neo
uses a graph database to represent their models, which means that its performance is coupled to that of the hard drive where the database resides. In contrast,
eMoflon-Ibex’s models are solely kept in RAM, which generally is faster when performing operations such as pattern matching. Also, when comparing our results,
one must keep in mind that we had to change the generation strategy of models
for eMoflon-Neo to cope with its performance issues. As a final remark, we explained how eMoflon-Neo is also able to propagate the relocation of elements by
deriving rules that create these missing edges on the opposite side. Depending
on the complexity of rules, this may result in a large set of rules, whose matches
have to be found and then processed. For a TGG with larger rules or equally with
a greater number of TGG rules, this may lead to further performance issues when
attempting to process models.
3.6

Related Work

This section will relate our short-cut synchronization framework to other existing
model synchronization approaches. We start with a discussion of other TGG-based
synchronization approaches before focussing of other BX approaches.

TGG-based synchronization approaches One of the main challenges
of model synchronization is propagating changes in a least-changing manner,
meaning that changes shall be propagated in a minimally invasive way. Hence,
a propagation should not unnecessarily delete elements but rather preserve as
much information as possible. In the past, several incremental TGG-based model
synchronization approaches [46, 79, 84, 81] were proposed, which are, in fact, not
least-changing. Approaches such as these synchronize a change by first revoking
all broken rule applications, which transitively causes more rule applications to
become broken until, at last, all dependent rule applications have been revoked.
Then, all untranslated elements are being (re-)translated. While this produces results that are, in the end, consistent w.r.t. our TGG specifications, we can observe
two major issues. First, due to the cascading deletions, we lose information that
should have been preserved. This is especially the case when the newly translated
structures closely resemble those that existed before the revocation. Second, unnecessarily deleting and re-translating elements may become very inefficient and
will usually depend on the model’s size rather than the impact of a change. In the
worst scenario, this could mean retranslating a complete model to react to a (possibly) minor change. However, especially in [84, 81], it was shown that employing
an incremental graph pattern matcher can increase the runtime performance of
this kind of algorithm as changes can be detected and processed efficiently.
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In 2017, Stojkovic et al. [107] discussed this matter by giving an overview of the
state of the art of least-change TGG-based model synchronization. They identified
several different approaches that strive to implement a least-change model synchronization algorithm. The first by Hermann et al. [64] proposes an algorithm
where changes to a source graph do not directly lead to a rule revocation. Instead,
correspondence links that no longer refer to an element on the source side are
deleted, and the model is parsed anew to find the maximal still consistent sub-model. Given this sub-model as a “starting” point, the remaining untranslated
source elements are translated using forward propagation rules to, finally, restore
consistency. Doing so may indeed preserve some information since target elements of broken rule applications are not revoked directly if some corresponding
source element still exists, and a rule can be found that can reparse it. However, there is no guarantee that some elements are still deleted unnecessarily, as
discussed by Stojkovic et al. [107]. Furthermore, the authors do not discuss the
extent of the least-changing behaviour of their approach. While this approach
was formalized and proven to be correct, there are some limitations. First, the approach can only cope with confluent rule sets, i.e., when the consistency restoration result depends on the correctly chosen sequence of rule applications. Second,
reacting to changes by continuously searching for maximal consistent sub-models may become a serious performance issue when dealing with large models and
frequently occurring changes. This approach was implemented (partially) in HenshingTGG [35], which uses AGG [108], a general development environment for
algebraic graph transformation systems to perform dependency checks on rules.
A second approach was proposed by Giese and Hildebrandt [45], which, to some
extent, follows a similar idea as our short-cut framework. Like us, they vowed to
create repair rules that save information (nodes) rather than deleting and unnecessarily re-creating them. More specifically, they showed how such rules could,
for example, propagate more complex changes such as the relocation of elements.
Even more, they suggested that, in general, elements should ideally be reused
instead of deleting any at all. However, their approach relied on designing these
rules by hand as they do not show how to derive them automatically from the set
of TGG rules. Hence, they do not present a construction scheme such as the one
presented for short-cut rules and, thus, do not show correctness for their approach
as they have no notion of how a correct repair rule must look like. That being said,
correctness was left to future work [48]. Interestingly, their proposed repair rules
in the form of exemplary propagation rules can automatically be derived using
our short-cut framework. Another related work in that regard is Blouin et al. [16],
who also used hand-designed repair rules to avoid information loss in their case
study. Just like the rules of Giese and Hildebrandt, we can also derive the same
rules automatically.
Greenyer et al. [51] discussed another idea, where elements are never deleted
directly but rather marked for later removal. During synchronization, their algorithm would then try to reuse those elements instead of creating new elements.
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Finally, all elements that are still marked for removal, i.e., which have not been
reused, are deleted. Also, they provided a prototypical implementation. However,
their proposed approach came without any formalization or proof of correctness
until Orejas and Pino revived it [92]. In their work, they proposed a new kind of
TGG propagation rules that can reuse elements. This implements the original idea
of Greenyer et al. [51] in a way that can be described more precisely and enabled
them to show the correctness of their approach. In comparison with our short-cut
framework, both approaches are very similar and differ mainly in how deletions
are processed. While applying a short-cut rule directly performs deletions of superfluous elements, they postpone this step until the end of the synchronization.
Furthermore, they need additional structures to keep track and determine all necessary deletions, which is implicitly encoded in a short-cut rule. Until today, this
approach has not yet been implemented. Besides that, it is unclear whether the
free reusage of elements is always reasonable and aligned with the user’s intention. Mainly, this is because it is not always clear why an element was reused or
not. In contrast, our approach is focussed on propagating complex changes while
attempting to preserve the correspondence relationship and, thus, which elements
belong together.
Another approach, which, however, not explicitly proposes a least-change propagation algorithm, is that of Anjorin et al. [8]. They identified rule dependencies
as one of the main issues that caused unnecessary deletions as was discussed in
Section 2.3.4 and Section 3.1. There, we showed a synchronization algorithm that
revokes rule applications that (transitively) depend on another rule application
that has been altered. Their solution to this problem are guidelines for designing
TGG rulesets such that dependencies between rule applications are reduced. Consequently, this also reduces the number of needed rule application revocations,
improving performance and leading to less information loss. However, transforming a TGG to comply with these guidelines may change the defined language of
the TGG, thus, allowing the generation and translation of models that were not
considered to be consistent before. Furthermore, these guidelines are not applicable for all TGG rulesets since some TGG rules cannot be transformed without
seriously altering their behaviour. Both cases were discussed in Section 3.1. Our
short-cut framework provides a more sophisticated alternative to these guidelines
as they do not force modellers to change their rules. Furthermore, to fully understand the necessity for those guidelines, a modeller must have a comprehensive
understanding of the underlying TGG synchronization algorithm.
Table 3.1 gives a rough overview of the formerly mentioned related works. In
this table, we classify each approach according to five properties. First, the degree
of information loss should be low for a least-changing synchronization approach.
Then, we classify whether the approach is automated and does not need, e.g.,
hand-tailored solutions such as custom repair rules. The next column indicates
12

These works propose guidelines for TGG rule design and, thus, only implicitly address synchronisation.
13 As discussed in Section 3.2.4
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Table 3.1: An overview of TGG-based synchronization approaches [44]

Information loss

Automated

Correctness

[84, 81]
high
yes
yes
[46]
high
yes
partially [48]
[79]
high
yes
yes
[64]
to some extent
yes
yes
[45]
low
yes
no
[51]
low
yes
no
[93]
low
yes
yes
[8, 82]
low
not needed not needed 12
ours [41, 42, 44] low
yes
yes 13
Impl. = Implemented, EPG = Evaluated performance gain

Impl.

EPG

yes
yes
yes
partially
yes
yes
no
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes

whether the approach was proven to be correct, meaning that it is shown to produce results that are part of the language of the TGG. The last two columns state
whether the approach was implemented (at least prototypically) and whether
there exist actual evaluation results that show the performance gain of the respective approach.
That being said, our short-cut framework can be classified as an approach that offers a low degree of information loss. It is completely automated since we can
generate a set of short-cut rules from the original TGG ruleset. Furthermore, its
correctness was proven in [44]; however, with some limitations. On a formal level,
correctness has to be shown for TGGs with attribute conditions and application
conditions such as NACs and PACs. Also, the proof was based on the assumption that applying a short-cut rule will not lead to newly perceived inconsistencies
such as the ones discussed in Section 3.3.3. Closing this gap and proving the
correctness of these extensions is left to future work. Finally, our approach was
implemented and evaluated (cf. [44] and Section 3.5) in the state of the art graph
transformation tool eMoflon [121]. In the evaluation, we were able to demonstrating the performance gain of our framework showing that employing short-cut rules
does not only have the potential to preserve information but also to increase the
performance significantly.
Other BX approaches In [87], Macedo and Cunha discuss their model synchronization approach, which is based on ATL and the SAT solver Alloy. They
encode the search space of all feasible synchronization solutions as an optimization problem while supporting two metrics for rating changes, namely the graph
edit distance and the operation-based distance. Hence, the goal is to find an optimal
least-change synchronization solution that changes as little as possible (elementwise) or with as few as possible steps (operation-wise). While this approach can
yield good results, it does not scale in general with increasing model size compared to our approach. However, compared with us, they can also incorporate
more advanced metamodel constraints such as expressible by OCL, which is currently out of scope for our short-cut framework and remains future work.

3.7 Summary and Future Work

The work of Macedo and Cunha [87] was highly influenced by the lenses framework. Indeed, there have been several works [25, 66, 68, 69, 118] regarding least-changing incremental synchronization, yet, mostly from a theoretical perspective.
Especially Hofmann et al. [68] discussed edit lenses that shift the focus from a
mere state-based approach to one that elevates changes to first-class synchronization artefacts that have to be preserved and propagated. This seems like a natural
prerequisite for any least-change synchronization approach. The lenses approach
that is probably the most similar to ours is that of Wang et al. [118]. Like us, they
derive functions that propagate changes between models, but their approach is
limited to tree-like structures only.
Anjorin et al. [10] compared three existing state-of-the-art BX tools with different BX paradigms against each other. The three tools were eMoflon [121], which
represents a rule-based approach, mediniQVT 14 , which is constraint-based and
BiGUL [72], which is a bidirectional programming language. Their evaluation
showed that eMoflon tends to perform better than both other approaches w.r.t.
overall performance since both the runtime of mediniQVT and BiGUL was coupled to the overall model size rather than the size (or impact) of the changes.
Another result was that eMoflon failed in one scenario, while BiGUL failed in
two and mediniQVT in four. The test case where eMoflon did not succeed was
one where elements must be preserved rather than deleted and re-created. Using
our short-cut framework, we are now able to solve the last case, too, completing
the test-cases of this use-case study. Even more, as shown in Section 3.5, we can
further increase the synchronization performance of eMoflon.
In summary, while several approaches aim to solve least-changing synchronization tasks, all of them come with some serious limitations. Many of them have
never been implemented and remain theoretical constructs or have no formal
foundation. Others are constraint-based or state-based, which hinders their practical applicability due to performance issues that are to be expected. Also, we
have discussed an approach that provided guidelines to improve synchronization
results, however, with the negative side-effect of changing the consistency relation
and allowing for unintended results to be perceived as correct. Our short-cut framework solves most of these issues or at least parts of them. Especially, the formal
foundation must still be extended to incorporate attribute conditions and application conditions. Even more, the correctness proofs have to incorporate scenarios
where the application of a short-cut rule can, for a time, increase the perceived
inconsistency.
3.7

Summary and Future Work

In this chapter, we introduced short-cut rules as a new kind of sequential composition of TGG rules. The core idea behind short-cut rules is to exchange a TGG
rule application with another one without unnecessarily deleting and recreating
14

No longer available.
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elements and, thus, preserving information and making the process more reliable. Since each TGG rule application corresponds to a specific rule, we showed
how overlapping two TGG rules enables us to identify common parts, referred
to as the kernel. Using this kernel, we showed how short-cut rules could be constructed. Since short-cut rules transform a triple graph from one consistent state
to another, just as the original TGG rules do, they are not suited to propagate
changes from one graph or model to another. For this reason, we discussed how
short-cut rules can be operationalized to obtain short-cut propagation rules. Using
these rules, we can propagate complex changes in a least-changing and less invasive way compared to the former synchronization algorithm that was introduced
in Section 2.3.4. Our short-cut framework highly depends on finding a rich set of
meaningful short-cut rules to repair models in different scenarios. Thus, we introduced different extensions to construct new short-cut rules. For example, we considered inheritance when overlapping elements to increase the set of rules from
which a short-cut rule can be generated or the generation short-cut rules from concatenated TGG rules to transform multiple TGG rule applications at once. Other
extensions aimed at interpreting already obtained short-cut rules in a way that
makes an explicit generation of all possible short-cut rules unnecessary, e.g., by removing unnecessary injectivity constraints or relaxing context that is not mandatory. Our evaluation showed that our short-cut framework indeed leads to better
performance as fewer elements are unnecessarily re-translated, which decreases
the number of propagation steps. This does not only positively affect the runtime
performance but also the quality of results as an unnecessary deletion of information can cause information loss when the information is not recoverable. Finally,
we compared our implementation’s performance against another state-of-the-art
TGG-based synchronizer, which uses ILP solving to explore the vast space of (almost) all synchronisation solutions. Our results indicate that the other approach
is only applicable for rather small models, only, while our approach was able to
process significantly larger models in less time.
Regarding future work, there are several extensions to the short-cut framework,
which were out of scope for this thesis. As was already stated in Section 3.6, some
of the extensions of this thesis are not yet incorporated in our formal short-cut theory. Especially, the use of arbitrary attribute or application conditions in a TGG
is not yet covered. Also, our formal proofs in [44] are based on the assumptions
that application of a short-cut rule does not induce new inconsistencies, which actually can occur in practise as was discussed in Section 3.3.3. Since our framework
highly relies on a rich set of short-cut rules, we should further investigate whether
our proposed techniques generate enough useful short-cut rules. While the generation of all short-cut rules can become very expensive, it may not be practical to
search for all higher-order short-cut rules but to find other ways of generation and to
create them on-demand. A future dynamic analysis could possibly deduce from
the detected inconsistencies what short-cut rule is needed and create a suitable one
on on the fly. Finally, we showed how the overlapping of context elements during
short-cut rule creation could be done at runtime by relaxing injectivity constraints,
which increased the flexibility of our rules. Investigating similar strategies to over-

3.7 Summary and Future Work

lap created elements on-demand might reduce the number of necessary short-cut
rules even further and increase the efficiency of the overall framework as fewer
repair candidates have to be generated and evaluated.
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Concurrent model synchronization is the task of synchronizing models that have
been changed independently from each other. In comparison to sequential synchronization, the challenge lies in the fact that some changes may conflict with
each other. This happens if multiple modellers have different intentions that do
not align, e.g., when one modeller wants to delete information, while another one
tries to preserve it as was discussed briefly in Section 2.3.4. The most successful
works in this area (cf. Section 4.7) are either propagation-based or solver-based. Propagation-based approaches employ a sequential synchronizer to propagate changes
from one model to another followed by a propagation step in the opposite direction. In this case, conflicts detection happens on the fly by determining whether
a propagation step reverts a modeller induced change. While these approaches
show promising scaling properties, it has been shown that the conflict detection
result is unreliable and may depend on the order in which both sequential synchronization steps are executed, i.e., conflicts may not always be detected [93]. In
contrast, solver-based approaches do not encounter this problem since they employ optimization techniques to find an optimal synchronization solution by exploring the space of (almost) all feasible synchronization results. Naturally, these
approaches achieve more stable results but suffer from serious scalability issues
when applied to larger models due to the extensive exploration of a vast exploration space. Another issue is that the desired result has to be encoded (implicitly)
by means of a metric function that is to be maximized or minimized. This means
that users must encode their preferences for all possible cases and conflicts encountered in practise within this function. Of course, this is a highly non-trivial
task and requires expert knowledge of the interaction between both synchronized
models and the synchronization algorithm itself.
The approach presented in this chapter aims at establishing a new concurrent synchronization technique that inherits none of the above-mentioned issues. While it
is, at its heart, still a propagation-based approach, we will show how to detect conflicts between contradicting changes independently of any propagation steps by
analysing the dependencies between TGG rule application, i.e., a precedence graph.
This analysis will enable us to implement a scalable fine-granularly controllable
conflict detection and resolution, providing multiple modules that enable modellers to implement custom synchronization goals. Especially in comparison to
solver-based approaches, we completely automatize the conflict detection and also
offer ways to automatically resolve conflicts either by using a pre-defined resolution strategy or implementing a custom one. This enables modellers to focus
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on resolving specific conflicts without a deep understanding of how conflicts are
detected.
The contents of this chapter, thus, constitute our second main contribution by providing a versatile (Goal II) and scalable (Goal III) concurrent model synchronizations that reuses the results from Chapter 3 to preserve information (Goal I). The
presented results are based on our work that introduced a novel precedence-driven
TGG-based concurrent model synchronization approach [43]. However, this chapter’s
contents (writing and depictions) were created anew unless specified otherwise.
Besides that, we will highlight sections that present new, yet unpublished, extensions to our work.
This chapter will start with a motivational example to highlight specific cases
where changes between two models can conflict with each other. For this purpose,
and as before, we will use our running example from Chapter 2 that has been extended to demonstrate various synchronization cases. Using this example, we will
demonstrate the difficulties of detecting conflicts w.r.t. former propagation-based
approaches. In Section 4.3, we will introduce our novel precedence-driven conflict
detection, which analyses precedence graphs to detect conflicts between changes.
Given these conflicts, we discuss in Section 4.4 how specific conflicts can be resolved to obtain an again consistent state. While the final result of a concurrent
synchronization depends highly on the choices during conflict resolution, there
are even more options that have some influence. Given that we have resolved
all conflicts, we may still encounter unpropagated changes that have to be synchronized. Yet, applying sequential synchronization techniques is not always advisable if, for example, two models are changed independently such that corresponding elements are added simultaneously. In such a case, we have to decide
whether to propagate (i.e., translate) each change independently or map them together and consider them as corresponding elements. Hence, in Section 4.5, we
will present a framework that allows customizing the concurrent synchronization
process by orchestrating various synchronization components to achieve specific
synchronization goals. In Section 4.6, we will evaluate our approach systematically by analysing the cost of detecting and resolving different kinds of conflicts.
This evaluation includes a comparison with another TGG-based concurrent synchronization tool, which in contrast to our approach, is solver-based. Afterwards,
we will discuss related works in Section 4.7, where we give a broad overview of
the landscape of concurrent synchronization approaches. Finally, in Section 4.8,
we will summarize our contributions and discuss future works.
4.1

Motivating Example: Conflicting Concurrent Changes

As mentioned several times before, the challenge of concurrent model synchronization lies in detecting conflicts between contradicting changes between (in our
case) two models. That being said, there are multiple kinds of conflicts that can
occur in practice, which we have to consider in this chapter. For this purpose, let
us start by introducing an extended version of our running example from Chap-
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Figure 4.1: Extended Metamodell

ter 2 to show all relevant cases. Figure 4.1 depicts our extended metamodel, which
has been enriched by two features. First, the documentation side now comprises
a Glossary containing possibly many Glossary Entries. Each Glossary Entry
(GEntry) has a value attribute that contains information about some property it
describes and may be referenced by an arbitrary number of Entries that share
this property. For example, a Glossary Entry may describe a core functionality
of a software project and references Entries that implement it. Second, a Method
can now contain one to three JavaDocs with a comment describing their functionality or implementation. On the documentation side, we can find a corresponding
new type called Annotation that is referenced by an Entry. This Annotation has
a value that contains information about the entry such as a description of the corresponding Method. In comparison with JavaDocs, an Entry may have zero to two
Annotations beneath it. These cardinalities might seem arbitrary and synthetic in
the context of our example but are well suited to show some important aspects of
conflict detection later on.
This extension of our metamodel makes it again necessary to extend our TGG
ruleset accordingly, which is depicted in Fig. 4.2 and explained in the following:
Type-Rule This is the starting rule, which means that it can arbitrarily often be applied to create a Type t together with a corresponding Doc d. The attribute
condition states that the names of both t and d have to be chosen equally.
SubType-Rule Given that a Type t1 together with a corresponding Doc d1 already exist, this
rule creates a sub-Type t2 with a corresponding sub-Doc d2 . The attribute
condition is the same as for Type-Rule and states that both t2 and d2 must
share the same name.
Field-Rule This rule creates a Field f together with a corresponding Entry e, which
share the same name. The Field f is contained within a Type that corresponds to a Doc, which is the container for Entry e.
Method-Rule Analogously to Field-Rule, this rule creates Methods instead of Fields.
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Parameter-Rule This rule creates Parameters underneath Methods. Each Parameter corresponds to the Entry that corresponds to the Parameter’s method. This rule
is asymmetric and creates no Parameter counterpart on the documentation
side.
Glossary-Rule This is another starting rule, which can arbitrarily often create a Glossary.
Note that there is no representation for a Glossary on the Java (source) side.
GlossaryEntry-Rule This rule creates a Glossary Entry within an already existing Glossary. Just
like Glossary-Rule, there is no representation for this information on the
source side.
GlossaryLink-Rule This rule connects a Glossary Entry ge with an Entry e. Since both ge and
e are context elements, we can create links between a Glossary Entry and
arbitrarily many Entries. Note that, again, this connection has no equal
representation on the source side.
JavaDoc-Rule This rules creates a JavaDoc together with a corresponding Annotation underneath an already existing Method and its corresponding Entry. For simplicity, we specify that the JavaDoc’s comment and the Annotation’s value
have to match and must be chosen equally.
As can be seen, the majority of our rules was adopted directly from Chapter 2,
and we solely added new rules to cope with the newly introduced features. This
means that the operationalized versions, i.e., forward and backward rules, do not
differ from our initial example (cf. Section 2.3.2). Hence, we omit showing them
here and only depict the operationalized versions of our newly introduced TGG
rules in Fig. 4.3. Regarding our new TGG rules that handle the Glossary and its
entries, we can easily see that a forward operationalized version can be omitted
for the same reason that we did not backward operationalise Parameter-Rule before. Since there is no representation of this information on the Java (source) side,
this rule could be applied arbitrarily often without actually translating and, thus,
marking any Java element. In contrast, we can derive a forward and backward
operationalized version of JavaDoc-Rule that enable us to translate JavaDocs and
Annotations, respectively.
Concurrent Synchronization Scenarios We will now discuss three
different scenarios to highlight specific aspects of concurrent model synchronization, given our extended example. Especially, we will point out challenging situations where multiple results are possible, and configurability is needed to obtain
them.
Scenario 1: Delete-Preserve Conflict Figure 4.4 depicts a small example, where we started with three Types (t1 , t2 and t3 ) on the left, where t3 is a
sub-Type of t2 and t2 is a sub-Type of t1 . Furthermore, there is a Method m4 that
is contained within t3 . All these structures have a corresponding representative
on the documentation side in the form of three Docs and an Entry. As can be
seen, both the Java and documentation sides were the target of a model change.
On the Java side, the Types t2 and t3 together with Method m4 were removed. In
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contrast, we do not encounter any deletions on the documentation side. Instead,
a new Entry e5 was added underneath Doc d2 . As mentioned earlier, we can try
propagating these changes by using a propagation-based approach that uses sequential synchronization to propagate the changes from one side to the other,
followed by another application in the opposite direction. Hence, if we apply a
forward propagation of the Java side changes, as discussed in Section 2.3.4, then
we have to remove all corresponding elements on the documentation side as well
as the correspondence links. In this case, we would have to delete the Docs d2
and d3 and the Method m4 . This, however, leads to a conflict since deleting d2
would also delete the newly created edge between d2 and its new Entry e5 . Thus,
the forward propagation would revoke yet unpropagated changes from the target
side. Even worse, the Method would hang loose, and since no TGG propagation
rule translates Methods without an edge to a containing Type, this Method would
no longer be translatable. Taking a step back and starting with propagating the
documentation side changes reveals a different but related problem. Without the
changes to the Java side, the added Entry e2 could be translated using Method-Backward-Rule and thus create a corresponding Method. However, this step is
only executable if the context on the documentation side is fulfilled as well as
that of the Java side. Here, this means that we expect to find a corresponding
Type t2 for our Doc d2 , which unfortunately has been removed. Consequently, this
means that we are not able to translate Entry e2 due to the concurrent changes
on the Java side. Note that this would also occur if the Java side deletions would
be postponed until the moment when the new Entry was translated to a new
Method underneath t2 . Deleting the Type t2 would delete the newly created edge
between t2 and the new Method, leaving the new Method either dangling or, if it
gets deleted alongside t2 , would revoke the former translation. This first example
shows what we call a Delete-Preserve conflict. It occurs when one modeller removes
elements from one model while another modeller extends the corresponding elements in the other model with additional information. In our case, this additional
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information comprised a newly added element and its edge to an element whose
corresponding counterpart has been removed. As we will discuss later (cf. Section 4.3.1), this kind of conflict can also occur between deletions on one side and
attribute changes on the other.
Conflict detection is only the first step and is followed by conflict resolution,
which must choose between different possibilities. For example, we could decide
to drop the modifications on the Java side and revoke any deletions, or we decide not to add the new Method on the documentation side. Both options demonstrate quite clearly that a conflict can be resolved by revoking certain changes.
Yet, sometimes it may not be clear from a first glance which changes should be
revoked. Indeed, for our example, we have another third option, which consists
of revoking the deletion of Doc d2 only, while still deleting Doc d3 and Method
m. Apparently, only the deletion of Doc d2 and the creation of Entry e2 influence
each other directly, which means that some changes could still be propagated. By
doing so, we would again be able to propagate changes from both sides without side effects. Finally, a fourth option would be to remove all correspondence
links between elements within this conflict. As a result, we could translate each
affected Java and documentation side element anew. Arguably, this is mostly not
the desired option since elements identified to be related should remain related
throughout their lifetime and independently of most changes in their direct proximity.
This example teaches us that concurrent synchronization adds a new layer of
complexity to the synchronization task, which consists of detecting conflicts and
providing the necessary and configurable means to resolve them adequately. Regarding propagation-based approaches, the goal is to use sequential synchronization in situations where changes on both sides are uncontroversial, i.e., are not in
conflict with each other. Identifying the remaining situations and detecting conflicts reliably and (hopefully) in a scalable way are the goals of this thesis. For
the moment, however, we like to point out that it was sufficient to propagate the
changes in any order to detect a conflict for this first scenario. This, however, will
change in the next presented scenario.
Scenario 2: Delete-Preserve-Attribute Conflict Figure 4.5 depicts
a second concurrent synchronization scenario. On the Java side, we can see the
same changes as in the last example. On the documentation side, however, we
do no longer add a new Entry but rather change the version attribute of the
existing Doc d2 . Just as before, both the Java and documentation side changes
stand in conflict with each other. This is because deleting Type t2 during a forward propagation would also delete Doc d2 , which basically revokes d2 ’s attribute
change. Starting with a backward propagation, however, demonstrates an issue
with propagation-based conflict detection. Since the version attribute from d2 has
no representation on the Java side, propagation is already finished. Applying a
consecutive forward propagation step to propagate the remaining deletions from
the Java side, we can delete all corresponding elements on the documentation side.
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This, of course, also deletes Doc d2 , which is not detected as a conflict due to the
former successful propagation of its changed version attribute. Hence, the conflict
detection result may depend on the order in which both propagation steps are executed, as was also discussed by Orejas et al. [93]. Note that the attribute change
is represented as “(#)” within our precedence graph as it does not cause the violation of an actual attribute constraint. Nonetheless, as we will see, highlighting this
change anyway might come handy later on when we will solely rely on precedence
graphs to detect conflicts. Also, note that our sketched propagation-based algorithm is rather simple, whereas many propagation-based approaches implement
a three-way merge to detect conflicts more reliably. Yet, even these approaches
suffer from the above-described issue and cannot detect this kind of conflict reliably.
That being said, we must find a way to detect conflicts independently of the chosen propagation direction. Even more, it would be beneficial to find conflicts before propagating changes to avoid unnecessary propagation steps that may have
to be revoked during conflict resolution. Our approach presented in the next chapter provides a solution that implements these features by analysing a dependency
graph, i.e., our precedence graph, to detect conflicts prior to any performed propagation. The benefit of our approach is a more general view of the state of our
models where conflicts are not detected on the fly but can be investigated as a
whole before deciding how to resolve them individually.
Scenario 3: Corresponding Changes Figure 4.6 depicts our third concurrent synchronization scenario. In contrast to the ones shown before, it depicts
a conflict-free situation. On the Java side, we can see a Type t1 , which contains two
Methods m2 and m3 from which the latter has been created anew. On the documentation side, there is a corresponding Doc d1 for Type t1 , which contains the two
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Entries e2 and e3 . While e1 has been deleted, e2 was newly created. Clearly, these
changes do not conflict with each other since the deletion of Entry e2 can be propagated by deleting the corresponding Method m2 on the Java side. Furthermore,
the newly added elements m3 and e3 can be translated each to a corresponding
Entry and Method, respectively. However, comparing both m3 and e3 , we can see
that there is again another option due to the shared name attribute. This means
that we could also solve this situation by creating a correspondence link between
m3 and e3 given the assumption that both modellers had the same intentions in
their respective domains.

This demonstrates that configurability is needed when resolving conflicts and
handling situations where multiple results exist. Concurrent synchronization approaches have to account for this and provide the necessary means for modellers
to implement their own strategies and take actions even when no actual conflict
was detected. Our approach implements this configurability by providing different concurrent synchronization components that can be orchestrated individually.
4.2

Concept: Precedence-driven Concurrent Synchronization

In this chapter, we will present a novel propagation-based concurrent synchronisation approach, which is based on our works in [43]. Following the discussion
from our motivational examples, we identify several properties that are desirable
to provide a fully-fledged concurrent synchronization framework:
Configurability Since there may exist many solutions to a concurrent synchronization problem, our approach has to account for this degree of freedom. Hence, we
must offer ways to customize the whole concurrent synchronization process such that modellers may implement their own conflict resolution preferences. Above that, they must be enabled to orchestrate their consistency
restoring operations to specify how changes are to be propagated.
Non-Invasiveness Propagation-based approaches to date detect conflicts on the fly by propagating changes from one model to another followed by a propagation step in
the opposite direction. A conflict is found if a propagation-inferred change
reverts the changes performed by a user. This procedure has several dis-
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advantages. First, depending on the order of both propagation steps, some
kinds of conflicts may not be detected reliably, which decreases the trust put
into a concurrent synchronization tool. Furthermore, finding and resolving conflicts in a trial-and-error-based manner means reverting propagation
steps occasionally if a conflict was detected. This, however, is rather inefficient and may cause unnecessary changes to both models. Our approach
should, thus, be non-invasive, meaning that (most) conflicts are detected
without altering the model.
Transparency Many concurrent synchronization approaches do not provide the necessary
means for users to comprehend the presented results or how they were
obtained. Regarding solver-based approaches, the synchronization result is
calculated by solving an objective function in which all constraints are encoded that have to be upheld (cf. [22, 124]). However, the presented result gives no indication about encountered conflicts or how specific user
changes were propagated, e.g., mapping corresponding changes vs propagating them independently. This makes it hard for a modeller to evaluate the quality of the synchronization result and assess whether it contains
his/her synchronization preferences. Another example for intransparency is
the propagation-based concurrent synchronization approach presented by
Orejas et al. [94]. They propose an algorithm that searches for all possible
solutions to a concurrent synchronization problem. Given that there are, in
general, various ways on how to resolve multiple conflicts, the number of
presented synchronization solutions may grow tremendously. Yet, for a user
to compare and judge the significance of each presented result can become
overwhelming and, thus, impractical. In comparison, our approach shall be
transparent meaning that modellers are integrated into the synchronization
process rather than hiding it from them. Hence, our goal is to present modellers with meaningful decision points and give them enough information
to make qualified decisions based on the encountered situation.
Scalability In comparison to other approaches, we strive to detect conflicts beforehand
and without altering them. Consequently, this means that we must introduce
a new analysis phase prior to any propagation activities in which the models and their changes are investigated closely to determine contradictory
changes. To benefit from the scaling properties of our sequential synchronization algorithm from Chapter 3, we must ensure that the scalability of
our analysis is comparable in that regard. This means that it should ideally
scale with the size (or impact) of a model change rather than the size of the
model itself.
Especially, the non-invasiveness property makes it clear that we need an approach
that analyses the existing models and their performed user changes before any
synchronization activities take place. Remember that conflicts arise when two
user changes on opposing models cannot be propagated without dropping one
of them. This means that we need a rich understanding of how changes between
two models influence each other, i.e., how their changes are propagated and when
this leads to problems. Fortunately, we already have this information in the form
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of our delta precedence graph that was introduced in Section 2.3.4. This graph depicts an accurate representation of the state of consistency between both models
w.r.t. to our TGG. As such, it shows which TGG rule applications are still intact,
which have become broken due to a user change and which are incomplete due
to a newly added set of elements. Already, we showed in Section 2.3.4 and Chapter 3 that this information in the form of annotations within the precedence graph
can be used to infer the necessary consistency restoration steps. For example, a
consistent deletion of all created source (target) elements of a TGG rule must be
propagated by removing the corresponding target (source) elements together with
any now dangling correspondence links. However, due to the nature of concurrent
synchronization and as seen before, we cannot naïvely apply a crosswise propagation when faced with contradictory user changes. Fortunately, the precedence graph
also depicts all dependencies between specific TGG rule applications. Combining
both the information about how to react to specific changes on one side and how
TGG rule applications depend on one another, we can plan ahead on how to propagate each change for itself. Knowing the planned propagation steps in advance,
we can use this information to analyse whether a step would contradict another
one and thereby implement a conflict detection that requires less modifications of
the models. Above that, this analysis enables us to present and explain a conflict
appropriately, making the result of the analysis transparent. Configurability is also
achieved along the way since conflicts can be given to a modeller who then decides on how to resolve each of them, implementing their own synchronization
plan. Finally, we will also show that scalability can be achieved by evaluating a
complex example for increasing model sizes and non-trivial conflicts.
4.3

Conflict Detection

In this chapter, we will present various kinds of conflicts and explain how they
can be detected reliably using a delta precedence graph. Specifically, we will identify
four major types of conflicts, namely Delete-Preserve, Correspondence-Preservation,
Attribute and Multiplicity conflicts. We will present examples to demonstrate how
each of these conflicts can be detected and pick them up again in the next section, where we discuss conflict resolution strategies. Before we start, however, we
want to highlight one important prerequisite that we will assume throughout this
chapter. The changes on each side (source or target) must lie in the language of
the (source or target) projection of our TGG. This means that the changes must
be propagatable, given that there are no user induced changes on the opposite
side. Of course, in practise, we may encounter such situations in which consistency cannot always be restored entirely. While tolerating inconsistencies is, in
general, a desirable trait, it makes the task of concurrent model synchronization
even more complex. We, thus, postpone an extension of our presented approach
with this feature to future works.
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Figure 4.7: Example: Delete-Preserve Conflict with Added Edge

4.3.1 Delete-Preserve Conflict
The first kind of conflict is referred to as a Delete-Preservation conflict. It occurs
when one modeller alters a model to remove information, e.g., by deleting several elements. In contrast, another modeller uses the same information and, thus,
wants to see it preserved. The key idea behind this kind of conflict is that deletions of elements often lead to deletions of corresponding elements in the opposite
model. However, if another modeller decides to use those to-be-deleted elements
from the opposite model and extends them with information (e.g., by adding new
edges or altering an attribute), then we cannot propagate both changes at the
same time. The deletion cannot be propagated as this would also mean deleting
elements in the opposite model, thereby removing the newly added information
that stems from another modeller. At the same time, we cannot propagate the
newly added information if the corresponding elements have been removed and
are no longer present. Consequently, this means that we encountered a situation
where the intentions between the changes in both models do not align and where
a simple crosswise propagation of both changes is not executable.
Figure 4.7 depicts an example for such a case. On the Java side, we have a Type t1 ,
which is the super-Type of Type t2 . Furthermore, Type t1 contains a Field f3 and
Type t2 contains a Method m4 , which again contains a Parameter p5 . Each element
has a corresponding element on the documentation side in the form of two Docs
d1 and d2 , each containing an Entry, namely e3 and e4 . Note that the Parameter
p5 corresponds to its Method’s Entry e4 . Besides that, there is a Glossary g7 , which
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contains a Glossary Entry ge6 that is referenced by the Entry e3 . Both Java and
documentation model are now independently altered, e.g., by two distinct modellers. One modeller decides to remove the Type t2 and its Method m4 together with
the Parameter p5 . The other modeller decides to add a new reference between the
Entry e4 and the Glossary Entry ge6 . As we can see on the right, these changes
are represented in the precedence graph. The rule applications ST2 , M4 and P5 have
been annotated with “-” on the Java (source) side, which means that all created
source elements were deleted. At the same time, a new gEntries edge between
the Entry e4 and the Glossary Entry ge6 has been added on the documentation
side, which results in the new precedence graph node GL10 . The node has a “+”-annotation on the target side, which indicates that the created target elements have
recently been added anew, while the “u” indicates that this change has not been
propagated yet.
The presented situation, in fact, constitutes a conflict since the deletion of both
Method m4 and Parameter p5 must be met with a deletion of their corresponding
counterparts on the documentation side, namely Entry e4 . However, due to the
change on the documentation side, e4 is now referenced by the Glossary Entry
ge6 . The corresponding gEntries edge has just been added and, thus, was not
propagated yet as is represented by the GlossaryLink-Rule application GL10 . Remember that deleting an element means to implicitly delete all its adjacent edges
with it. Hence, deleting e5 would mean to also delete the newly added edge from
ge6 to e5 , which results in (unintentionally) dropping the change on the documentation side. Going the other way around would hide this issue as a propagation of
the gEntries edge has no effects on the Java side and would solely mark the edge
as translated. Propagating the deletions from the Java side, we would delete the
gEntries without detecting a conflict as it was already translated without side effects. Previously, we have seen this issue for a scenario with deletions on one side
and an attribute change on the other. Here, we encounter the same problem with
an added edge. The issue arises due to the structure of our models, which both
contain information that is not present in the other model. A propagation will,
thus, have no measurable effect and leads to the above-described problem. These
situations are, in fact, not uncommon as it is quite natural to have different models
describing specific parts of a system. Consequently, this means that each model
does not necessarily have to contain the information of the whole system and that
different models may not overlap entirely in their contained information. Hence,
the described detection issue may arise frequently and, thus, has to be solved
to implement a reliable conflict detection. In fact, keenly investigating our precedence graph, we can detect this conflict reliably by searching for “-”-annotations.
If a precedence graph node has been annotated in such a way, then we have to take
a closer look at its children. In case that any of them have a “+”-annotation on
the opposite side, we are certain of having found a Delete-Preserve conflict since
the newly added elements would never be translatable if the context provided by
their parent is being removed. This means that the changes on the source side of
Method-Rule application M4 and GlossaryLink-Rule application GL10 are in conflict as highlighted in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.8: Example: Delete-Preserve Conflict with Partial Deletion

Figure 4.8 depicts another scenario in which a Delete-Preserve conflict arises. It
consists of three Types t1 , t2 and t3 on the Java side, where t2 is a sub-Type of
t1 and contains a Field f3 . On the documentation side, we find corresponding
structures in the form of three Docs d1 , d2 and d3 , where d2 contains an Entry e4
that corresponds to the Field f4 . Furthermore, there is a hyperRefs edge between
d1 and d2 . Now, on the Java side, the Type t3 is removed along with its Field
f4 , while on the documentation side a new hyperRefs edge is added between d2
and d3 , while the former hyperRefs edge between d1 and d3 is being removed.
Again, these changes are represented in our precedence graph as annotations. First,
we can see that rule applications ST2 and F4 have been annotated with “-” due to
the deletion of Type t2 and Field f4 . This means that all created elements of this
rule application were deleted on the source side. In a sequential synchronisation
scenario, we would react to this change by deleting the Doc d2 and its Entry e4
along with their correspondence links to restore consistency. Here, however, we
can see that on the documentation side, the SubType-Rule application has also
been altered by removing some created elements but not all of them, as indicated
with “/”. More specifically, the former hyperRefs edge was removed, and a new
one was added, which would make it necessary to exchange the corresponding
inheritance relationship between the Types t1 and t2 with another between t3 and
t2 . This explains the newly emerged SubType-Rule application ST2 ’, which indicates an alternative translation of t2 with t3 as a new super-Type.
Obviously, this situation also shows a Delete-Preserve conflict since the propagation of the deletions would also remove the Doc d2 , and thus the newly added
hyperRefs edge. At the same time, we cannot propagate the newly added hyperRefs edge unless we omit the deletion of the Type t2 . Indeed, there are situations
where the opposite side of a rule application has also become broken due to a
partial deletion. However, the modeller who applied these changes apparently
intended to preserve at least some information, which is why the intentions of
both modellers do not match. Hence, without intervention, we cannot keep both
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changes. As for the last example, we can detect this conflict by investigating our
precedence graph and searching for situations where the created elements of a rule
application were deleted entirely (“-”). If we find an “/”-annotation on the opposite side, then we have detected a conflict since one user wanted to delete all
elements, while another preserved at least some of them. For our example, this
means that the SubType-Rule application ST2 and ST2 ’ form the conflict as depicted in Fig. 4.8.
Even more, we can also encounter application condition violations (“n”) on the
opposite side of a “-”-annotation. These can emerge e.g., due to an added edge
that violates a filterNAC. Figure 4.9 depicts an example of such a case. It shows
two Types t1 and t2 on the Java side, where t2 contains a Field f3 . On the documentation side, there are two corresponding Docs d1 and d2 with d2 containing
an Entry e3 that corresponds to f3 . As in the last example, we delete both t2 and
f3 on the Java side. On the documentation side, however, we create a hyperRefs
edge between d1 and d2 . The precedence graph on the right depicts these changes
with the expected “-”-annotations on the source side of the rule applications T2
and F3 . At the same time, the target side of T2 has been marked with “n” since the
newly added hyperRefs has violated a filterNAC, which led to a newly emerged
SubType-Rule application ST2 . This new rule application tells us that there is an
alternative rule application pending, but due to the “*”-annotation, it cannot be
propagated as long as d2 is still marked by T2 . Both the violation of the application condition and the newly emerged alternative (but incomplete) rule application ST2 indicate that there were changes on the documentation side that use and
alter the Doc d2 . Hence, we cannot be sure that its deletion due to the propagation
of the Java side changes is intended. This means that the actual conflict is formed
by ST2 and T2 as depicted in Fig. 4.9.
Note that for the last two examples, we detected new alternative rule applications that were represented in our precedence graph as nodes with a “*”-annotation. In fact, these generally emerge when elements are altered such that they
have to be translated differently and can be detected as domain pattern matches
(cf. Section 2.3.3) using incremental graph pattern matching. As stated before, the
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premise of our approach is that changes on both sides have to be propagatable. In
other words, this means that the altered model has to be part of a triple graph that
can be created using our TGG rules. Hence, detecting a change where elements of
a formerly intact rule application were deleted partially or if an application condition was violated, we know that an alternative rule application has to exist that
can replace the now broken one. Otherwise, the change cannot be propagated,
which we precluded before. This result is very significant. It tells us that we do
not necessarily have to check for “/”- and “n”-annotations to detect a conflict but
can rely on emerging alternative rule applications only. At first glance, this might
not seem important since we now have two alternative ways for this case; but,
relying on “n”-annotations only is, in fact, not as reliable. Remember that these annotations emerge due to the violation of application conditions such as filterNACs
or PAC-based look-aheads [40] and that these are not expressive enough to circumvent dead-end situations for every kind of TGG ruleset. Hence, solely relying on
detecting application condition violations, we could miss a Delete-Preserve conflict.
Summarizing our observations from before, we can detect Delete-Preserve conflicts by searching for “-”-annotations within our precedence graph’s nodes. In the
following, we assume that we encountered this annotation on the created source
side. Hence, we check the target side’s annotations1 :
[ - | # ] Encountering an attribute change on the target side that violates the rule’s
postcondition, we can easily see that both changes cannot persist simultaneously. Propagating the deletion of the source elements by deleting all
created target elements will consequently also delete the element containing
the changed attribute. In contrast, the attribute cannot be propagated when
the opposite side has been deleted. Hence, we have found a conflict since
we have either to revoke the attribute change or the deletion of the source
side.
[ - | n ] Violations of these application conditions are violations of a filterNAC. Such
violations occur only in situations where an edge has been added anew,
which makes it necessary to translate the elements of the broken rule application differently to before. If this happens, we have a strong indication
that the modeller on the target side wanted to preserve the elements there
since he made changes that directly affect them. Propagating “-”, however,
would delete the remaining elements on the target side and, thus, stand in
direct conflict with the target change. As discussed before, however, searching solely for application condition violations is no reliable way to determine
a Delete-Preserve conflict.
[ - | / ] In case that the target side was only partially deleted, some elements do
persist. This means that the modeller who made the changes to the target
side wanted some elements to remain in the model. Otherwise, they would
have deleted all of them just as the modeller on the source side did. Propagating the deletion from the source side, we would delete the remaining
target elements, which conflicts with the target change.
1

As before, the opposite direction works analogously when “-” is encountered on the target side.
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[ - | - ] For the sake of completeness, encountering a consistent deletion on the
target side would mean that both modellers had the same intentions. Thus,
no conflict arises.
Note that the annotations “/”, “n” and “#” can appear alongside each other on
either source or target side as they are not mutually exclusive. In such a case, they
are all part of the conflict.
Only investigating the opposite side’s annotations does not suffice, as we have
seen before. Additionally, we have to investigate whether a child of the currently
investigated node has emerged anew or whether there is a new sibling that indicates an alternative rule application for the currently investigated one:
[ u | + ] Finding this annotation on a child of the broken rule application means that
new elements were added. However, the parent’s “-” annotation indicates
that we have to delete its remaining created target elements. Yet, these are
needed to translate the newly added elements in the child rule application.
Hence, both the source change of the parent and the target change in this
child stand in conflict with each other.
[ u | * ] There are two scenarios in which such a node can conflict with another
one that has a “-”-annotation. First, if it is a child of the investigated node,
we detected a pending alternative rule application, which needs the created
elements of the broken parent node. Propagating the deletion of the parent
would consequently also delete the context needed to propagate the alternative rule application, which constitutes a conflict.
The second scenario is that the emerged alternative rule application is, in
fact, a sibling of the currently investigated one. This means that while the
source side changes indicate a complete deletion of the target elements, apparently another modeller intended to alter the target elements such that
they become part of another rule application. Thus, this also constitutes a
conflict.
Conflict Scope Regarding Delete-Preserve conflicts, the information about
which changes conflict with each other is not always sufficient to resolve the conflict. In Fig. 4.10, we have not only highlighted the conflict of our first example
from above but also what we call a conflict scope. It contains the conflict itself and,
above that, depicts which changes depend on its resolution. To demonstrate this
concept, reconsider our example from above, in which we deleted not only the
Method m4 but also its containing Type t2 and m4 ’s Parameter p5 . We detected
that the deletion of Method m4 stands in conflict with the creation of the gEntries
edge between the Entry e4 and Glossary Entry ge6 . Without diving too much
into conflict resolution (which is postponed to the next section), we know that
both changes can not exist simultaneously without our intervention. An easy resolution strategy would be to drop the conflicting change on the source or the
target side and then propagate the remaining changes. However, when doing so,
we must consider the implications of our choices on other performed changes. For
example, if we decide not to delete the Method m4 , it is unclear whether we should
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Figure 4.10: Example: Delete-Preserve Conflict with Conflict Scope

still proceed with deleting its Parameter p5 . This is quite interesting since Parameter-Rule application P5 was not directly involved in the conflict. Still, depending
on how we resolve it, we may have to consider what to do with this specific
change. At this point, it would be unclear if a modeller would want to preserve
Parameter p5 along with its Method m4 or if it can be deleted nonetheless as it is
not part of the conflict. This means that the main idea behind conflict scopes is to
give modellers enough information about the immediate vicinity around a conflict such that they can make an optimal choice. Interestingly, the SubType-Rule
application ST2 is also part of the conflict scope. The reason for this is similar, but
its impact is different. Consider again that we decided not to delete the Method m4 .
This implies that we should also not delete its containing Type t2 since our precedence graph tells us that Method-Rule application M4 depends on SubType-Rule
application ST2 . In contrast to our former case, we do not expect user intervention in this case. However, it is still of paramount importance to present modellers
with enough information to assess which impact their decision will have on the
resulting models.
To calculate a conflict scope, we first add the actual conflict to it. Then, we take
the precedence graph node that is annotated with “-” and check whether its children
or parents also contain a “-” on the same side. If this is the case, then we add
these precedence graph nodes to the scope and perform the same operation for each
newly added node until we are finished.
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4.3.2 Correspondence-Preservation Conflict
The second kind of conflict is called Correspondence-Preservation. In comparison
with the formerly presented Delete-Preserve conflict, it describes a more challenging kind of conflict that goes beyond deletion vs preservation. These conflicts
are caused by more complex changes than those we encountered before and are
related to Chapter 3, which introduced the concept of short-cut rules to resolve
complex model changes in a least-changing manner. The main difference between
a Delete-Preserve and a Correspondence-Preservation conflict is that for the latter, we
do not expect to find consistent deletions on one side. Instead, it comprises rule
applications that have become broken on both source and target sides, while at
least some created elements on both sides remain intact.
Figure 4.11 depicts an example for such a case. It consists of three Types t1 , t2
and t3 on the Java side, where t2 is a sub-Type of t3 . These Types correspond
to three Docs d1 , d2 and d3 on the documentation side. Furthermore, there is a
Method m4 together with a Parameter p5 that are contained within Type t3 and
which correspond to an Entry e4 that is contained within Doc d3 . As before, two
modellers decide to change both models individually. The first moves the Method
m4 and its Parameter p5 from Type t3 to t1 . This means that the methods between
t3 and m4 is deleted, and a new one between t1 and m4 is created. At the same
time, the other modeller changes the documentation side in a very similar way.
He relocates the Entry e4 from Doc d3 to d2 , thereby, deleting the former entries
edge and creating a new one between d2 and e4 . Both changes are represented in
our precedence graph on the right. First, note that the formerly intact Method-Rule
application M4 is now broken as represented by its delta precedence graph node. The
“/”-annotation on both the source and target side indicates that some but not
all created elements were deleted. Having a look at Method-Rule, we can easily
see that the Method m4 and its corresponding Entry e4 together with their corre-
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spondence link are still intact. However, the connection to its former context was
violated. Also, two new precedence graph nodes have emerged, showing that each
change led to two new possible alternative Method-Rule applications M4 ’ and M4 ”
due to the changed context of both m4 and e4 . Their “*”-annotation indicates that
a simple propagation cannot be executed since not all elements are considered
completely new. This makes sense as we have not yet processed the formerly intact rule application M4 and, thus, it still marks both m4 and e4 , which prevents us
from retranslating these elements. Also note that the Parameter-Rule application
P5 has a dependency to M4 ’ and M4 ” since they represent alternative rule applications that provide Method m4 and Entry e4 as context elements, respectively. It
is also noteworthy that P5 is unaffected from the relocation of both m4 and e4 as it
only presumes a Method and its corresponding Entry as context without needing
additional knowledge about their containment relationship as well.
As before, let us investigate why this situation constitutes an actual conflict. For
this purpose, we focus on the changes on the Java side first. Remembering our
results from Chapter 3, we know that the relocation of a Method to another Type
can be propagated by a similar change on the documentation side that relocates
the corresponding Entry accordingly. Figure 4.12 depicts two short-cut propagation
rules that perform this transformation where MoveMethod-Forward-Rule propagates the relocation of a Method to the documentation side and MoveMethod-Backward-Rule does the same backwards for a relocated Entry. Attempting to
apply MoveField-Forward-Rule, however, will not be possible in this case due to
the rule’s precondition that has to be met beforehand. It states that in order to
relocate the Entry e4 , there must first be an actual entries edge between the Type
t2 and e4 . Yet, this edge was already removed due to a user change on the documentation side when the Entry e4 was relocated to the Doc d3 . Consequently, we
encounter the same issue when applying MoveMethod-Backward-Rule to relocate
the Method m4 . Naïvly, we could ask why we actually have to make sure that the
entries edge is present before we delete it. If it has already been deleted, then
our synchronization would have one step less to perform. Following this train of
thought, though, we would create another entries edge between d1 and be done
with it. Yet, the result is a documentation model that is no longer part of any triple
graph that can be created using our TGG, meaning that this model has no equal
representative on the Java side and cannot be entirely translated. Hence, consistency can no longer be restored as no rule can handle an Entry that is referenced
by two separate Docs.
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Finally, the actual conflict is also depicted in Fig. 4.11 and highlights the rule
applications that are part of this conflict. Obviously, Method-Rule application M4
has to be part of it since it was the target of changes on both sides. Besides that,
the alternative applications M4 ’ and M4 " are also part of this conflict since they
“explain” or mark the same elements as M4 but are mutually exclusive as long
as the Method m4 and Entry e4 correspond to one another. Hence, resolving this
conflict would mean dropping the relocation on either or both sides. Alternatively, we could, of course, also delete the correspondence between both elements,
making them independent elements. This would remove M4 and make M4 ’ and
M4 ” both be completable by independently translating Method m4 into an Entry
e4 ’ and, similarly, translating Entry e4 into a Method m4 ’. Generally speaking, this
operation is not likely to be desired as elements that correspond to each other
would normally stay that way throughout their lifetime. This explains the naming
of this conflict since (usually) this conflict cannot be resolved by preserving both
changes at once without disconnecting the correspondence relationship.
Let us investigate another example depicted in Fig. 4.13 before discussing how
this kind of conflict is detected in general. In its initial state, this example looks
similar to the one described above. It consists of three Types t1 , t2 and t3 where t3
additionally contains a Method m4 together with a Parameter p5 . On the documentation side, we find three corresponding Docs d1 , d2 and d3 where d3 contains an
Entry e4 that corresponds to both m4 as well as p5 . Now, the Java side is changed
by adding an inheritance relationship between Types t1 and t2 . On the documentation side, a hyperRefs edge is added between d1 and d3 . Again, both changes
are represented in our precedence graph on the right. In comparison to our previous
example, we did not encounter any deletions, explaining the absence of “-” and
“/”-annotations. Instead, the Type-Rule application T2 has been annotated with
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“n” on both sides. This indicates that an application condition has been violated
on each side, which in both cases were filter NACs (cf. Fig. 2.18). The intuition
behind this inconsistency is that the Type t2 and Doc d2 were part of a Type-Rule
application T2 , which correlates root-Types and root-Docs. If either one or both of
them become subelements instead, then this means that we may find either a subTypes or a hyperRefs edge, for which we have no rule that can mark them. The
reason for this is that subTypes and hyperRefs edges must be marked together
with their targeted subelements, e.g., using SubType-Rule. This explains the new
precedence graph nodes ST2 ’ and ST2 ", which have “*”-annotations and, thus, represent alternative rule applications to replace T2 .
While this explains the inconsistency itself, we have yet to understand why this is
an actual conflict. Recall that in Chapter 3, we were able to construct a short-cut
rule that transformed an application of Type-Rule into another SubType-Rule application (cf. Fig. 3.11). Applying this rule onto a root-Type and its corresponding
root-Doc, we can make them subelements of another parent-Type and its corresponding parent-Doc. Operationalizing it, we were able to obtain short-cut propagation rules that were able to propagate a new subTypes edge to the documentation side by creating a hyperRefs edge and vice versa. While we were not able
to apply a short-cut propagation rule in the last example, here, they are applicable,
and both changes are seemingly propagatable. This is mainly because transforming a root element into a subelement does not involve the deletion of elements.
These elements would be part of the rule’s precondition (as seen above), and the
rule would not be applicable when those elements were already deleted on the
opposite side. Here, however, we can only see that the application conditions of
Type-Rule application T2 were violated and that a new edge was added on both
sides. Now, applying TypeToSubType-Forward-Rule and TypeToSubType-Backward-Rule to propagate both newly added edges to the opposite side, we would
reach an inconsistent state. This would lead to Type t2 being a sub-Type of the
Types t1 and t3 at the same time, while the same holds for the Doc d2 on the opposite side. Our TGG, however, is not able to explain or parse this triple any longer
as no sequence of TGG rules can create a Type or Doc, respectively, which are contained within more than one parent. Hence, this situation shows an actual conflict,
where the complex changes on both sides contradict each other. Recalling our results from Chapter 3, this might seem like a major flaw of short-cut rules; but,
remember that these were designed and proven for sequential synchronization
scenarios, only. Hence, although we leave this to future work, operationalizing
short-cut rules for concurrent synchronisation purposes might include further application conditions that avoid this issue. Nonetheless, this example shows that
not only deletions may be in conflict with each other but that there are also conflicts stemming from apparently “harmless” creations. Finally, this means that the
conflict consists between Type-Rule application T2 and SubType-Rule applications
ST2 ’ and ST2 ”.
Generally, we have to check for inconsistencies on both sides of a rule application
where a complex edit was performed. As for Delete-Preserve conflicts, however, we
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cannot rely on detecting application condition violations. Instead, we have to use
and analyse newly emerged precedence graph nodes on whether they are a sibling of
another already existing node and represent an alternative rule application. These
siblings indicate that the changes on this side make it necessary to translate some
elements anew using a different context. If we find such siblings representing both
source and target side changes, we have found a (potential) conflict. Of course, if
we have detected complex edits on both the source and target sides, these changes
might correspond to each other. This means that a repair (cf. Section 4.5) step is
needed to try mapping both changes onto another such that the broken rule application vanishes and two pending and incomplete alternative rule applications
become one consistent one. Yet, as long as this does not happen or the repair step
is not successful, we have to consider these situations as a conflict to the best of
our knowledge.
4.3.3 Attribute Conflict
The third kind of conflict is the Attribute conflict. They are caused by changing
correlated attributes such that they do no longer correspond to one another. Figure 4.14 depicts a small example of such a conflict. On the Java side, we have a
Type t1 , which contains a Method m2 that contains a Parameter p3 . Each of these elements has a representation on the documentation side in the form of a Doc d1 and
an Entry e2 , where the latter corresponds to both m2 as well as p3 . As we can see,
there have been several attribute changes. First, the name of Method m2 has been
changed from "remove" to "removeAll" and the name of Parameter p3 has been
changed from "element" to "elements". On the documentation side, the name of
Entry e2 was changed from "remove" to "delete". These changes are shown as annotations within our precedence graph on the right. The precedence graph node for the
Method-Rule application M2 has been annotated with “#” on both the source and
the target side. In contrast, the Parameter-Rule application P3 has another annotation, namely “(#)”, which also indicates an attribute change that did not cause an
attribute condition violation. Comparing Method-Rule with Parameter-Rule, we
can see that the latter has no attribute condition at all. Hence, changing the name
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of a Parameter will have no (negative) effect regarding the overall consistency of
our models. Yet, Method-Rule contains an attribute condition stating that both the
created Method and its corresponding Entry have to share the same name. In our
example, this is clearly no longer the case and propagating the new Method’s name
to its corresponding Entry would overwrite its new name and vice versa. If the attributes of both Method m2 and Entry e2 would have been changed such that they
still have a common name, then there is no inconsistency, and both changes correspond to one another. Having found a precedence graph node with “#”-annotations
on both sides, we have to investigate whether they are part of the same attribute
condition. In case that they are not, we can resolve this by crosswise propagating these attribute changes. If they are part of the same attribute condition, both
changes stand in conflict, and we have to pick one side since both cannot coexist.
Consequently, this means that the conflict consists of the single rule applications
that were target of contradicting attribute changes on both sides.
4.3.4 Multiplicity Conflict
The fourth and final kind of conflict is called Multiplicity conflict. It occurs in situations where the propagation of changes would violate multiplicity constraints (i.e.
cardinalities) of our metamodel. Remember that our premise is that the changes
on both the source and target side should lead to source and target models, respectively, that are part of a triple graph creatable with our TGG. This means
that we do not consider cases where a modeller violates any cardinalities directly. However, having changes on both source and target side simultaneously,
there are situations where apparently the changes are not directly in conflict with
each other but lead to cardinality or multiplicity violations because too many
edges are created or removed during propagation. In general, this kind of conflict only occurs when we encounter cardinalities that do not allow for arbitrary
numbers of elements. To demonstrate this, we extended our metamodel in this
chapter with the classes JavaDoc and Annotation. While a Method may contain
one to three JavaDocs, an Entry may contain zero to two Annotations. Note that
this is a new kind of conflict, whose detection and resolution was not included
in our previous work on concurrent model synchronisation [43]. Now, consider
the following example of an upper bound violation depicted in Fig. 4.15. It consists of a Type t1 containing a Method m2 , which itself contains a Parameter p3
and a JavaDoc j4 . On the documentation side, we find corresponding elements
in the form of a Doc d1 containing an Entry e2 and an Annotation a4 . As before, two modellers decide to change these models where one modeller adds a
new JavaDoc j5 to Method m2 , while the other creates a new Annotation a6 on
the documentation side and adds it to Entry e2 . Both changes are represented
in our precedence graph on the right. Note that JavaDoc-Rule contains an attribute
condition stating that both the JavaDoc’s comment and Annotation’s value have
to match. Obviously, this means that the JavaDoc j5 and Annotation a6 may not
be mapped onto another, i.e., we cannot create a correspondence link between
them. Hence, propagating these changes means translating each element independently. Doing so, we would translate j5 by applying JavaDoc-Foward-Rule and
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creating a corresponding Annotation a5 underneath Entry e2 . In the opposite direction, we would translate a6 by applying JavaDoc-Backward-Rule and creating
a new JavaDoc j6 . As a result, we now have three JavaDocs underneath Method
m2 , which is fine considering that a Method may contain between one and three
JavaDocs. On the documentation side, however, we now find three Annotations
underneath the Entry e2 , while only up to two are allowed. This clearly violates
the multiplicities posed by the documentation metamodel and, thus, constitutes a
conflict between both additions.
Having a closer look at our precedence graph, we can again detect this conflict
without the need to actually altering the model by "try and error". As can be
seen, we do not have any broken rule applications in this example but two newly
emerged precedence graph nodes that represent yet unpropagated additions as indicated with “+”. Remember that these nodes represent new matches detected
by an incremental graph pattern matcher, which tell us about locations where
a propagation rule can be applied. This means that given the match and our
knowledge about the rule it corresponds to, we can anticipate the changes the
application of the rule would have to our model. More specifically, we can count
the number of edges created for each element if every pending propagation rule
application would actually be applied. Given the current number of edges that
already exist, we can add the number of planned additions and check whether
this would violate any multiplicity constraints. For our example, this would mean
the following: Both Method m2 and Entry e2 have two JavaDocs and Entries,
respectively. The incomplete JavaDoc-Rule application JD5 could be completed
using JavaDoc-Foward-Rule, which we know, would create a new Annotation
and connect it to Entry e2 via an annotations edge. Analogously, we can anticipate the changes made by completing JavaDoc-Rule application JD6 by using
JavaDoc-Backward-Rule, which would create another JavaDoc and connect it to
Method m2 via a javaDocs edge. Adding the number of planned edge creations to
the actual number of already existing edges for each element, we can deduce that
Method m2 would finally have three JavaDocs and Entry e2 three Annotations.
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Hence, by counting the edges, we can non-invasively find out whether these additions conflict with each other.
Figure 4.16 depicts another example that shows the violation of a lower bound.
Our example consists of a Type t1 that contains a Method m2 , which has a Parameter
p3 and two JavaDocs j4 and j5 . On the documentation side, we have a corresponding Doc d1 containing an Entry e2 and two Annotations a4 and j5 . Now, on the
source side, the JavaDoc j4 is being deleted and on the target side, the Annotation
a5 . These changes are depicted in the precedence graph on the right that shows the
consistent deletion of the source side of JavaDoc-Rule application JD4 and target
side of JD5 . The reaction to these changes would, of course, be to remove the
corresponding created elements on the opposite side, i.e., by applying an inverse
propagation rule. Doing so, we would delete the Annotation a4 as a reaction to
the deletion of JavaDoc j4 . Then, we would delete the JavaDoc j5 to propagate the
deletion of the Annotation a5 . As a result, the Entry e2 now has no annotations
left, which is fine w.r.t. our metamodel and the defined bounds of annotations
edges. Likewise, the Method m2 has also no JavaDocs underneath it. This, however,
is a violation of the lower bound defined for javaDocs edges since a Method must
at least contain one JavaDoc. Hence, we cannot propagate the changes of both
sides as this would lead us to an inconsistent state.
Just as before, we can detect this by first counting the already existing edges.
Here, we have one javaDocs edge connecting Method m2 with JavaDoc j5 and an
annotations edge connecting Entry e2 with Annotation a4 . Then, we analyse the
precedence graph annotations, which tell us that the JavaDoc-Rule application JD4
and JD5 have become broken due to consistent deletions on the target and source
side, respectively. In our last example, we had to analyse the future impact of a
translation step given an incomplete pending rule application with a “+”-annotation. Here, we are looking at formerly intact rule applications where the deletions
of all created elements of one side, annotated with “-”, have to be met with a deletion of all created elements of the opposite side. Hence, given the JavaDoc-Rule
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and the annotations, we can easily find out that the propagations of JD4 and JD5
would lead to the deletion of j5 and a4 , respectively. Additionally, their edges are
deleted that connected them with their parent, which means that the final planned
propagation result would be that Method m2 would have no JavaDocs and Entry
e2 no Annotations. Our metamodel, however, dictates that any Method must at
least contain one JavaDoc, which means that we have found a conflict.
Until now, we only dealt with changes where elements were added anew, or created elements of a rule application were deleted entirely. But of course, we might
also encounter more complex changes such as relocations of elements whose
propagation can also lead to the creation and deletion of edges. Figure 4.17 depicts such a case. This time our model looks a bit more complex but therefore
also contains more interesting changes. The Java side consists of Type t1 that contains the Method m2 and two JavaDocs j3 and j4 . Furthermore, there exists another
Type t5 containing another Method m6 , which contains the JavaDoc j7 . On the documentation side, we find the corresponding elements in the form of two Docs
d1 and d5 that contain the Entries e2 and e6 , respectively. While e2 contains the
Annotations a3 and a4 , e6 contains the Annotation a7 . Now, on the Java side, we
add a new JavaDoc j8 underneath Method m2 . At the same time, the documentation side is changed as well by adding a new Annotation a9 underneath Entry
e2 . Note that j8 ’s comment and a9 ’s value attribute are not equal, meaning they
cannot be handled by mapping them onto another, i.e., creating a correspondence
link between them. Additionally, the Annotation a3 is relocated from Entry e2 to
e6 , which means that its former annotations edge to e2 is replaced with a new
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one to e6 . Finally, the only Annotation of Entry e6 is removed entirely. As usual,
these changes are represented within our precedence graph on the right.
Let us start first by counting the currently existing edges. The Method m2 has
three outgoing annotations edges, while m6 only has one. On the opposite side,
the Entry e2 has two outgoing annotations edges since Annotation a3 has been
relocated. For that very reason, the Entry e6 has still one annotation left since its
formerly sole Annotation a7 was removed. Having accounted for all these edges,
we make our plan on how to propagate the changes that are represented as annotations in our precedence graph. The yet unfinished JavaDoc-Rule application
JD8 can be propagated by translating the newly added j8 . Applying its forward
propagation rule would mean to create a new outgoing annotations for the corresponding Entry of Method m2 , namely e2 . Symmetrically, the propagation of the
new Annotation a9 would lead to a new JavaDoc j9 underneath Method m2 . For m2
this means that we currently count four javaDocs edges and three annotations
edges for e2 . Continuing to investigate the precedence graph, we can see that the
JavaDoc-Rule application JD7 has become broken due to a consistent deletion of all
its created target elements. Knowing that the deleted Annotation a7 corresponded
to the JavaDoc j7 on the other side, we also know that propagating this change
would delete the j7 as well. Hence, the Method m6 would have no JavaDocs any
more, which would violate the lower bound of javaDocs edges. Furthermore, we
would detect a Multiplicity conflict between the changes around m2 and e2 since
the current number of edges plus the number of planned edge creation would violate the upper bounds of both javaDocs and annotations edges. We, thus, would
encounter several conflicts; but of course, the relocation of Annotation a3 has not
been dealt with, which means that we are not yet finished.
Having a close look at our precedence graph, we can see that the relocation of
a3 is represented by the formerly intact precedence graph node JD3 and the newly
emerged JavaDoc-Rule application JD3 ’. The “/”-annotation on the target side of
JD3 tells us that not all created elements were deleted, meaning some elements still
exist and are, thus, preserved. This is emphasised even more, considering that JD3 ’
has a “*”-annotation, which indicates an alternative translation of Annotation a3
using a different context. In Chapter 3, we introduced short-cut rules as a new kind
of TGG rule composition scheme to ultimately create least-changing propagation
rules. These rules are tailored to perform propagations when elements have to be
re-translated, but we do not want to delete the opposite side. Instead, a short-cut
rule performs the propagation while preserving information in both the source
and target domain. This being said, a short-cut propagate rule apt to propagate relocations of Annotations is depicted in Fig. 4.18. For this rule to be applicable,
several conditions must hold. First, the edge to its former Entry must be deleted,
which is ensured by using a NAC. Second, a yet untranslated annotations edge
must exist that connects the Annotation with a new Entry. Third and last, the
corresponding JavaDoc must still be intact w.r.t. its corresponding rule applications meaning that it is still contained within its former Method. Finding a match
for MoveAnnotation-Rule given the vanished consistency match belonging to the
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broken JavaDoc-Rule application JD3 , as explained in Section 3.4.2, we can again
count the planned edge creations and deletions. Here our MoveAnnotation-Rule
match would let us deduce that the JavaDoc j3 would be relocated from Method
m2 to m6 , i.e., its former javaDocs edge would be deleted and replaced by a new
one. Finally, this means that for m2 , we count three javaDocs edges and one for
m6 , which complies with the cardinality of the javaDocs edge. On the documentation side, however, Entry is planned to have three Annotations, which constitutes
a conflict as each Entry must at most contain two Annotations. In contrast, the
modifications around Entry e6 are unproblematic since it would only contain one
Annotation. As a final remark to this example, we would like to highlight that
complex changes such as relocations of elements that were already part of an
intact rule application may increase the size of the conflict, just as in this case.
While it is intuitive that the changes around Method m2 and Entry e2 are part
of the conflict, there are more participants. Specifically, the rule applications and
their propagations around Method m6 and Entry e6 are now dependent on the
choices made around the created elements of M2 . For example, if we decide to
not relocate the Annotation a3 but still delete a7 , we would receive another Multiplicity conflict as this would leave Method m6 without any JavaDocs left. Hence, we
must transitively add those rule applications to the conflict that represent alternative translations of elements of the conflict and, above that, those rule applications
that interact with them. Otherwise, a modeller would not have all the necessary
information about this conflict and how its resolution interacts with other parts
of the model.
In a nutshell, the detection mechanism works as follows: First, the edges of each
element are counted. Then, we traverse over all precedence graph nodes that emerged
anew or were annotated due to some recent change. For newly emerged nodes
with a “+”-annotation, we analyse the number of edges that would be created
for each element when using the appropriate TGG propagation rule for translation.
Remember that these nodes are based on domain pattern matches, which can be extended to propagation rule matches. When finding nodes with a “-”-annotation on
one side, we count the number of edges for each element that would be deleted by
propagating this deletion to the opposite side. For this purpose, we can analyse
the invalidated consistency pattern matches, which usually represent intact TGG
rule applications until a (user) change causes parts of our model to become in-
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consistent. By doing so, we can easily detect which nodes and especially edges
are to be deleted. Finally, for situations where we detected alternative rule applications, e.g., due to relocations, we search for short-cut propagation rule matches.
The idea behind this is very similar to how we manage newly emerged precedence
graph nodes with a “+”-annotation using TGG propagation rules, in that we can
analyse these matches w.r.t. which elements are to be deleted or created. These
numbers are summed up and compared against lower and upper bounds of their
respective edge type in the metamodel for each element. If a violation is detected,
we construct the conflict starting from the precedence graph node whose rule application created the element(s) who are the target of too many edge creations
or deletions. Every child precedence graph node that has either become broken due
to some change or emerged anew is added to the conflict. Last, if for any child
precedence graph nodes, we encounter other nodes that represent alternative rule
applications, we have to add these nodes together with their parent node and all
their siblings transitively to the conflict, too. This last step is most important since
relocations can cause Multiplicity conflicts to stretch over multiple parent nodes
since an edge is removed from one parent node to be added to another.
As a final remark, we would like to discuss special cases of our presented Multiplicity conflict detection. First, our explanations above are limited to the analysis of
three kinds of precedence graph nodes, namely those with a “+”, “*” and “-” annotation. While the first two can only emerge in one configuration with “u”, the latter
may have other annotations on the opposite side. Currently, we only consider
“-”-annotated nodes for this detection when the opposite side was not changed as
well. For example, in a case where we encounter a precedence graph node with both
a “-” and a “/”-annotation, it is not clear how to count the remaining edges on
both sides since both changes already contradict each other. In fact, this constitutes a Delete-Preserve conflict, which would be detected first. Resolving it, e.g., by
revoking the changes on one side, we would again be able to detect Multiplicity
conflicts reliably. An alternative way to deal with this situation would be to use
the knowledge on how to resolve conflicts (cf. Section 4.4). Therefore, we could
count the deletion and creation of edges for each resolution option and present
the user with information on whether the resolution of an inner conflict would
give rise to a surrounding Multiplicity conflict. Yet, this strategy might produce
results of great complexity in cases with multiple inner conflicts since we would
have to account for all possible combinations of inner conflict resolution.
There is also another limitation that is related to the former one. In our example, we have for every translatable element only one rule able to translate it. Even
more, we will always only encounter one domain pattern match for a newly added
element or for an element that was part of an intact rule application but could
now be translated differently. In general, however, this does not hold for all TGG
rulesets, and we have to deal with situations where there are multiple ways of
(re-)translating elements. Just as with the inner conflicts from before, we could
decide to count the edges for all combinations of propagation choices. Yet, again,
this might easily overburden modellers as the presented space of possible solu-
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tions grows exponentially with the number of alternative translation options. To
find an appropriate way of dealing with this issue is left to future work.
Finally, we like to point out that there are cases where Multiplicity conflicts cannot
be detected before any synchronisation activities took place. This is due to our
detection mechanism, which is based on the analysis of domain pattern matches.
These only arise when the necessary context is available. However, there are cases
where a propagation must first create this context such that these matches can appear and be processed. As a consequence, we may not always detect all conflicts
from the start. Yet, we argue that when changes are propagated top-down in the
precedence graph then we should be able to detect all Multiplicity conflicts before
their conflicting rule applications are processed. We leave the formal investigation
of this, however, to future works.
4.3.5 Conflict Overview
In the last chapters, we showed several kinds of conflicts that can occur and are
detectable using a precedence graph. Since the situations in which these conflicts
can occur are manifold, we want to provide another view to help make the detection process more comprehensible. Remember that conflicts always arise between
changes on the source and other changes on the target side. While these changes
are represented in our precedence graph, there are three different constellations or
patterns in our precedence graph that have to be thoroughly investigated to find
potential conflicts. Figure 4.19 depicts the first one, which consists of one precedence graph node only. In this constellation, we encounter changes on both the
source and target side that are represented by annotations within the very same
precedence graph node. Note that we do not consider “+” or likewise “*”-annotations because the opposite side of such an annotation is always a “u”-annotation,
which does not constitute a conflict. This leaves us with four annotations, for
which the only scenario that cannot yield a conflict is having consistent deletions
on both the source and target side (“-”). Having such a consistent deletion on one
side only, we can see that a partial deletion (“/”), application condition violations
(“n”) or any attribute change (“#”) will cause a Delete-Preserve conflict. Remembering our results from Section 4.3.1, this makes sense as deletion of all created
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Figure 4.20: Conflicts between Parent and Child Precedence Nodes

elements on one side would make it necessary to delete the opposite created elements as well. However, having any other considered annotations on the opposite
contradicts this since these changes altered some elements. Hence, the user intended to preserve at least some elements on this side. Another important case is
that of having any combination of partial deletions (“/”) and application condition violation (“n”). Here, we can see that these changes may potentially (highlighted using parentheses) cause a Correspondence-Preservation conflict. Remember
that Correspondence-Preservation conflicts arise when two complex changes2 , e.g.
such as relocations, contradict each other as was discussed in Section 4.3.2. Both
the “/” and the “n”-annotations show likewise promising candidates for the application of a short-cut rule (cf. Chapter 3). While our running example did never
actually depict an example where a partial deletion on one side corresponds to an
application condition violation on the other side, such a case might, in fact, exist.
This leaves us with potential conflicts when we encounter an attribute constraint
violation (“#”) at least on one side. Assuming that we encounter such an annotation on both sides, we indeed have detected an attribute conflict if both changes
are related by an attribute constraint, which can no longer be satisfied. The last
two cases include having a generic attribute change (“#”) on one side and a partial
deletion (“/”) or application condition violation (“n”) on the other. These cases
may cause a Delete-Preserve conflict if the propagation of the latter two would lead
to propagated deletions on the opposite side that would delete the element(s)
with the changed attribute(s).
Another constellation is depicted in Fig. 4.20. It shows a parent and child precedence node where the parent node is the target of source-side changes while the
child node is changed on the target side. As can be seen, we do not consider additions (“+”) on the parent node as it is not possible to encounter these on the
parent side and any of the other annotations on the opposite side of the child
node. This is because newly added information has not been propagated yet and,
thus, may not yet interact as context with changes on the target side. Of course,
the same does not hold for partial additions (“*”). These rule applications also
mark elements that existed prior to the modification and may thus be used as
context by other rule applications. Going from left to right through the table, we
2

In contrast to consistent deletions on one side, complex changes do not lead to entire revocations
of rule applications. Instead, the affected rule application’s elements (or remaining parts of it) are
being retranslated.
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Figure 4.21: Conflicts between Sibling Precedence Nodes

can see that it is obviously no problem to perform a consistent deletion of the target side of the child node while performing any other change on the source side
of its parent. This makes sense, considering that propagating this deletion would
erase the node itself, which will no longer use any context (changed or not) from
its parent nodes. Going forth, we can see that the next three columns are the same,
which means that these changes (“/”, “n” or “#”) on the target side of the child
node interact similarly with source changes in the parent node. Stepping through
each possible parent change, we can see that a consistent deletion (“-”) leads to
potential Delete-Preserve conflicts as it is unclear how child changes interact with
the now missing context. Note that we presume that the parent deletion itself is
consistent w.r.t. our TGG, which means that we can assume that the child could
be transformed, e.g., by using a short-cut rule, to deal with the missing context
elements. Changing the child node, however, we may find ourselves in a situation
where there is no short-cut rule that can propagate, e.g., a partial deletion, without the now missing context on the source side. Having a partial deletion (“/”),
application condition violation (“n”) or partial creation (“*”) on the source side
of the parent node may lead to deletions on the target side when these changes
are propagated. This, in turn, might again lead to Delete-Preserve conflicts if the
deleted elements are needed to propagate a similar change on the target side of
the child node. For attribute changes in the child node, the deleted context might
make it necessary to delete the affected node, which would drop the attribute
change and, thus, also constitutes a conflict. The last two columns follow a similar
argumentation on why a potential Delete-Preserve conflict may arise. Depending
on how the changes of the parent node are propagated, we may encounter situations where the missing context makes it impossible to propagate the target side
changes of the child. The only difference is that any (partial) additions (“+” and
“*”) on the child’s target side definitively will conflict with a consistent deletion
on the source side of their parent as this will delete all context.
The third and final constellation is depicted in Fig. 4.21. It depicts (potential)
conflicts that may arise between sibling precedence nodes. Usually, these do not
interfere directly with each other, but as we have seen before in Section 4.3.4, there
are situations where metamodel constraints are being violated. Thus, Multiplicity
conflicts are the only type of conflicts in this table. Apparently, they can arise for
every combination of source and target side change (in distinct precedence nodes
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that have a common parent) apart from attribute changes (“#”). As before, the
reason for this lies in our limitation on attribute constraints that cannot be used
to limit the applicability of a certain rule, e.g., by enforcing that a nodes name
must have a certain value to fulfil the rule’s preconditions. Hence, changing an
attribute will not lead to a different translation and consequently can neither lead
to new or deleted edges that would violate a metamodels cardinalities. For the
very same reason, all other combinations may lead to potential Multiplicity constraints. Assuming that each change is consistent w.r.t. our TGG, the combination
of user changes and their propagation may lead to the deletion or creation of
edges, possibly colliding with user changes.
4.4

Conflict Resolution

Armed with the knowledge of the last chapter, we now have a rich understanding of conflict causes and how conflicts can be detected by analysing a precedence
graph. Of course, this leaves us with investigating how a detected conflict can
be resolved so that ultimately our models become (increasingly) consistent again.
Remember that we demanded that each change on the source or respectively the
target side must be propagatable. This information should be of particular interest
to us as it tells us that we always can drop the opposite changes within a conflict.
Propagating the then remaining changes must by definition lead to a consistent
state. Yet, dropping the contradicting changes of another user might not always
be desired. This holds especially when both users added new information that
cannot be reconstructed from one side only. In that case this information would
be lost, which might or might not be the intended resolution. Hence, we have also
to consider solutions where conflicts are resolved by revoking several (but not all)
changes on both sides.
That being said, let us turn from this abstract discussion to a more concrete example on which we will show different conflict resolution strategies. Figure 4.22
depicts an example from before in which we detected a Delete-Preserve conflict. As
we can see, there are two Types t1 and t2 on the source side, where t1 contains a
Field f3 , while t2 contains a Method m4 and its Parameter p5 . On the opposite side,
we find the expected corresponding elements in the form of two Docs and two
Entries. Additionally, the target side consists of a Glossary g7 with one Glossary
Entry ge6 . Now, on the source side, the Type t2 is being deleted along with its contents. In contrast, the target side is also altered by adding interlinking the Entry e4
and the Glossary Entry ge6 via a gEntries edge. Having a look at the precedence
graph on the right, we can see the above-described structure together with the
changes. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, this situation constitutes a Delete-Preserve
conflict due to the way how consistent deletions are propagated. Here, this would
mean to propagate the deletion of Method m4 by deleting the corresponding Entry
e4 together with their correspondence link. Doing so, we would implicitly also
delete the newly added edge between Entry e4 and Glossary Entry ge6 . Also depicted, we can see the conflict scope, which (in this case) contains more elements
than those that are considered to be directly in conflict. More precisely, the actual
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Figure 4.22: Example: Delete-Preserve Conflict with Conflict Scope

conflicting changes are represented as annotations of the Method-Rule application M4 and GlossaryLink-Rule GL9 . Deciding step-wise on which elements to
preserve or delete, we could decide that we definitely want to delete the Type t2
that is created (or marked) by the SubType-Rule application ST2 . However, this
forces our decision with the remaining changes since deleting t2 would also imply to perform deletions of elements whose creation depended (transitively) on t2
being intact. Finally, we also consider the Parameter-Rule application P5 to be in
the conflict scope for a similar reason. If we decide to not delete the Parameter
p5 then, consequently, we may also not delete any elements that are needed for
P5 (transitively) to be considered consistent. This example shows a general aspect of conflict resolution, namely, that two (fine-granular) resolution steps may
influence each other when their rule applications are in a precedence relationship.
For the rest of our discussion on conflict resolution, we will stick with this example and discuss the other kinds of conflict abstractly. The reason for this is
that only Delete-Preserve conflicts can have a conflict scope that contains more elements than those that are directly in conflict. Consequently, this means that for
Correspondence Preservation and Attribute and conflicts, we only can decide to take
the changes from one side and drop the ones from the opposite side. Multiplicity
conflicts are a special case in that regard as choosing a certain subset of source
and target changes could also resolve the conflict. While we can do the same for
Delete-Preserve conflicts, we will see that (occasionally) there are more ways to
resolve these.
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Figure 4.23: Example: Take Source

Take Source & Take Target As stated before, each side’s changes must be
propagatable as long as there are no contradictory changes on the opposite side.
Naturally, this means that we can always resolve a conflict (scope) by revoking all
changes on one side. In our example, we have two options. First, we can decide to
drop all source side changes within the conflict scope or we drop the target side
changes. Figure 4.23 depicts the synchronized solution yielded when dropping
the target side changes and taking the source side ones. In this case, we delete
the new gEntries edge since as it would be deleted anyway when the deletion of
Method m4 is propagated. Having done so, there is no change on the target side
that would contradict our planned deletions on the source side. Hence, we can
propagate the deletion of Type t2 , Method m4 and Parameter p5 by deleting the
corresponding elements Doc d2 and Entry e4 .
Contrarily, we can take the target side changes and revoke all changes on the
source side. The synchronized result is depicted in Fig. 4.24. As can be seen, Type
t2 , Method m4 and Parameter p5 are still intact, while the new gEntries edge on
the target side was propagated. Note that this propagation has no effects on the
source side because the Glossary and its entries have no representation there.
Hence, applying GlossaryLink-Backward-Rule will only mark a gEntries edge as
translated so that it might be used as context by subsequentially applied rules.
Preserve Take Source and take Target might not always be the desired conflict
resolution option. Due to the revocation of all opposite changes, we might lose
some information that should rather be preserved instead of being dropped. For
this reason, we propose the strategy Preserve, which aims at resolving the conflict
without losing new information. Having a look at our precedence graph in Fig. 4.22,
we can see that creation of the new gEntries edge stands in direct conflict with
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Figure 4.24: Example: Take Target

the deletion of Method m4 . If we want to preserve new information then naturally
we must choose to not delete m4 and consequently to neither delete Type t2 . However, this leaves us with a pending choice regarding the deletion of Parameter p5 ,
which didn’t conflict with any target changes. This means that we can preserve
this change and delete this Parameter without any side-effects. The final synchronization result is depicted in Fig. 4.25 and shows a consistent triple. Note that the
deletion of this Parameter without deleting its Method may not yield the desired
result, e.g., a Method that adds an element to a list needs a Parameter with the
object that is to be added. For reasons like this, changes that are atomic, meaning
that all of them have to be applied or none, should be marked as such. While this
is out of scope for this thesis, supporting the definition of atomicity container for
changes and integrating them in our conflict detection and resolution framework
is definitely a promising feature for future work.
Delete Correspondences Another, however, more radical strategy to resolve a conflict is that of deleting all correspondence links. Having a look at our
example, we can see that the conflict arises due to the correspondence relationship between Method m4 and Entry e4 . As long as both are considered to be corresponding objects, we cannot propagate both changes at the same time. That
being said, we can of course also decide to erase this relationship, making each
object stand alone without an equal representative on the opposite side. Basically,
this means that we do no longer consider the deletion of three elements on the
source side and the addition of one edge on the target side. Instead, the entire
sub-hierarchy underneath Type t2 and Doc d2 , respectively, become unmarked el-
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Figure 4.25: Example: Preserve

ements that have to be propagated again. From the view of a synchronizer, these
elements can be considered to be entirely new and as such, become the target of
forward and backward propagation rules. The synchronization result after propagating these changes is depicted in Fig. 4.26. As can be seen, Type t2 , Method m4
and Parameter p5 have been deleted. Yet, we find another Type t2 ’ and Method
m4 ’ that correspond to Doc d2 and Entry e4 . Since there is no information about
Parameters on the target side, we find no Parameter p5 ’ on the source side that
could have been created during translation of target side elements. Also note that
the gEntries edge between Entry e4 and Glossary Entry ge6 was marked.
Other Resolution Strategies In general, it is challenging to provide predefined conflict resolution strategies that can compute any desired resolution result. Thus, it might be necessary for modellers to define their own custom resolution strategy. While this is of course possible, these strategies should adhere to
some rules to ensure that the final result is indeed consistent. First, the changes
that are in conflict with each other must be resolved by either picking one and
dropping the other or by deleting the correspondences so that each side becomes independently propagatable. Second, while our premise is that each side’s
changes are propagatable, the same must hold for the changes that remain after the conflict (scope) was resolved. While our previously introduced strategies
guarantee this, a modeller must achieve it on his own but may in turn implement
strategies that go beyond choosing which changes to keep and which to drop. For
example, he could add or move elements in order to resolve a conflict such that
both changes can still coexist.
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Figure 4.26: Example: Delete Correspondences

4.5

Consistency Restoration

Until now, we have discussed how synchronization conflicts can be detected without altering the models themselves beforehand. Yet, sometimes we may perceive
some changes to be in conflict when in fact they are not. This was for example
shown in Section 4.3.4, where we discussed the occurrence of multiplicity conflicts.
There, we encountered a situation where an element was added to each side, e.g.,
a JavaDoc on the source side and an Annotation on the target side, which could
not coexist because propagating both and creating corresponding elements on
the opposite side would violate metamodel constraints. However, another viable
option would be to determine if these elements correspond to one another and
whether we just have to create the missing correspondence links to reestablish
consistency. Thus, we will present an approach that finds corresponding elements
for a given triple graph and a set of changes. Remembering our results from
Chapter 3, some changes might be more complex in nature and go beyond finding out which newly added elements correspond to one another. This could be
the case when formerly intact rule applications are altered on both source and
target side such that they become inconsistent, while still preserving some elements. Finding out that the changes on both source and target side correspond
to each other cannot be done with the previously introduced short-cut propagation
rules but needs a new kind of short-cut consistency check rules. Last but not least, we
discuss how all discussed model synchronization techniques from this thesis can
be seen as components that may be orchestrated to obtain customized concurrent
model synchronizers.
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Figure 4.27: Type Consistency Check Rules

4.5.1 Local Consistency Check
A particularly challenging problem when dealing with concurrent changes is to
find out whether some changes already correspond to one another. In cases like
these, we might not want to simply translate an element and thus create a corresponding element on the opposite side. Instead, we might want to determine
whether such an element already exists and create, e.g., the missing correspondence links between them. The complexity of this task that we refer to as Consistency Check is that we may find many possible combinations between elements
of both sides, which can lead to a combinatorial explosion of possible pairs and
thus an exponential runtime behavior. In his dissertation, Leblebici [81] formally
introduced a TGG-based Consistency Check algorithm that employs a combination
of pattern matching and ILP to solve this task. More specifically, the work was focussed on finding an optimal mapping between source and target side elements,
where optimal means that as many elements as possible are being mapped. Therefore, he introduced consistency check TGG rules as a new kind of operationalization,
which assumes source and target side elements to pre-exist, while correspondence
links are to be created. Figure 4.27 depicts TypeToDoc-ConsistencyCheck-Rule
and SubTypeToDoc-ConsistencyCheck-Rule, which create correspondence links
between Types and Docs. Similar to consistency patterns, we can equip consistency
check rules with application conditions such as filterNACs or PAC-based look-aheads [40] to reduce the search space of possible combinations. This can, in fact,
reduce the number of found consistency check TGG rule matches without altering
the nature of our TGG specification, which can increase the performance significantly [81, 40]. However, this might hinder us from finding the desired solutions
in cases where both models are not consistent with each other, as we will discuss
in the upcoming concrete example below.
In order to find an optimal mapping, consistency check TGG rules have to executed repeatedly to create all possible mappings (via correspondence links) between elements on both sides until no new mapping candidates are generated.
Therefore, an incremental pattern matcher is employed to find the preconditions
of these rules efficiently. Note that this process might not terminate in situations
where the creation of correspondence links leads to new consistency check TGG
rule matches equal to others found before in an endless manner. Hence, to avoid
applying these matches redundantly, we have to make sure that these matches
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are filtered [81]. Having found all possible mappings, the resulting triple graph
will very unlikely by consistent w.r.t. our TGG, e.g., when one element should
be mapped to one other element on the opposite side. In cases like these, we
have to figure out, which mappings to preserve and which to drop. For this purpose, Leblebici proposes to use ILP solving, where each applied consistency check
rule application is represented as an optimization variable that can either be zero
or one. If it is zero, then this rule application is being dropped and its created
correspondence links are being revoked. In case it is one, these links are being
preserved. Equation (4.1) depicts the resulting objective function with M being
the set of optimization variables and W being a set of weightings. In order to find
a mapping that is maximal in the number of mapped (or marked) elements on
both sides, Leblebici proposed to choose the weight to be equal the number of the
rule application’s marked elements on both source and target sides.
max (

∑

m ∗ w), m ∈ [0, 1], w ∈ N

(4.1)

m∈ M,w∈W

In its current form, finding a solution to this function would yield that all mappings are to be kept, i.e., all optimization variables are set to one. However, remember that we consider progressive TGGs only, meaning that each TGG rule
must at least mark/create one element. The consequence of this circumstance is
that no consistency check rule applications can mark the same element, which we
need to incorporate in our ILP formulation. Henceforth, a set of ILP constraints
in the form of inequality constraints relates the optimization variables such that
no variables are being set to one whose respective rule applications are mutually
exclusive because they mark the same elements. For n rule applications ra1 , ..., ran
with respective optimization variables m1 , ..., mn , where all rule applications mark
the same element, we demand that m1 + ... + mn ≤ 1. This way, only one variable
is allowed to be set to one, exclusively. Other constraints ensure that an optimization variable can only be set to one if the optimization variables that correspond to
rule applications that mark their context elements are set to one as well. Therefore,
for three rule applications ra1 , ra2 and ra3 with respective variables m1 , m2 and
m3 where ra2 and ra3 mark a specific context element needed by ra1 , we demand
that m1 ≤ m2 + m3 . Consequently, this ensures that m1 can only be set to one if
either m2 or m3 is set to one as well. These constraints then have to be created for
each context element of a rule application. Having defined the objective function
as well as the constraints, an ILP solver then finds an optimal solution to this
problem, which in turn is used to clean up correspondence links that are not part
of a chosen rule application.
Figure 4.28 illustrates this algorithm on an example. It consists of three Types
t1 , t2 and t3 on the source side, where t1 is a sub-Type of t2 . Furthermore, t1 and
t3 contain the Fields f4 and f6 , respectively, while t2 contains a Method m5 . On
the target side, we find a mostly similar looking structure consisting of three Docs
d1 , d2 and d3 , where d1 is referenced by d2 . Besides that d1 contains an Entry e4
and d3 contains the two Entries e5 and e6 . Now, between both models, we can
see a set of correspondence links that are coloured green and annotated with (++).
Furthermore, each correspondence link is annotated with an identifier of the rule
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application that created it, which we will use shortly to build up our ILP problem. These links were created by finding all consistency check TGG rule matches
and applying them. Of particular interest is that we created correspondence four
links between Types t2 and t3 and Docs d2 and d3 . Since both t2 and t3 share the
same name and this model lacks the means to distinguish them by their fully
qualified package name, it is not clear whether to map these to d2 or d3 . Hence,
we find four matches and create correspondence links for every combination of
them. Note that we do not apply a TypeToDoc-ConsistencyCheck-Rule to create
a correspondence link between Type t1 and d1 due to its filterNACs that prohibits
the rule of being applied when the Type is a sub-Type or the Doc is referenced by
another Doc. As stated before, while this reduces the number of combinations of
Types and Docs, we might also no longer be able to find the desired maximally
consistent sub-graph. Just imagine that the Type t2 would be a sub-type, while
the Doc d2 on the opposite side remains a root-Doc. In that case, we would not be
able to map t2 onto d2 due to the filterNAC of TypeToDoc-ConsistencyCheck-Rule
that would forbid t2 to be a sub-Type; although, this would yield the desired result. However, not incorporating application conditions would mean that for each
Type we could possibly find three mapping candidates on the opposite side (if
their names match), which would increase the number of combinations for Types
from 5 (22 +1) to 9 (32 ). This means that in cases with many possible candidates,
it might be necessary to sacrifice the optimality for the sake of being able to find
a solution in a reasonable amount of time. Also note that there is one correspondence link connecting Method m5 and Entry e5 , which depend on the Type-Rule
application T2′ . Specifically, the Method-Rule application M5 depends on Type t2
being mapped to Doc d3 .
Given our consistency check rule applications, we can create the ILP problem that
describes the dependencies between each rule application. Therefore, we introduce optimization variables for each rule application, where m( T2 ) is the variable
that corresponds to Type-Rule application T2 . The objective function is depicted in
Eq. (4.2). Since Type-Rule applications mark/create exactly one Type and one Doc,
they are multiplied by two. To take account for the additional two edges that are
marked/created in SubType-Rule and Field-Rule applications, we multiply these
variables by a factor of four.
max (4 ∗ m(ST1 ) + 2 ∗ m( T2 ) + m( T2′ ) + 2 ∗ m( T3 )+
2 ∗ m( T3′ ) + 4 ∗ m( F4 ) + 4 ∗ m( M5 ) + 4 ∗ m( F6 ))

(4.2)

As described above, we have to introduce constraints to avoid marking the same
elements twice and ensure that elements are only being marked if their context is
as well. Equation (4.3) and Eq. (4.4) depict the actual constraints for our example.
m( T2 ) + m( T2′ ) ≤ 1 marking t2
m( T2 ) + m( T3′ ) ≤ 1 marking d2
m( T3 ) + m( T3′ ) ≤ 1 marking t3
m( T2′ ) + m( T3 ) ≤ 1 marking d3

(4.3)
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m(ST1 ) ≤ m( T2 )
m( F4 ) ≤ m(ST1 )
m( M5 ) ≤
m( M5 ) ≤
m( M5 ) ≤
m( F6 ) ≤

m( T2 ) + m( T2′ )
m( T2′ )
m( T2′ ) + m( T3 )
m( T3 ) + m( T3′ )

m( F6 ) ≤ m( T3 )
m( F6 ) ≤

m( T3 ) + m( T2′ )

t2 , d2 , T2D ( T2 ) as context for ST1
t1 , d1 , T2D (ST1 )as context for F4
t2 as context for M5
T2D ( T2′ ) as context for M5
d3 as context for M5

(4.4)

t3 as context for F6
T2D ( T3 ) as context for F6
d3 as context for F6

In Eq. (4.3), we state that m( T2 ) and m( T2′ ) cannot be set to one at the same time,
which means that only one of them can mark the Type t2 . Analogously, the same
holds for each combination of rule applications that mark t3 , d2 and d3 . Then, in
Eq. (4.4), we state that m(ST1 ) can only be set to one if m( T2 ) has been set to one as
well. This makes sense as T2 marks the context elements t2 and d2 , while creating a
correspondence link between them, which is a prerequisite for ST1 . Consequently,
the same must hold for m( F4 ) and m(ST2 ). Note that ST1 and F4 have more than
one context element, which should lead to more than one constraint. Yet, both
have only one because the context elements of both can only be marked/created
by a single rule application. In comparison, the context Type of M5 may be marked
by T2 or T2 ’, while the context Doc may be marked by T2 ’ and T3 . Furthermore, the
correspondence link used as context by M5 can only be created by T2 ’. Note that
the constraints for the context of F6 are derived analogously to the ones from M5 .
Solving the now complete ILP problem then yields the result of choosing ST1 , T2 ,
T3 , F4 and F6 and a total gain of 14. T2 ’ is being dropped as it hinders ST1 from being taken and thereby F4 , which decreases the total gain of the objective function.
For the same reason, T3 ’ is dropped because by mapping Type t2 to Doc d3 , we
no longer can choose F6 . Also, T2′ is dropped along with M5 as choosing T2 and,
consequently, ST1 and F4 yields a higher reward. The remaining unmarked elements m5 and e5 may now be propagated by translating them each or be dropped.
Noteworthy about this approach is that first, the algorithm also finds solutions
when both source and target graphs are not part of one consistent triple graph.
In this case, we get a mapping of the maximal consistent sub-triple graph as seen
above. Second, as it was proposed, it is not apt to be used in an incremental scenario and cannot calculate solutions given that a correspondence graph already
exists.
Since we are interested in solving concurrent synchronization scenarios, the last
point is of particular interest. An important aspect of dealing with concurrent
changes is that some of these changes may correspond to one another and should
be mapped instead of propagated cross-wisely, creating possibly redundant elements unnecessarily. Yet, Consistency Check as it was proposed must first be
adapted or extended to be usable in scenarios, where at least parts of our triple
graph are still consistent and its rule applications intact. Remembering our consistency detection mechanism from Section 2.3.3, we can detect consistent parts
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by searching for consistency pattern matches. Finding such a match, we know that
the corresponding TGG rule application has to be intact. Now, during concurrent
synchronization, we also detect these kinds of matches to build up our precedence
graph or analyse their disappearance to deduce our precedence graph annotations.
As this analysis gives us information about elements that are still marked, we can
exploit this information to alter our ILP problem accordingly. The easiest way to
do this is to enforce each variable that corresponds to an intact consistency pattern match to be one, since we do not want to find a new mapping for these
elements. Consequently, this means that we drop all consistency check TGG rule
matches that would mark elements of an intact rule application in a different
way. However, note that by doing so, we sacrifice optimality as sometimes a partial or complete re-mapping is necessary to find an “optimal” mapping, i.e., at
least some rule applications might have to be revoked to find a solution with a
higher objective gain. As before, our assumption is here that consistent parts of
our model stay consistent when not altered directly. This is often reasonably since
a complete remapping is, in practise, often not desired even when the optimum of
our objective function is having a higher gain. This is mainly due to the fact that
elements usually not enter an entirely new correspondence relationship during
their lifespan. Another option, which comes with the same limitations, is to drop
all optimization variables that correspond to mappings of elements that are still
part of an intact consistency pattern match. Consequently, this means that we can
remove these variables and constraints they appear in as well. Note that we can
do this since these constraints ensure that specific elements are marked in compliance with our TGG specification. If we do not need to find a new mapping for
a specific element and, thus, drop matches that would remap it, we might as well
drop the corresponding parts of our ILP formulation. Likewise, we do not have
to make sure that these elements are marked by some rule application as it is,
implicitly, already set to one. Especially the second option of removing variables
has the potential to greatly reduce the size of the ILP formulation. For this reason,
we will stick to the second option in order to implement a new Local Consistency
Check variant. Note that this is a new extension to our previous works on concurrent model synchronisation [43].
Figure 4.29 illustrates the new variant on our previous example, which has been
altered slightly. In comparison to before, the Types t1 and t2 as well as their Doc
counterparts d1 and d2 are already part of intact rule applications. Therefore, the
correspondence links between them are coloured black since they were not created by a consistency check TGG rule. Note that we would still find matches for
these rules, which we drop, however, because they would remark some elements.
The rest of the elements has been added recently as in our last example. As before,
we can map the Type t3 to Doc d3 with the difference that we do not consider mappings between t3 and d2 and likewise t2 and d3 , as explained above. Hence, we
encounter only one candidate instead of three for both elements. We also have a
mapping candidate for the Fields f4 and f6 that can be mapped to the Entries e4
and e6 , respectively. Yet, we do not find a mapping for the Method m5 and Entry
e5 since the Doc d2 has no Entry underneath, while the only mapping candidate
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Figure 4.29: Example: Local Consistency Check
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for e5 would be the Field f6 , which cannot be mapped due to its different name.
Equation (4.5) depicts our new objective function, which is shorter in comparison to the one shown in Eq. (4.2). Since ST1 and T2 are considered consistent
rule application, we do not need to find new mappings for any elements that are
marked by these rule applications. Thus, we know that these rule applications are
part of the final result and do not have to be part of the optimization problem.
max (2 ∗ m( T3 ) + 4 ∗ m( F4 ) + 4 ∗ m( F6 ))

(4.5)

In Eq. (4.6), we can see one constraint that ensures compliance with our TGG
specification. It ensures that F6 is only applied when T3 is also part of the final
triple graph since T3 remains as the only rule application that marks F6 ’s context
elements t3 and d3 . Hence, we do not need a constraint for each context element
as was the case in Eq. (4.4). Besides that, we have much less constraints due to fact
that less alternatives for mapping t3 and d3 exist and because two rule applications
are already part of the final result. Especially the last point enables us to drop
constraints from before such as the one which ensured that F4 can only be chosen
if T1 is chosen as well. As m(T1 ) would always be one, this constraint cannot be
violated and thus can be omitted. In comparison to our constraints from above,
we see a much more compact ILP formulation for this problem, although, only
two rule applications were used to reduce the search space.
m( F6 ) ≤ m( T3 )

(4.6)

Yet still, prior to any solving activities, we first have to find all possible mapping
candidates via pattern matching. This is an enormously expensive task due to
possibly large exploration space of finding all possible combinations of elements
on both sides. Currently, our approach is based on using an incremental graph
pattern matcher to find these matches, which might in fact not be efficient. This is
mainly due to the reason that these tools have to observe (sub)models throughout
their lifespan and cannot be tasked spontaneously with finding matches for a
specific subset of model elements. For the future, it might thus be wise to employ
local search pattern matching algorithms that given some unmarked elements
find consistency check TGG rule matches on-demand.
4.5.2 Short-Cut Consistency Check Rules
So far, short-cut (propagation) rules were used to either change a triple graph in a
consistency-preserving manner or propagate a complex change from one side to
the other. In concurrent synchronization scenarios, however, we might additionally encounter complex changes on both sides at once that correspond to each
other. In theory, it would be possible to use local consistency check to determine
whether both changes correspond to each other by deleting the existing correspondence links of the formerly intact rule application. Then, we could try to find
a new mapping for the now unmarked elements. Yet, the process of encoding
the model and its dependencies in an ILP problem and especially solving it, is a
computationally highly expensive task (cf. Section 4.6). As an alternative to using
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Figure 4.30: MainType-Rule and Type-Rule

local consistency check in those scenarios, we present another operationalization of
short-cut rules, namely short-cut consistency check rules that can achieve this task
more elegantly. Note that this is a new extension to our initial work on concurrent
model synchronization [43].
As usual, let us start with an example. For this purpose, we introduce a new
TGG rule, which is depicted in the upper left of Fig. 4.30. MainType-Rule can
also be used to create a root-Type along with a corresponding Doc but both the
Type and the Doc must be named “Main”. Additionally, the rule creates a Method
named “main” and a Parameter named “args” together with a corresponding
Entry. We also slightly alter Type-Rule so that it cannot be used to create Types
named “Main” as well as Method-Rule, which cannot be used to create Methods
named “main”. The rest of the rules remain unchanged.
Figure 4.31 depicts a triple graph, which consists of a Type t1 and its sub-Type
t2 . Furthermore, t2 contains a Field f3 . On the opposite side, we have corresponding elements in the form of a two Docs d1 and d2 , which have a hyperRefs edge
between. Also, d2 contains an Entry e3 that corresponds to f3 . Now, a modeller
on the source side decides to make Type t2 a main-Type by changing its name
to “Main” and adding a new Method m4 named “main” with a new Parameter
p5 named “args”. Besides that, the inheritance between the Types t1 and t2 is removed, making t2 a root-Type as well. At the same time, another modeller decides
to also change the name of Doc d2 to “Main” while adding a new Entry e4 named
“main”. Analogously to the source side, this modeller also removes the hyperRefs
edge between the Docs d1 and d2 . On the right of Fig. 4.31, we can see the precedence graph that describes these changes. There, we can see that the SubType-Rule
application ST2 is no longer intact due partial deletions and changed attributes
on the source and target side. At the same time, we see three newly emerged
rule applications, namely MainType-Rule application MT2 and MT2 ’, and Parameter-Rule application P5 . Note that there are no new Method-Rule application
since m4 and e4 are both named “main”.
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Figure 4.31: Corresponding Complex Changes

Now, investigating this example with a keen eye, we can make out several possible results. We could remove the correspondence link between Type t2 and Doc d2 ,
which enables us to translate each independently as well as their child elements
using MainType-Forward-Rule and MainType-Backward-Rule. Also, we could use
local consistency check after the deletion of the correspondence link to map these
elements onto another. Finally, we could also use our knowledge from Chapter 3
by trying to repair the broken SubType-Rule application ST2 . Therefore, we would
first need a short-cut rule that transforms a SubType-Rule into a MainType-Rule
application as the one depicted in Fig. 4.32 (cf. Chapter 3 for details on its creation). As can be seen, its application deletes a subTypes and hyperRefs edge
and renames the former sub-Type and sub-Doc. It also adds a new main-Method
and Parameter together with a corresponding Entry. As before, we cannot simply use this rule since parts of these changes were already applied through user
changes. However, a forward or backward operationalization won’t help us either
since changes were applied to both source and target side. Having a look at our
example, we can see that we are solely missing two correspondence links plus
markings for the newly added elements. Specifically, we lack a correspondence
link between Method m4 and Entry e4 and then another between Parameter p5
and Entry e4 . Now, we can operationalize our short-cut rule to obtain a short-cut
consistency check rule that marks the created elements on both source and target
side and creates the yet missing correspondence links. The result is depicted in
Fig. 4.33.
While we already discussed consistency check TGG rules in Section 4.5.1, this short-cut consistency check rule cannot be obtained by simply turning created elements
on both source and target side into context elements. As before, short-cut rules
must be handled differently due to the fact that each short-cut rule transforms
an existing rule application into another one. Hence, we have to incorporate this
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and make sure that the user change did not only create the necessary elements
but also deleted the now superfluous ones. This explains the NACs between the
Types t and st and analogously between the Docs d and sd. If both st and sd were
formerly created using SubType-Rule then of course they must be the target of a
subTypes and hyperRefs edge, respectively. When changing both elements so that
they describe a main-Type, these edges have to be removed since MainType-Rule
does not create similar ones. Also, we add filterNACs that ensure that st and sd
are indeed root elements, which serve the same purpose as the filterNACs generated for Type-Rule operationalizations. Last and from a more technical point of
view, we want to ensure that indeed a SubType-Rule application is transformed
into a MainType-Rule application. Therefore, we know that the formerly intact
SubType-Rule application would still be represented by a rule application node.
Successfully applying SubTypeToMainType-ConsistencyCheck-Rule would have
to delete this old rule application node and replace it with another one that represents a MainType-Rule application. Finally, this rule can now be applied to transform the SubType-Rule application ST2 into MainType-Rule application M2 such
that the triple graph is again consistent.
Using short-cut consistency check rules is in general more efficient since we can rely
on our results from Section 3.3. There, we discussed how short-cut propagation rule
matches can be found efficiently by reusing the formerly intact matches from the
detected broken rule applications. Also noteworthy is the use of higher order short-cut rules in this case. Imagine that we did not add Method m4 and Entry e4 but
rather renamed already existing ones. In such a case, we would have to create a
short-cut rule by first concatenating SubType-Rule with Method-Rule before combining it with MainType-Rule. Thus, we would get a short-cut rule that preserves
not only the Type and Doc but the Method and Entry. Yet, as before, creating all
possible higher order short-cut rules might be infeasible in practice. While left to future work, the goal should be to determine on-the-fly how to create the necessary
short-cut rules by closely investigating the observed changes in our models. Besides that, we will have to investigate and probably extend our results regarding
correctness of short-cut rules to short-cut consistency check rules.
4.5.3 Orchestration and Application
As highlighted throughout this chapter, the task of concurrent model synchronization is highly challenging for several reasons. Not only can conflicts arise between
user changes, but the final synchronization result may depend on many other decisions that we may make during the process. For example, we can always decide
whether to retranslate elements or repair their corresponding rule application if
it has become partially broken. To cope with this need for configurability, we
will discuss how our synchronization techniques introduced so far can be seen as
distinct callable synchronization components. By combining these components in
different ways, we get the ability to orchestrate the synchronization process and
achieve different synchronization results in accordance with our synchronization
goals.
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Let us first review the components that we have introduced so far:
Translate This component translates newly added and recently unmarked elements
by applying forward or backward propagation TGG rules, which create corresponding elements in the opposite model. It processes rule applications
whose precedence nodes have a [+|u] or [u|+] annotation as these represent
elements that are not yet or no longer part of any (formerly) intact rule
application.
Rollback This component revokes a previously intact rule application in case that
it was the target of consistent deletions. These deletions may appear on
both sides, in which case the remaining created correspondence links are
removed. In case that either source or target side were deleted consistently,
while the opposite side remains intact, the created correspondence links plus
the created elements on the opposite side are removed. As discussed earlier,
we cannot rollback rule applications in cases where we encounter consistent
deletions on one, and other kinds of changes on the opposite side as this
would constitute a Delete-Preserve conflict. Thus, the component processes
precedence nodes with a [-|-], [-| ] or [ |-] annotation.
Repair This component is based on our results from Chapter 3 and thus relies on the
use of short-cut rules. Its primary purpose is to repair broken rule applications, which were the target of partial deletions or violated application conditions. In cases like these, elements must be translated differently to before
while preserving as much information as possible by figuring out how to
propagate a complex user change non-invasively to the opposite side. Therefore, this component employs the use of short-cut propagation rules, which are
used to process precedence nodes such as [/| ], [*| ], [ |/] and [ |*]. When
a rule application has become broken due to complex changes on both the
source and the target side, we may employ short-cut consistency check rules.
Using these, we can determine whether both changes correspond to one
another and create the (possibly) missing correspondence links so that consistency is restored. Hence, this component also processes precedence nodes
with [/|/], [/|*], [*|*] and [*|/] annotations.
Propagate Arguably, Propagate is a special case in this list, as it does not describe
an atomic concurrent synchronization component. Instead, it combines three
components in a specific order, namely Repair, Rollback and Translate. While
this makes the component more of a second-class citizen amidst the rest of
our components, it describes a typical sequential synchronization process
(cf. Section 3.4). First, broken rule applications are tried to be repaired. If repairing them is not possible, the broken rule applications are rolled back so
that they can be translated anew. Since it is common for changes that are not
in conflict to use sequential synchronization to propagate them, it makes
sense to provide a specific component that implements a best practice in
that regard.
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Local CC Local Consistency Check is being used when elements on both source and target side are perceived as new (either because they were added or unmarked)
but should not be translated. Instead, some of them might already correspond to each other lacking only correspondence links in between. Using
this component, we can leave parts of our still intact models untouched and
find a mapping for these elements if possible. It, thus, processes precedence
nodes with [+|u] and [u|+] annotations.
Detect Conflicts This component does not actively change our models but rather analyses
the precedence graph to detect any sort of conflict (scope) such as Delete-Preserve, Correspondence Preservation, Attribute or Multiplicity conflicts. It is used
(implicitly) at the beginning and after propagation steps to determine the
actual conflict state of the model.
Resolve Conflicts This component is applied to each conflict (scope) and can be configured
to resolve a conflict with any of our previously defined conflict resolution
strategies:
– Take Source Preserve the changes from the source side and drop the
ones on the target side.
– Take Target Preserve the changes from the target side and drop the ones
on the source side.
– Preserve Revoke those deletions that prevent us from keeping newly
added elements.
– Delete Correspondences Delete all created correspondences and decouple
both source and target side, which are then perceived as being entirely
new.
– Skip This strategy leaves the conflict untouched. This might be a valid
strategy if the conflict should be resolved later and a partially inconsistent state is (at least momentarily) tolerated.
Before resolving the conflict, we may also call Repair, which may reduce the
size of the perceived conflict by, e.g., propagating relocations of certain elements. Apart from that, we may call Translate, Rollback, Repair and Propagate
after the actual conflict was resolved to propagate the remaining changes to
the opposite side.
Clean Up Finally, this component may be called at last to restore consistency forcibly
by removing any elements from our source, target and correspondence model
that cannot be explained using our TGG. Of course, we might also want to
tolerate some inconsistency, at least for some time and therefore omit to call
it. While this fragment guarantees correctness, we cannot guarantee any optimality of the result, meaning that in the worst-case, the complete model
might be erased if the source and target model are not part of any consistent
triple. This means that calling this component might cause information loss
for the sake of correctness.
These components can now be arranged in different ways to implement specific
synchronization preferences a user might have. However, not all combinations
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Figure 4.34: Orchestrations

will implement a particularly useful concurrent synchronization workflow, e.g.,
cleaning up our triple graph followed by calling Propagate. Figure 4.34 depicts a
directed graph that shall highlight reasonable combinations starting with the applied User Model Changes ( 1 ) on top. From there, we can take seven different
paths ( 2 - 8 ). First, we can try to Repair ( 2 ) broken rule applications that
are not part of a conflict. Afterwards, or directly after the model changes ( 1 ),
we can Rollback ( 3 ) the remaining broken rule applications, which unmarks elements such that they become translatable. This enables us to determine which
of these unmarked elements corresponds to one another by calling Local Consistency Check ( 4 ). Calling Repair or Rollback beforehand may have a considerable
impact on the result since Repair might mark elements, which are then no longer
available, and Rollback may increase the number of available elements. Yet, Translate would mark elements, which are then no longer available for Local Consistency
Check. From there, we can continue by calling combinations of Repair ( 5 ), Rollback
( 6 ) and Translate ( 7 ) to handle the broken rule applications and untranslated
elements that are not in conflict. In our experience, calling Rollback only before
Conflict Resolution is not reasonable because Rollback has no effect on the detected
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conflicts unless Translate uses the unmarked elements to create new context for
new rule applications. In contrast, Repair may reduce the size of conflict (scopes)
and Translate can lead to newly detected Multiplicity conflicts. Hence, they may be
called alone, together or in combination with Rollback. For readability reasons, we
omitted visualizing Propagate as it is implemented by executing Repair followed
by Rollback and then Translate. It is, thus, included implicitly in the diagram. Of
course, we can also call these components directly after the model changes ( 1 )
if we are not interested in finding already corresponding elements.
Next or again directly after the model changes ( 1 ), we can call Resolve Conflicts ( 8 ). In case we decided first to call Repair or Translate, we might encounter
different conflict (scopes), or if Local Consistency Check was called, we might even
encounter less or more Multiplicity conflicts. For each conflict, we can then decide
to either resolve it using Take Source, Take Target, Preserve, Delete Correspondences
or we can also leave the conflict unresolved by using Skip. After each conflict is
processed, we have several options again. For one, we can decide to call Local Consistency Check ( 4 ), e.g., in case that correspondences were removed and we want
to find a new correspondence mapping between the now unmarked elements. Of
course, we can also call Repair ( 2 ) or Rollback ( 3 ) as a preprocessing step. Afterwards, or directly after all conflicts were processed, we can again call Repair ( 5 ),
Rollback ( 6 ) or Translate ( 7 ) to process the rule applications that are no longer
part of a conflict. As before, this might lead to the detection of new conflicts such
as Multiplicity conflicts, which have to be resolved ( 8 ), too. Finally, after having
processed all conflicts (even if some persist), we can decide to perform a Clean Up
( 9 ) by deleting all elements that are not part of a consistent triple, i.e. for which
we own an intact consistency pattern match. This component guarantees correctness as the resulting triple must be consistent w.r.t. our TGG. After cleaning up
or directly after having processed all conflicts, we can end the process and Finish
( F ).
Using any presented orchestrations, a modeller can configure a custom concurrent
model synchronisation process, e.g. to reduce necessary translation steps or favour
the propagation of new information over deletions when both conflict. Modellers
can, thus, implement their own synchronisation goals. However, since our approach is making local decisions to restore consistency, optimality w.r.t. a metric
can not be guaranteed. Each orchestration can, thus, be interpreted as a specific
synchronisation heuristic that, e.g., may be better suited to reduce the information
loss, but which does not come with a guarantee that the optimal result is always
achieved.
4.6

Evaluation

In this chapter, we will evaluate our concurrent model synchronisation approach,
which has been implemented in eMoflon-Ibex [83, 123, 121]3 . eMoflon-Ibex is a
3

A workspace containing the resources to reproduce our evaluation can be accessed via TODO
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state-of-the-art graph transformation tool, which provides the means to implement unidirectional and bidirectional model transformations, where the latter is
based on TGGs. We will evaluate the overall performance of our approach against
eMoflon-Neo, which is another derivate of eMoflon4 that also implements concurrent model synchronisation based on the works of Weidmann et al. [124, 120]. As
discussed in Section 4.7, their works are search-based in contrast to the propagation-based approach presented in this thesis. Besides that, both derivates also
differ in their core technologies. eMoflon-Ibex is based on the Eclipse Modelling
Framework (EMF) and employs the incremental graph pattern matcher (IGPM)
HiPE to find rule matches, and other pattern matches efficiently. On the other
side, eMoflon-Neo uses a graph database, namely Neo4j5 , to represent their models. Instead of using an IGPM tool, graph database queries are generated to search
for rule matches. However, while our approach applies rules directly, their propagation steps are in some way virtual, meaning that propagations such as deletions
are not immediately carried out. Instead, elements are annotated to signal whether
they have been added anew or should be deleted later. The result is a kind of supermodel, which will probably not be consistent w.r.t. the TGG but encodes all
possible model states. Afterwards, an ILP problem is defined that encodes the dependencies of the different rules applications present in the supermodel together
with weightings that represent user preferences. This problem is then fed to an
ILP solver such as Gurobi6 , whose output is used to strip the supermodel of all
elements that are not consistent w.r.t. the TGG. The result is the final concurrent
synchronisation solution. Note that eMoflon-Ibex also uses ILP during concurrent
synchronisation, however, only when using the local consistency check component.
Let us now focus on the matter at hand, investigating our approach and comparing it against another tool. For this purpose, let us first formulate our research
questions (RQs).
RQ1 Is the runtime complexity of both approaches bound to the overall size of
the model or the complexity and number of changes?
RQ2 How does the performance of our approach change when some of the
changes do not lead to an actual conflict?
RQ3 How does our approach scale for larger (sets of) conflicts?
RQ4 What impact do multi-core setups have on the performance of pattern matching and conflict resolution?
To answer these questions, we implemented the TGG that accompanied us throughout this chapter in both eMoflon-Ibex and eMoflon-Neo. We then generated models
and changes of varying sizes and measured the time it took to restore consistency.
These models contain a variable number of root-Types, which have several layers of sub-Types that form a hierarchy. Each Type contains multiple Fields and
4

www.emoflon.org

5 www.neo4j.com
6 www.gurobi.com
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Methods with Parameters and a JavaDoc. On the opposite side, we have simi-

lar structures and additionally a Glossary with several Glossary Entries. Above
that, each Entry references multiple Glossary Entries. In sum, a root-Type and
root-Doc contain 336 elements underneath. Due to performance issues, this number had to be decreased to 64 for eMoflon-Neo by reducing the depth of hierarchies and number of Methods, Fields and Parameters. Given these models, we
apply changes on a distinct root-Type and root-Doc pair to cause a conflict. The
different types of changes are the following:
• Delete-Preserve conflict: A Type is deleted entirely, while the corresponding
Doc receives a new Entry. Propagating the Type’s deletion would remove
the newly added entries edge, while the new Entry cannot be propagated
due to the missing context Type. Hence, this change causes a Delete-Preserve
conflict.
• Attribute conflict: A Type’s name is being changed, while simultaneously
changing the name of its corresponding Doc such that both do no longer
match. Propagating the change from one side to the other would overwrite
the user-defined name and is, thus, an Attribute conflict.
• Correspondence Preservation conflict: A Method from a Type A is being moved
to another Type B. On the documentation side, a similar change happens
by moving the corresponding Entry to a Doc C. This Doc, however, does
not correspond to the Type B. Propagation of both changes would lead to
relocations of their counterpart, which would overwrite the user inferred
relocations. Hence, this change inflicts a Correspondence Preservation conflict.
• Multiplicity conflict: A Method receives a second JavaDoc, while the corresponding Entry gets a new Annotation. Translating both elements crosswisely would mean creating a third Annotation on the documentation side,
which would violate the 0 to 2 cardinality of the annotations edge. Thus,
both changes can not be synchronised in a propagation-based way and form
a Multiplicity conflict.
Measurements Let us now turn to our actual measurements taken, if not
specified otherwise, using an AMD Ryzen 9 3900X with 64GB DDR4-3600 and a
Corsair Force Series MP600 M.2 PCIe 4.0 NVMe with 1000GB. First, we measured
the time for both tools to synchronise a constant number of conflicting changes
while the model size increases. Note that we always generate an equal number
of each kind of conflict. Then, we kept the size of the model constant while increasing the number of conflicts. Note that we plotted the median and, due to
readability reason, omit visualizing the variance, which for all measurements lay
under fifteen percent. Figure 4.35 shows the measurements of the first case for
eMoflon-Ibex with an increasing model size and a constant number of 500 changes.
As an orchestration, we use the following components: Propagate → Resolve Conflicts → Preserve (for all conflicts) → Clean Up. Since eMoflon-Ibex relies on IGPM,
there is always an initialisation phase where the model is searched for all (partial) pattern matches before any synchronisation activities take place. Therefore,
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Figure 4.35: eMoflon-Ibex - 500 Changes and Increasing Model Size
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Figure 4.36: eMoflon-Ibex - Increasing Number of Changes and 1 Million Model Elements
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In principle,
the synchronisation time should stay constant as conflict detection and resolution
are only executed locally around changes. Thus, a possible explanation for the increase in time might be a missing optimisation or bug since our evaluation results
from the initial publication [43] of our approach showed a constant time. Another
possible reason for the observed anomaly are cache misses or increasing bucket
sizes due to hash collisions.
Figure 4.36 depicts the measurements for eMoflon-Ibex with a constant number
of 1 million model elements and an increasing number of up to 3000 changes.
For this plot, we measured the time it takes to process the specified number of
changes where for each plot, a different percentage of these changes leads to an
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Figure 4.37: eMoflon-Neo - 20 Changes and Increasing Model Size (left),
Increasing Number of Changes and 6000 Model Elements (right)

actual conflict. Remember that each conflict comprises changes on both the source
and target sides. Hence, when a change should not conflict with another, we omit
to change the target side. For conflict detection, this means that a rule application
will still be broken, and the immediate vicinity has to be searched for a conflict.
However, as can be seen in our plot, the difference between conflicts and uncontroversial changes is negligible. Also, we can see that the synchronisation time
scales linearly with an increasing number of changes, taking approximately 44
seconds to propagate all 3000 changes in all four cases.
On the left of Fig. 4.37 we can see the measurements for eMoflon-Neo with a constant number of 20 changes and an increasing model size. In comparison with
eMoflon-Ibex, eMoflon-Neo does not need an initialisation phase and can directly
start with its synchronisation process. However, they have to search for propagation rule matches and consistency patterns during each synchronisation run,
where eMoflon-Ibex’s initialisation only happens once in the beginning. As we can
see, the largest number of processed elements was about 6400 elements, which
took 1348 seconds. Although we encountered an outlier with the last data point,
which was probably due to a lack of memory, the synchronisation of these 20
changes clearly scales linearly with the overall size of our model. The right side
of Fig. 4.37 shows the second case, where the model size is set to 5126 elements
and the number of changes is increased steadily to 80. Our measurements show
that the synchronisation time stays almost constant at about 730 seconds independently of the number of changes. As with the last plot, where we saw that
the model size significantly influences the synchronisation time, we can conclude
that the synchronisation time mainly depends on the model size. At least, this
holds for our kinds of changes where only a small number of elements are created anew and then propagated. We like to highlight that it takes around 100
seconds to process 1000 elements and 20 changes using eMoflon-Neo. At the same
time, eMoflon-Ibex needs around 30 seconds to process a model with a million elements and 2000 changes. In comparison, this means that in a third of the time
eMoflon-Ibex processed a model that is 1000 times larger and propagated 100 times
more changes. Note that due to time reasons, these are the only measurements
that were taken for both eMoflon-Ibex and eMoflon-Neo.
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Figure 4.38: eMoflon-Ibex - Increasing Conflict Scope Size and 390 Thousand Model Elements

Before we go forth to answering our research questions, let us first investigate
several other measurements. Figure 4.38 depicts a more particular case of the scenario where we had a fixed number of model elements and an increasing number
of changes. Here, we wanted to investigate for eMoflon-Ibex how our approach
scales when conflict scopes become larger. Remember that conflict scopes appear
for Delete-Preserve conflicts (cf. Section 4.3.1) and describe changes that have to be
considered when resolving a conflict. These changes might not directly conflict,
but whether they can be propagated may depend on how the actual conflict is resolved. To measure this scenario, we created a model that consists of one root-Type
with a chain of sub-Types underneath. Each Type contains multiple Fields and
Methods with Parameters and Annotations. On the documentation side, we find
the expected corresponding structures plus a Glossary where each Entry references two Glossary Entries. As a change, we only create one Delete-Preserve
conflict and increase its conflict scope. This is done by creating a new Entry in
the last Doc in the chain and deleting an increasing number of Types on the Java
side, starting with the corresponding leaf-Type and then going in the direction of
the root-Type. As can be seen in our plot, it takes about 55 seconds to detect and
resolve the conflict scope with 3000 deleted Types. This is comparable with our
previous result, where 3000 changes were propagated in a similar amount of time.
As stated before, our orchestration did not include the local consistency check component. This was intentional as it is based on ILP solving and follows a similar paradigm as eMoflon-Neo. For this reason, we separated the measurements
to investigate the impact of this component on the overall performance of our
approach. Similar to the first measurements, we created pairs of root-Types and
root-Docs, where each change appends a chain of five Types and five Docs at the
end of the already existing hierarchies. The left of Fig. 4.39 depicts our measurements for an increasing model size and a constant number of 500 changes, which
sums up to 2500 elements being added to the source and target side, respectively.
As expected, the initialisation time increases linearly with the model size. The
time it takes to apply local consistency check also increases significantly the larger
the model becomes. While it takes about 0.8 seconds initially, this time increases
to about 6.8 seconds for a model that is ten times larger. We conclude that similar
to our eMoflon-Neo measurements, local consistency check’s performance is tied to
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Figure 4.39: eMoflon-Ibex - Local Consistency Check - 500 Changes and Increasing Model
Size (left), Increasing Number of Changes and 1.69 Million Model Elements
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the size of the model. This makes sense since we have to analyse all former rule
applications to create and solve the ILP problem. On the right of Fig. 4.39, we see
a plot for the opposite scenario, where we chose a constant model size of 1.69
million elements and increased the number of changes steadily. For the lowest
number of 10 changes, it took 6.2 seconds to terminate, while for the largest number of 5000 changes, it took about 8.9 seconds. Concerning the overall model size,
these changes are, of course, relatively negligible in size. However, we argue that
it is probably unlikely to encounter large amounts of corresponding additions to
be mapped at once in practice. Another important note is that, while these values are promising, they also show the ideal case of not having a lot of possible
mapping candidates for distinct elements. As discussed in Section 4.5.1, this may
lead to a combinatorial explosion of possible mapping candidates. Nonetheless,
we conclude the performance of this component is tightly coupled to the model
size and the number and complexity of changes.
Finally, in RQ3, we asked whether the amount of used CPU cores affects the synchronisation performance. For this purpose, we repeated our measurements for a
fixed model size and an increasing number of changes. Due to technical difficulties, we switched to another system with an AMD Ryzen Threadripper 2990wx
and 128GB DDR4-32007 . We hosted a Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) to run
our measurements with specific multi-core setups on this machine. Figure 4.40
shows how the initialisation phase scales with different numbers of activated
cores. The model that is being processed during that time consists of around 1
million elements. As can be seen, the initialisation time profits from a multi-core
setup. While we see a significant benefit of having at least two cores, which reduces the initialisation time from 154 seconds to 90 seconds, adding another two
cores further reduces the time to around 67 seconds. From there on, adding more
cores only slightly reduces the time, if at all. Technologically, the IGPM tool has to
process all model changes, which is the addition of the entire model at the beginning. Although the IGPM tool is parallelised, changes still have to be processed
7

In contrast to eMoflon-Neo, which uses a graph database for its model representation, our models
live purely in RAM. Hence, our performance measurements do not depend on hard drives.
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Figure 4.40: eMoflon-Ibex - Model with 1 Million Model Elements

sequentially before the actual pattern matching to ensure that a model change
cannot overtake a previous one, e.g., to avoid that the create-notification of an
element overtakes its deletion notification. This preprocessing of model changes
can lead to a severe bottleneck. Regarding the synchronisation time, we can see
that using multiple cores can have a positive effect, which is lesser than for the
initialisation. In this case, 1000 changes were being processed that each caused a
conflict. It takes 61 seconds to process these changes using one core. This time
goes up to 76 seconds when using two cores. A possible explanation for this is
a fluctuation in the host system or that the coordination of multiple cores costs
more than the gain of another core. Nevertheless, using more than four cores, we
can see that the synchronisation time is being halved. Increasing the core number
further does not have a noticeable effect. Another vital piece of information is that
while conflict detection is parallelised, the resolution of conflicts and propagation
is not due to technical issues with EMF. From our experience, sequentially processing each change is, besides pattern matching, one of the most expensive tasks
of model transformation processes. In the future, it has to be investigated how to
apply multiple propagation steps in parallel without causing any side effects.
Summary Having discussed all measurements, we now can answer the previously posed research questions:
RQ1 Our first measurements of eMoflon-Ibex and eMoflon-Neo showed that the first
scales linearly with the number and size of changes, while the latter scales
primarily with the size of the model. Of course, the initialisation phase of
eMoflon-Ibex also depends on the model size. This price, however, has only
to be paid once at the beginning. Also, this does only hold if local consistency
check is not used within the orchestration. Since local consistency check follows
a similar approach as eMoflon-Neo, it shares its scalability characteristics,
which are bound to the model size.
RQ2 To answer this question, we modified our changes such that only a certain
number causes a conflict. The result was that the time it takes to analyse and
propagate uncontroversial changes is similar to the one where all changes
cause a conflict. This makes sense as we have to search for conflicts in the
close vicinity around a change independently of whether another (possibly
conflicting) change occurred on the opposite side or not.
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RQ3 For this question, we measured how performance changes when conflict
scopes grow in size. Therefore, we added a new element at the leaf of a
large hierarchy while deleting parts of the corresponding hierarchy on the
opposite side. Our results show that the performance scaled linearly with
the actual size of the conflict scope as the number of affected rule applications also grew linearly.
RQ4 Here, our results showed that our implementation indeed benefits from the
use of multi-core setups. Especially the initialisation phase performed better
with an increasing number of cores, while the effect on the synchronisation
time was more subtle and allowed for smaller performance gains only. As
discussed earlier, one of the most likely bottlenecks of the concurrent synchronisation approach is the sequential processing of changes. Future works
in this area must consequently develop approaches to identify propagation
steps that can be applied side-effect-free and in parallel.
Threats to Validity First, we like to point out that our evaluation is based
only on synthetically data and one TGG specification. In the future, our approach
has to be tested on other models that are extracted from, e.g., Github, to show
its applicability and scalability properties in real-world scenarios. However, we
argue that our models are already challenging to process due to their structure
and large size. Regarding the TGG specification, we chose a non-trivial TGG ruleset that is partially asymmetric instead of the more straightforward symmetric
case. This means that not all information on one side has a representation on the
opposite side or that one element may correspond to several others at once. However, the number of TGG rules is relatively small. In a diverse real-world scenario
with large metamodels, this number might increase drastically. Considering that
the number of rules greatly impacts the pattern matching performance, it remains
to be shown whether our approach can handle large models in these cases as well.
Another important aspect of our approaches’ scalability is that employing local
consistency check will reduce the overall performance even when this component
is rarely called. The reason for this is that consistency check matches have to be
searched during the whole lifetime of our models. Due to their nature of finding
possible candidates between both source and target sides, finding these matches
may become very expensive such that it becomes the costliest synchronisation
task. In the future, this can be solved by implementing an on-demand pattern
matching for these rules instead of relying on incremental pattern matching. Until then, this issue can only be resolved by omitting to call local consistency check
and thereby omitting to search for consistency check matches.
Regarding our comparison with eMoflon-Neo, we want to highlight that it is based
on the graph database Neo4j. Although Neo4j uses caching to decrease query
times, data must periodically be written and read to and from the hard drive. In
contrast, eMoflon-Ibex relies on EMF and keeps models in the RAM, which generally is faster. However, Weidmann et al. [124] showed in their evaluation that
solving the ILP is by far the most expensive task for their approach.
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4.7

Related Work

In this section, we will discuss other related works in the concurrent model synchronisation landscape. Generally, these approaches can be categorized into propagation-based and search-based. The main idea behind propagation-based approaches
is to use sequential synchronisers to propagate changes cross-wisely between both
models. In comparison, search-based approaches aim at building up a rich set of
possible synchronisation solutions and picking one that, e.g., preserves the most
data or propagates the most changes. As we will see below, both philosophies
have their own advantages and disadvantages, which we will summarise below
after discussing the specific works.
Propagation-based Approaches The most challenging aspect of employing sequential synchronisation to propagate changes between two models is that
some changes may not be propagatable without reverting other changes on the
opposite side. In the former sections, we referred to occurrences as these as conflicts. However, several works that proposed propagation-based approaches did
not incorporate any explicit conflict detection concepts [112, 125, 27, 19, 73, 65].
Besides that, they came with certain other limitations. Xiong et al. [125] propose
an approach where modellers have to specify a consistency relation and a set of
consistency restoring operations. Given some changes, users must then identify
the operations that were used to change both models so that the synchroniser can
propose a consistency restoring sequence. Conflicting changes are overwritten unless a user identifies them himself, and a modeller provided a set of consistency
restoring operators apt to deal with these kinds of changes. A similar approach
was proposed by Egyed et al. [27], who additionally employ incremental pattern
matching to track the consistency of UML models. If any consistency constraint
was violated, a user has to repair it by hand, while the synchroniser analyses
his repair-induced changes w.r.t. whether these might induce new inconsistencies. However, while these inconsistencies may be caused by conflicting changes,
the approach cannot distinguish them from other inconsistencies and has to rely
purely on user interaction to resolve these situations. Furthermore, while it is
stated that this approach can be applied to other models apart from UML, it is
unclear how to derive a methodology from it. In comparison, Kolovos et al. [73]
and Samimi-Dehkordi et al. [101]8 propose a more generic approach, which employs a domain-specific language, namely the Epsilon Validation Language (EVL),
to specify consistency constraints across model-boundaries. Yet, just as Egyed et
al., modellers have to define not only the consistency defining constraints but also
inconsistencies they want to detect. Even more, for each inconsistency, a set of possible fixes has to be defined. Clearly, anticipating every possible inconsistency and
defining both detection and resolution for each possible scenario is both a very
time consuming and erroneous task when done by hand. The same holds for the
approach of Buchmann et al. [19], who propose an Xtend-based implementation of
8

Note that their work indeed discusses the occurrence of conflicts. However, it is not clear how and
when these are detected using their inconsistency detection mechanics without the user having
to model conflicting situations explicitly.
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a triple graph transformation system. Yet again, these consistency restoring operations must be implemented by hand and are unidirectional in contrast to TGGs.
As such, they come without any guarantee of correctness for the implemented
transformations. Finally, Tratt [112] introduces a model transformation language
for propagating changes. Although this work also discusses conflicts, these are
understood as changes that lead to inconsistencies within the model rather than
conflicts between changes of related models. In order to track corresponding elements, this work features the use of identifiers, which are used to determine what
they call conflicts when, e.g., the propagation would lead to duplicates. Hence,
such a conflict might also arise in a standard sequential synchronisation scenario.
Also, the use of identifiers limits this approach to one-to-one relationships.
Most other approaches detect conflicts on-the-fly by checking whether a model
modification performed when propagating a change overwrites a user change on
the opposite side [95, 126, 127, 62, 19, 114]. Among these, Pierce et al. [95] is a special case since they propose a synchroniser to merge different versions of a model.
As input, they expect two modified model replicas, each individually changed
plus a common ancestor of both. During propagation, they merge both models
into one through propagation. However, only changes are handled that are perceived as uncontroversial, leaving out any conflicts and returning the modified
replicas as a result. While this approach is, in principle, able to detect conflicts, it
is limited to homogeneous models only, which, in addition, are limited to tree-like
structures. Even more, no conflict resolution mechanism is presented. The other
approaches are more common in nature and follow a similar procedure to detect
conflicts. Xiong et al. [126, 127] proposed a three-way merge to determine whether
changes during propagation stand in conflict with user changes. Therefore, they
employ a model diff tool to determine which parts of a model were changed and
whether some user change was overwritten by a propagation. In general, using a
model diff-tool periodically during a synchronisation process will negatively affect the overall performance, which will be bound to the size of the model rather
than the complexity of changes. Furthermore, they discuss no concept of resolving the conflicts but rather exit with a failure message. Based on the idea of Xiong
et al., Hermann et al. [62] proposed a similar approach based on TGGs, which
was limited, however, to a confluent set of TGG rules. In contrast to Xiong et al.,
however, they also discuss how conflicts can be resolved by prioritising insertions
over deletions. This work was extended first by Gottmann et al. [50] who mitigated this limitation by using a backtracking algorithm. To decrease the cost, they
also equipped their TGG propagation rules with application conditions, namely
FilterNACs [59, 71], to avoid wrong translation sequences during backtracking.
Another extension was proposed by Trollmann et al., who added a new component to the process that determines whether added elements already correspond
to one another. Yet, apart from the work of Pierce et al. [95], all these works were
shown to have severe drawbacks by Orejas et al. [93]. They showed that the conflict detection mechanism of the aforementioned propagation-based approaches
might depend on the order in which the propagations are executed and making
their results at times unreliable. Depending on this choice, some changes are not
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perceived as in conflict with others. This is mainly because both models do not
necessarily have to contain the same information. In fact, they often only overlap
in parts and contain information that is not part of the opposite model. When
this information is propagated, there is no representation on the other side and
this change is not perceived as controversial. However, a change from the opposite
side might now delete the element that contained the information and finish without detecting the actual conflict. This conflict, however, would have been found
when the deletion of the element would have been propagated first.
To summarise, propagation-based approaches so far have had several limitations.
Some are limited to specific kinds of models [95, 27, 62] or rely on purely handcrafted solutions that come without any guarantee [27, 73, 125, 19, 101]. Besides
that, some have no conflict detection [112, 125, 27, 19, 73, 65] and even those
who are able to detect conflicts suffer from the fact that conflicts are not detected
reliably [126, 127, 62, 19, 114]. While our approach is, at its heart, also propagation-based, we mitigate these problems by relying on the mature TGG framework
and proposing a novel approach to detecting conflicts in a non-invasive manner.
Through its design, the detection of conflicts is independent of the propagation
direction, as most conflicts are detected before any propagation activities take
place. Even more, we are able to identify two new kinds of conflicts, namely Correspondence Preservation and Multiplicity conflicts (cf. Section 4.3), while the other
mentioned conflict-detecting approaches only detect Delete-Preserve and Attribute
conflicts. Last but not least, our approach employs the use of short-cut TGG rules,
which can be used to propagate complex changes between models. Using them,
we can preserve more information and even determine whether complex changes
in both models are similar and correspond to one another. To the best of our
knowledge, other propagation-based approaches do not have a similar feature
and rely on either backtracking [50], searching a maximal (still) consistent sub-model [62] or using model diffs [126, 127] to retranslate inconsistent parts that
possibly could be fixed by a short-cut propagation rule.
Search-based Approaches Search-based approaches have the goal of finding a rich set of synchronisation solutions and picking one outcome. As we will
see, the landscape of search-based approaches is much more diverse than that
of propagation-based ones. Cicchetti et al. [22] introduce a new declarative and
relational bidirectional change propagation transformation language, the Janus
Transformation Language. Its implementation is based on Answer Set Programming, where model transformations are implemented as search problems that are
given to an ASP solver. This solver then finds all (sub-)models that are consistent
w.r.t. the consistency specification. However, finding and presenting all solutions
can become very expensive with an increasing number of changes, which can
be handled in different ways and thus, in combination, can lead to huge search
spaces. In addition, the number of presented solutions might overwhelm a user,
who has to assess and compare the quality of each possible result on his own. In
comparison, Macedo et al. [87] also use a relational bidirectional language, namely
QVT-R, to express a consistency relationship. Furthermore, their approach allows
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them to equip their consistency specification with OCL constraints. Yet, instead
of finding all possible solutions that comply with their specification, they aim at
finding the closest model that is still consistent w.r.t. distance metrics. Therefore,
they propose a generic graph edit distance that weights user additions and deletions and offers users a way to define their own metric. Therefore, a user has to
encode via OCL preconditions and postconditions, which edit operations are considered valid and what they cost. Given the complete consistency specification
and altered models, an SAT solver then finds a consistent solution. In general,
however, constraint solving is considered very expensive and scales for relatively
small models only. Besides that, it is challenging to encode specific synchronisation goals in a metric as it might be unclear how the weighting of different
changes might influence each other. To make matters worse, such a metric must
be designed by anticipating many different scenarios and their preferred solutions
beforehand. Arguably, this is a task that cannot be outsourced to a regular user
of such a synchronisation solution who might not be an expert in designing these
metrics.
Weidmann et al. [124] align themselves with the work of Macedo et al. in that
they use a metric to assess a result. In contrast, to the previously mentioned approaches, they use TGGs as a consistency specification. Using propagation rules
obtained from operationalising the set of TGG rules, they alter the model by propagating all changes. These propagations, however, are essentially virtual, where
deletions are not carried out but are instead reflected by annotations of the respective model elements, as are additions or modifications during propagation.
As such, the model is being enriched into some form of supermodel that contains
all possible propagations. Since many of these propagations cannot coexist and
are thus mutually exclusive, e.g., as is the case for conflicts or when elements may
be translated in different ways, this supermodel must be stripped from elements
that are not part of the final consistent solution. Therefore, an incremental pattern matcher detects possible rule applications in the form of consistency pattern
matches (cf. Section 2.3.3), which are used as the base for defining an ILP problem. Its solution then describes which rule applications to preserve and which to
drop, where elements that are not part of any chosen rule application are being
removed entirely. As with the previous approaches, this one is not applicable for
most scenarios with large size models due to the costs of ILP solving. To solve this
issue, Weidmann et al. [120] investigated in an extension to their previous work
whether a heuristic approach would increase the performance. Therefore, they
used evolutionary algorithms to solve the concurrent synchronisation problem as
a multi-objective optimisation problem, e.g., propagating deletions vs propagating insertions. Yet, their result was that, at least for their investigated scenarios,
the search space is probably too sparse, so that this kind of algorithm is not fit to
find a “good” solution in an adequate amount of time. Also noteworthy is that,
similarly to Macedo et al. [87], users can customise the ILP problem to implement specific synchronisation goals. This is done by adding weights to prioritise
additions, deletions or penalise unnecessary propagations. As before, however,
designing these weights can be cumbersome, and it is unclear how these weights
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interact with each other and whether a specific weight-setting strategy will yield
similar results in different scenarios.
The last approach we like to discuss was presented by Orejas et al. [94]. In comparison with the former search-based approaches, they do not use any optimisation
techniques or constraint solving. They propose a backtracking algorithm that uses
rules derived from a TGG specification to find all possible least-change synchronisation outcomes by going through all alternatives of solving an encountered
conflict or translating elements differently. Their rules, therefore, do not directly
propagate changes like the ones we discussed in our work but rather simulate
propagation using annotations and virtually created elements. Note that this is
another crucial difference from other search-based approaches. This approach indeed has a notion for conflicts as these are detected when the algorithm performs
a propagation that overwrites a user change. Indeed, this is similar to how propagation-based approaches detect a conflict, yet, with the difference that their algorithm is not bound to performing full propagations from one side to the other but
acts rather on a local scope. While their algorithm only searches for maximally
consistent least-changing solutions, it is unlikely that the approach is applicable
to large-scale models. This is mainly because finding all these solutions scales
exponentially with the number of alternatives the algorithm encounters, e.g., assuming that each conflict has two possible resolution options, we might encounter
2n solutions given that we have to synchronise n conflicts. As with the work of
Macedo et al. [87], with an increasing number of results, a user might find it hard
to assess the quality of each result and pick the most fitting one that implements
his preferences best.
One of the main advantages of the works mentioned above (except for Orejas et
al. [94]) is that using constraint solving [87] or more generic optimisation techniques [22, 124, 120] enables these approaches to incorporate more advanced
constraints such as OCL [22]. This can hugely increase the expressiveness of an
approach, which appears much harder to integrate for propagation-based approaches that avoid using such kinds of solvers for performance reasons. Furthermore, they mostly do not need a concrete concept of conflicts as their approach can implicitly resolve them and still guarantee a consistent solution. Yet,
it can become hard to track for a user why a change was propagated or a conflict
resolved the way it was, as customising the synchronisation process is challenging [86, 124, 120]. Also, these advantages come at the price of scalability since
all of them, explicitly or not, have to explore the possibly vast search space of
(mostly) all possible synchronisation solutions. In comparison with our work, we
sacrifice the optimality that some of these approaches guarantee w.r.t. some optimisation function or the guarantee of presenting all possible solutions for scalability. Instead of using a solver or searching for all possible alternatives, we identify
situations where a conflict occurs and present it to the user, who can decide how
to resolve it locally. In comparison to, e.g., designing weights/metrics or picking
solutions from a rich set of synchronisation results, this should help users that
are no experts of the underlying synchronisation technology to make qualified
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decisions on how to step-wisely restore consistency for their models. Arguably,
our new approach thereby increases the transparency of the synchronisation algorithm as we shift the reasoning of what changes to propagate and which to
drop to a more situational view. Yet, incorporating constraints such as OCL will
be an important step in future works that will show whether these constraints can
be integrated into our approach without jeopardising the yet promising scalability
properties.
4.8

Summary and Future Work

In this chapter, we introduced a reliable precedence-driven concurrent model synchronization approach. It is, at its heart, propagation-based, which means that changes
are handled by propagating them from one side to the other, followed by another
propagation step in the opposite direction. Yet, as we have seen, not all changes
can be propagated in such a way since some changes may conflict with each other.
While several works aimed at identifying these conflicts, to the best of our knowledge, all identified conflicts on-the-fly. More specifically, they detected conflicts by
performing propagation steps and then realizing that this had overwritten user
changes on the opposite side (cf. Section 4.7).
In contrast, we propose to use a precedence graph, i.e., a graph that models the
dependencies between rule applications, to keep track of which rule applications
influence each other. Given this graph and a set of model changes, we can detect when rule applications became broken and determine the reason, which is
reflected through annotations of the precedence graph. Using these annotations
and our knowledge of how changes are supposed to be propagated, we can detect
conflicts by keenly investigating the precedence graph and searching for specific
constellations of annotations. In fact, we were able to detect not only Delete-Preserve and Attribute conflicts, which are also detectable by other approaches but
above that two new kinds of conflicts. To one of these conflicts, we refer to as
a Correspondence Preservation conflict, which reflects a conflict between complex
changes on both sides, e.g., when relocating corresponding elements in a way
that the new context elements on both sides do no longer correspond to one another. The other conflict is referred to as Multiplicity conflicts and occurs when the
propagation of changes from both sides would lead to situations where a model
no longer satisfies edge cardinalities posed by its metamodel. Such a situation
occurs when an element has too many or similarly not enough outgoing or incoming edges through a combination of creations and deletions both by users
and through propagation. Naturally, these conflicts must be dealt with to restore
consistency. It is an intrinsic aspect of this problem that resolving a conflict can
be done in several ways. Therefore, we discussed and presented several pre-defined conflict resolution strategies, which can be used to resolve a conflict by
either dropping (some) changes from one side or by dissolving correspondence
relationships such that both sides changes may coexist. This enables users to finegranularly configure how to resolve each conflict while having an overview of the
state of conflict of their models. Yet, this degree of freedom does not suffice in
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practice as user preferences are not limited to how conflicts should be resolved. In
fact, there are even more decision points to be taken into account, e.g., how to deal
with elements that are still considered inconsistent after all propagation activities
took place or whether to translate new elements or first determine if some created
elements on both sides are related? We meet these demands for configuration by
proposing an orchestration of synchronization components that can be combined
individually to implement specific synchronization goals. Finally, we showed for
a synthetic yet non-trivial example that the scalability properties of our approach
are quite encouraging.
Regarding future work, several directions are worth investigating. First, our approach lacks a rigorous formalization regarding the detection and resolution of
conflicts. Specifically, it has to be shown that resolving conflicts indeed leads to
(sub-)models that can again be handled by sequential synchronization. Above that,
we need to determine the circumstances under which we can guarantee termination of a specific orchestration. Also, we have to investigate if our approach can
indeed detect the presented kinds of conflicts reliably in all situations. Particularly for Multiplicity conflicts, there are situations where we may not be able to
detect them just be looking at the initial precedence graph alone (cf. Section 4.3.4).
Besides that, we are currently able to detect four kinds of conflicts from which the
Multiplicity conflicts can be seen as our first steps to incorporate more complex
metamodel constraints. In the future, we would like to extend this by allowing a
broader variety of constraints, e.g., OCL or in the form of user-defined application
conditions, which will significantly increase the complexity of our conflict detection mechanism. As with the Multiplicity conflict, we then have to count violations
of constraints and make this information available such that users can again make
qualified decisions on how to resolve a conflict. However, approaches that incorporate expressive languages such as OCL also encounter severe scalability issues
to the best of our knowledge. It, thus, remains to be seen whether we can incorporate at least a meaningful subset of such a constraint language while still
preserving our promising scalability properties. Another exciting yet challenging
direction would be to investigate how to detect conflicts in synchronization networks, i.e. when multiple models are related to one another. Even for the case
of having only chains of bidirectional synchronizers, it is unclear how conflicts
can be detected between changed models that are not directly neighboured. At
least for the case of chains of synchronizers, it is conceivable that a new kind of
hyper precedence graph could be created that relates the precedence graphs of all synchronizers. By traversing over these dependencies, we might again be able to find
annotation constellations that indicate the existence of a conflict.

5
CONCLUSION

This thesis introduced two approaches to tackle challenging Model-Driven Engineering tasks based on the well-founded notion of Triple Graph Grammars
(TGGs). TGGs are a declarative and rule-based approach to define consistency
between two interrelated models by specifying a set of grammar rules that describes how consistent model pairs can be created from scratch. Different consistency restoring operators such as translators, synchronisers, and consistency
checkers can be implemented by transforming these rules. In this work, we were
mainly focused on improving synchronisation processes that come in two variations: Sequential model synchronisation is tasked with propagating changes from
one model to another. In truly collaborative scenarios, however, changes can occur in both models concurrently and independently. As some of these changes
may conflict, concurrent model synchronisation must detect and resolve conflicts to
restore consistency. In this context, our contributions are three-fold:
Contribution 1 In Chapter 3, we introduced short-cut rules as a new kind of TGG rules to
propagate complex changes, such as relocations of elements, in a consistency preserving way. We showed how these short-cut rules could be operationalised to obtain short-cut propagation rules, which can propagate complex
(user) changes from one model to another in a least changing manner. Most
other approaches process such changes by rolling back former translation
steps and retranslating the affected elements. This strategy may cause information loss if the deleted information is not recoverable, and rolling back
one rule application may cause a cascade of further necessary rollback steps.
Even worse, the newly created structures are often very similar to those
deleted during propagation. Using short-cut propagate rules, we improved
this process by propagating changes in an element-preserving way, thus, implementing a least-changing model synchronisation process (Goal I). While this
decreased information loss because elements are not unnecessarily deleted,
it also increased performance in many cases as cascading rule application
rollbacks are avoided (Goal III).
Contribution 2 In Chapter 4, we presented a novel TGG-based and precedence-driven concurrent model synchronisation approach. Our approach is based on analysing
delta precedence graphs that depict the dependencies between TGG rule applications and their current consistency state. If a rule application becomes
invalidated due to user changes, we can analyse these changes in this delta
precedence graph through annotations. Using these annotations, we can determine whether some changes conflict by closely investigating the occurring
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annotation constellations. Specifically, we showed how to detect four kinds
of conflicts, namely Delete-Preserve, Correspondence-Preservation, Attribute and
Multiplicity conflicts. To resolve these conflicts, we presented several pre-defined conflict resolution strategies. Besides that, we discussed how our concurrent model synchronisation process can be configured to implement specific
user goals by combining different synchronisation components such as the
least-changing model synchroniser from Chapter 3 (Goal II).
Contribution 3 The concepts of both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 were integrated into the
state-of-the-art graph transformation tool eMoflon-Ibex. eMoflon-Ibex is an
open-source project that allows for the specification of unidirectional and
bidirectional graph transformations. Regarding the bidirectional transformations, eMoflon-Ibex employs TGGs to specify consistency between models
by means of correspondence relationships and to derive various consistency
restoring operations. We compared our results against another derivate of
eMoflon, namely eMoflon-Neo, which implements a search-based approach
and, thus, explores the vast space of (most of) all synchronisation solutions.
In our evaluation, we showed that both our short-cut rule framework and the
precedence-driven concurrent model synchronisation framework show promising
scalability properties. Specifically, at least for our investigated scenarios, the
performance of synchronisation steps was bound to the change size rather
than the model size1 (Goal III). In comparison, eMoflon-Neo’s performance
was tightly coupled to the model size in every synchronisation step. Regarding our short-cut rule framework, we also showed that our approach is
indeed apt to preserve information as it propagates changes less invasively.
In contrast to the formerly employed synchronisation method, for most investigated cases, this also had a significant positive effect on the performance
as fewer elements were retranslated.
To conclude this thesis, we like to highlight promising future works of our presented contributions. While we were able to show that short-cut rules indeed preserve information and can have positive effects on the performance, there are
still several open challenges to be tackled. First, our approaches success depends
on having a rich set of useful short-cut rules that, at the moment, are calculated
heuristically beforehand. In practical scenarios with large TGG rulesets, this might
become an issue if needed rules were not derived at the start. To counter this problem, we introduced several strategies to interpret short-cut (propagation) rules more
flexibly so that they are applicable in more scenarios. Yet, these strategies have to
be investigated formally to prove that the resulting rules are still correct short-cut
rules, i.e. that they comply with the TGG specification. To this point, we only discussed how short-cut rules are created by pairwisely overlapping two TGG rules.
The resulting short-cut rules, thus, transform single TGG rule applications at once.
However, by concatenating TGG rules and overlapping them, we can obtain higher-order short-cut rules that are able to process considerably more complex model
modifications at once. While this new kind of rule is needed in some situations,
1

Although the initialisation phase that occurs once has to explore the entire model and, thus, scales
with the model size.
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we have yet to develop a methodology to derive them systematically and prove
their correctness (i.e. the property to stay inside the language of the regarded
TGG). Equally to our concurrent model synchronisation approach, we could exploit
the information of our delta precedence graph to analyse changes and determine
what kind of short-cut rule we are looking for, i.e. what TGG rules we have to construct and overlap. As stated before, the creation of short-cut rules is to date very
performant as our rules are relatively small in size. However, the concatenation of
TGG rules will lead to larger rules with possibly many different (useful) overlaps.
Hence, we will have to investigate whether this will lead to performance issues,
in which case we have to search for new methods to identify useful overlaps efficiently.
Regarding our concurrent model synchronisation framework, there are also several
research directions. For one, our approach still lacks a rigorous formalisation that
proves its correctness and completeness (at least for specific subclasses of TGGs).
Therefore, we must investigate under which condition a synchronisation orchestration fully restores consistency. This includes showing that even in cases where
a (partial) inconsistency is to be tolerated, at least for a time, our approach still
increases consistency. Besides that, we would like to incorporate more expressive constraints, e.g. a subset of OCL. As these constraints may relate elements
throughout our models, this will increase the complexity of our conflict detection mechanism. Also, our evaluation was based on synthetic data only and must
be extended to realistic scenarios, e.g. implementing an industrial use-case and
incorporating changes from real users. Finally, while concurrent model synchronisation is considered to be the pinnacle of BX research, it only constitutes a particular
case of the multidirectional transformation (MX) case, in which networks of models
have to be synchronised. In the future, we will investigate whether and how our
approach can be applied in an MX context. A reasonable starting point are chains
of synchronisers that interact and share knowledge to detect conflicts, preferably
before propagation steps are executed.
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